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Orthogonal frequency-division Multiplexing (OFDM)
techniques, coupled with multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) processing, have been widely deployed in various
wireless communication systems such as 802.11n, WiMAX,
and 3GPP LTE. To enhance the system performance, novel
signal processing techniques are developed, which often
require massive and complicated computations and pose
major challenges in implementations. With the advances
of VLSI technology, the employment of these sophisticated
signal processing algorithms now becomes feasible via
dedicated mapping onto powerful digital signal processors
or dedicated hardware modules. Joint consideration of
algorithm development and implementation issues is crucial
to achieve optimized solutions. This special issue is created
to bring together the state-of-the-art research contributions
to the digital signal processing techniques tailored for
OFDM systems. It has indeed successfully attracted the
submissions of many high-quality papers. After going
through a conscientious peer-review process, eight papers
are selected. These papers make an inspiring ensemble with a
topic spectrum ranging from novel algorithm development,
theoretical system characterization, to efficient hard-wired
implementations in FPGA/ASIC. Although research topics
on signal processing for MIMO-OFDM systems are too
broad to be covered in one special issue, we believe that the
collected papers dutifully serve as a good starting point.
Finally, we would like to thank the authors for their excellent
contributions and the cooperation during the editorial
process. The competent and timely work by all the reviewers
of these papers is also highly appreciated.

For the eight papers included in this special issue, two
of them aim at channel estimation and tracking. Another
two papers work on the MIMO signal detection schemes.
Still another two papers are related to Trellis decoder designs.
We also have one paper focusing on the mitigation of
RF impairments and another one provides probabilistic
behavior analysis of MIMO channels.

Specifically, in the paper entitled “Probabilistic behavior
analysis of MIMO fading channels under geometric mean
decomposition,” P. H. Kuo and P. A. Ting presents statistical
characterization of link gains and channel capacity that can
be achieved by using a GMD precoding scheme. Problem
formulation, PDF and channel capacity derivation, finite-
state Markov chains constructions, and simulation results are
provided with satisfactory performance.

In the paper entitled “CP-based SBHT-RLS algorithms for
tracking channel estimates in multicarrier modulation systems”
by H. Ali, two new algorithms that exploit cyclic prefix
for data detection and employ systolic block Householder
transformation recursive least squares (SBHT-RLS) algo-
rithms for channel tracking are presented. The new methods
outperform existing RLS-based channel tracking schemes.
Computational complexity and parallel implementation
issues are also addressed. Complete algorithm performance
evaluations subject to varying forgetting factor parameter
values, constellation size, and word lengths are provided to
illustrate the advantages of the proposed work.

The paper is entitled “Advanced receiver design for miti-
gating multiple RF impairments in OFDM systems algorithms
and RF measurements.” Kiayani et al. investigate the joint
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impact of frequency-selective I/Q imbalance at both trans-
mitter and receiver together with channel distortions and
CFO errors. Two estimation and compensation structures
based on different pilot patterns are proposed to separate
the individual impairments. Low-complexity time domain
estimation and compensation algorithms are next developed
to mitigate the problems. Both simulation and measurement
results support their performance claims.

There are two papers both working on the topic of
MIMO-OFDM signal detection. In the paper entitled “Loop-
reduction LLL algorithm and architecture for lattice-reduction-
aided MIMO detection,” Liao et al. propose a loop reduction
LLL algorithm and its architecture for lattice-reduction-
aided MIMO detection. A look-ahead check technique is
applied to reduce the algorithm complexity while observing
the original LLL criterion. Simulation results show that not
only the computation complexity but also the computing
latency are effectively reduced.

In the paper “Two-dimensional iterative processing for
DAB receivers based on trellis-decomposition,” W. J. Houtum
and F. M. J. Willems investigate trellis decoding and iterative
techniques for digital audio broadcasting (DAB). Trellis-
decomposition methods allow us to estimate the unknown
channel phase, since this phase relates to the subtrellises.
Simulations of this iterative approach applied to the TU-
6 (COST207) channel show an improvement of 2.4 dB at a
Doppler frequency of 10 Hz.

In the paper entitled “A power-efficient soft-output
detector for spatial-multiplexing MIMO communications,”
Wang et al. propose VLSI implementation of a configurable
power-efficient MIMO detector that supports 4 × 4 spatial
multiplexing and modulation from QPSK to 64-QAM. A
novel tree search algorithm is also proposed to enable the
detector to provide soft outputs and to be implemented in
parallel and pipelined hardware architecture.

The paper entitled “Interference cancellation using replica
signal for HTRCI-MIMO/OFDM in time-variant large delay
spread longer than guard interval” focuses on the time domain
ISI compensation through the replica signal insertion with
the shifted channel impulse response. System models and
complexity analysis are also provided. Exhaustive simula-
tions are conducted to show their performance edge.

In the paper entitled “VLSI architectures for sliding-
window-based space-time turbo trellis code decoders,” G.
Passas and S. Freear present VLSI architectures of space-time
turbo trellis coding decoders as well as of a set of SISO-MAP
component channel decoders used in turbo coding based
on sliding window. They consider space-time turbo-code
receivers based on nonbinary trellises. Finally, measurements
of complexity and decoding delay of several sliding window
technique-based MAP decoder architectures are developed
and compared.

Ming-Der Shieh
Yin-Tsung Hwang

Hanho Lee
Chirn Chye Boon

Zhiyuan Yan
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The VLSI implementation of SISO-MAP decoders used for traditional iterative turbo coding has been investigated in the literature.
In this paper, a complete architectural model of a space-time turbo code receiver that includes elementary decoders is presented.
These architectures are based on newly proposed building blocks such as a recursive add-compare-select-offset (ACSO) unit,
A-, B-, Γ-, and LLR output calculation modules. Measurements of complexity and decoding delay of several sliding-window-
technique-based MAP decoder architectures and a proposed parameter set lead to defining equations and comparison between
those architectures.

1. Introduction

The ability of turbo codes (TCs) to achieve very low BER
that approaches the Shannon limit is very attractive. These
channel capacity approaching codes have been proposed by
Berrou et al. [1, 2]. Iterative turbo decoding involves the
parallel concatenation of two or more component codes,
which operate on the data and exchange information in
order to progressively reduce the error rate. The exchanged
information is in the form of log-likelihood ratio (LLR)
soft decisions and can be exchanged between elementary
decoders, which apply either the soft output Viterbi algo-
rithm (SOVA) [3, 4] or the maximum a posteriori (MAP)
probability algorithm [5].

The principles of iterative turbo decoding can be
combined with those of space-time coding resulting in a
bandwidth efficient low-error-rate channel coding scheme
named space-time turbo trellis coding (STTuTC) [6–10].
The latter scheme benefits from the impressive coding gain
of turbo codes and the diversity gain of space-time codes,
to obtain a very power-efficient system. These power gains
are very important for high-performance communication
systems, particularly in scenarios where low signal-to-noise
ratio is in demand.

Despite the complexity reduction, iterative turbo codes
still have prohibitively high implementation complexity and
suffer from large decoding delay, motivating researchers to
seek efficient implementations [11–19]. The sliding window
technique (SWT) presented in [17–21] enables the early
acquisition of the state metric values without having to scan
the whole trellis frame in the one direction before scanning
the other, and this results in reduced elementary decoder
latency as well as smaller state metric memory requirements.

2. Architectural Overview

2.1. Turbo Transmitter. A space-time turbo trellis code is a
parallel concatenation scheme using two identical elemen-
tary encoders to operate on an information message C =
[C0,C1, . . . ,Ct, . . . ,CP−1], where each symbol consists of b
bits [8, 9]. The same message is sent to both component
encoders, but each one receives this information in a different
order through an interleaver.

Elementary encoders using recursive space time trellis
coding (STTC) benefits from interleaver gain and iterative
decoding [6–8]. These encoders add redundancy to the
encoded messages, and the second sequence is deinterleaved
back to its original order. The two sequences of codewords
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Figure 1: VLSI architectural model of STTuTC receiver.

are multiplexed and truncated to preserve bandwidth effi-
ciency and form a single P length sequence denoted by X =
[X0,X1, . . . ,Xt, . . . ,XP−1], where each space-time vector Xt =
[x1

t,p, x2
t,p, . . . , xit,p, . . . , xKt,p]T consists of K b-bit modulated

symbols. In vector X , half of the symbols (odd locations)
come from component encoder 1 (p = 1) and the other half
(even locations) come from component encoder 2 (p = 2)
[6]. The sequence is forwarded for carrier modulation and
transmission since baseband modulation occurs within the
encoders. The structure results in a long block code from
small memory convolutional codes, a fact that enables the
turbo code to approach the Shannon limit.

Note that the recursive STTCs are trellis based, meaning
that during the encoding process, in each elementary encoder
a trellis path is created [7]. Let S = [s0, s1, . . . , st, . . . , sP−1, sP]
be a state row vector containing all the states in a trellis path
chosen by the information message. The combined trellis
paths will be decomposed and exploited at the receiver side
to decode the message.

2.2. Proposed Turbo Receiver. Consider a baseband MIMO
receiver, shown in Figure 1, the received frame R =
[R0,R1, . . . ,Rt, . . . ,RP−1], where Rt = [r1

t , r2
t , . . . , r

j
t , . . . , r

ψ
t ]T ,

can be used to estimate the original sequence C. Using the
baseband signal representation, the received noisy signal
from antenna j at time t over a MIMO (possibly fading,
when htj,i /= 1) Gaussian channel is given by the equation

r
j
t = V

j
t + n

j
t =

K∑

i=1

htj,ix
i
t,p + n

j
t , (1)

where V
j
t represents the noiseless version of the r

j
t signal [7–

9]. The receiver, after estimating the channel fading coef-
ficients, separates the signals using maximal ratio receiver

combining (MRRC), which also equalises the signals by
removing the effect of the channel. With MRRC, costly joint
detection of space-time symbols is avoided.

The equalised frame symbols are delivered to a soft-
demapper to calculate the soft channel output given in

Ht(s′, s) = ln
(
ηt(s′, s)

) = ln
(
e−Es‖Rt−V

j
t ‖

2
/2σ2

)

= − Es‖Rt −Vt‖2

2σ2
.

(2)

The received symbols have already −Es/2σ2 prescaled
by a SNR scaler in the analogue domain [12]. A frame
formation block (FBB) separates the even and odd symbols
and inserts zeros, so it is assured that each log-MAP decoder
core receives information only from the corresponding
component encoder.

The STTuTC decoder at the algorithmic level consists
of two soft-in soft-out (SISO) component decoders, which
exchange soft information and progressively through many
iterations result in a better estimate of the values of the
information symbols [11, 12]. Since the two component
decoders do not operate on data at the same time, only
one silicon IP core can be used to implement both. As
illustrated in Figure 1, the decoder contains a symbol-based
SISO component core that applies the log-MAP algorithm on
a nonbinary trellis. It also uses two memories, one for storing
the exchanged soft information and another to perform
symbol interleaving/deinterleaving.

2.3. MAP and Log-MAP Algorithms. Maximum likelihood
decoding using Viterbi algorithm determines the most likely
path through the trellis and from that determines the
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information symbol sequence, whereas MAP decoding deter-
mines the latter sequence by considering each information
symbol ct independently using the channel observations R.
The MAP algorithm is used to compute the a posteriori LLR
soft decisions (3), about the value of the symbols in the
information message [6, 8]:

λ f (ut‖R) = ln

(
Pr
(
ut = f ‖R)

Pr(ut = 0‖R)

)

= ln

⎛
⎝
∑

(s′,s)⇒ut= f
(
βt(s)γ

f
t (s′, s)at−1(s′)

)

∑
(s′,s)⇒ut=0

(
βt(s)γ

f
t (s′, s)at−1(s′)

)

⎞
⎠,

(3)

where f = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2b − 1. This equation expresses the
excess probability of a symbol ut being f in the logarithmic
domain over the probability of being equal to a reference
symbol 0 [11, 13]. The log-MAP decoder calculates the LLRs
of all the possible modulation symbols in the constellation
diagram using the forward At(s) = ln(at(s)) and backward
Bt(s) = ln(βt(s)) state metric probabilities as well as the

branch metric probabilities Γt(s′, s) = ln(γ
f
t (s′, s)) in the

logarithmic domain:

At(s) =
2G−1∑

s′=0

2b−1∑

f=0

(
Γ
f
t (s′, s) + At−1(s′)

)
,

Bt−1(s′) =
2G−1∑

s=0

2b−1∑

f=0

(
Γ
f
t (s′, s) + Bt(s)

)
.

(4)

The At(s) metric represents the logarithmic probability
that the state s at stage t has been reached from the beginning
of the trellis. Similarly, the Bt−1(s′) metric represents the
logarithmic probability that the state s′ at stage t − 1 has
been reached from the end of the trellis [13, 15]. The branch
metric probabilities can be computed using

γ
f
t (s′, s)=Pr(Rt ∩ s‖s′)=Pr(Rt‖s∩ s′)Pr(s‖s′)=⇒

γ
f
t (s′, s)=Pr(Rt‖Vt)

Prt
(
f
)

Prt(0)
= 1

2πσ2
eEs|Rt−Vt|

2/2σ2 Prt
(
f
)

Prt(0)
=⇒

γ
f
t (s′, s) = C1e

Es|Rt−Vt|2/2σ2 Prt
(
f
)

Prt(0)
= C1ηt(s′, s)

Prt
(
f
)

Prt(0)
,

(5)

whereC1 = 1/2πσ2. The above equation gives the probability
of a transition at time t from state s′ to state s in the trellis
diagram [13]. Translating (5) in the logarithmic domain
[15],

Γ
f
t (s′, s) = ln

(
γ
f
t (s′, s)

)
= C̃1 +Ht(s′, s) + ln

(
Prt
(
f
)

Prt(0)

)
,

(6)

where C̃1 = ln(C1) is a constant, the Ht(s′, s) term is the soft
channel output, and the ln(Prt( f )/Prt(0)) term is the a priori
information coming from the other component decoder:

λ f (ut‖R) = ln

⎛
⎝
∑

(s′,s)⇒ut= f βt(s)γ
f
t (s′, s)at−1(s′)

∑
(s′,s)⇒ut=0 βt(s)γ

0
t (s′, s)at−1(s′)

⎞
⎠ =⇒

λ f (ut‖R) = ln

⎛
⎝

∑

(s′,s)⇒ut= f
e(Bt(s)+Γ

f
t (s′,s)+At−1(s′))

⎞
⎠

− ln

⎛
⎝

∑

(s′,s)⇒ut=0

e(Bt(s)+Γ0
t (s′,s)+At−1(s′))

⎞
⎠ =⇒

λ f (ut‖R) = max∗
(s′,s)⇒ut= f

(
Bt(s) + Γ

f
t (s′, s) +At−1(s′)

)

− max∗
(s′,s)⇒ut=0

(
Bt(s) + Γ0

t (s
′, s) + At−1(s′)

)
.

(7)

Finally, (7) gives the elementary decoder output, which is
a posteriori probability LLR in terms of logarithmic domain
state and branch metrics [13].

3. Soft-In Soft-Out-MAP Component Decoder

3.1. Decoder Module Architecture. The proposed elementary
decoder core is illustrated in Figure 2. The main modules
within this decoder are the branch metric calculation module
(BM-CM), the A- and B-state metric calculation modules (A-
SM-CM and B-SM-CM, resp.), the LLR calculation module
(LLR-CM), and a large A-metric RAM to temporarily store
metric values.

The BM-CM calculates all possible normalised branch
metric values (see Section 3.1) and store them in a register
file. The latter consists of M = 2b registers to store the M
possible branch metric values. These metrics are given to A-
SM-CM, B-SM-CM, and LLR-CM. The A-metric CM scans
the entire trellis diagram in the forward direction, starting
from stage zero and ending at stage P, calculating all A-state
metrics and storing them in the A-metric RAM.

After this first trellis pass the B-metric CM and the LLR-
CM simultaneously compute the B-state metrics and the LLR
outputs, respectively. The B-SM-CM scans the entire trellis
in the backward direction, from stage P to 0. At this time, the
B-metrics do not need to be stored in a memory, since every
time a B-metric is calculated the corresponding A-metric is
extracted from the A-metric RAM and the LLR calculation is
computed.

Therefore, only the A-state metrics are stored in a RAM
memory, the size of which must be (P + 1) ∗ 2G ∗ wL, for
continuous mode decoders. In a decoder operating in the
terminated mode, where the trellis path begins and ends at
state s(0), that is, s0 = s(0) and sP = s(0), the memory
requirement is slightly reduced to [(P − 3) ∗ 2G + 2 ∗ 2b +
2] ∗ wL, whereas in truncated operating mode (i.e., s0 =
s(0) must hold for every frame, but there is no termination
condition), the storage requirement is [(P − 1) ∗ 2G + 2b +
1] ∗ wL, where wL is the word length of the data format
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Table 1: Complexity and decoding delay of log-MAP decoders.

Operating
mode

Mem. requirement
[bits]

Number of
DFUs

Decoding
delay steps

Continuous (P + 1) 2GwL 1 3P/2P

Terminated [(P−3) 2G + 2b+1 + 2]wL 1 3P/2P

Truncated [(P− 1)2G + 2b + 1]wL 1 3P/2P

used to represent the internal data of the MAP decoder.
Table 1 shows the complexity and decoding delay of a log-
MAP decoder operating in different modes. The metrics
are calculated using data flow units (DFUs) that operate in
decoding steps. As can be seen the log-MAP decoder results
in very high memory requirements and long elementary
decoder latencies.

3.2. Branch Metric Calculation Module. The branch metric
calculation module computes the normalised branch metrics

Γ
f
t (s′, s). The branch metric appears on both the numerator

and denominator of the a posteriori LLR formula, thus any
constants will cancel out and play no role in the calculation:

Γ
f
t (s′, s) = Ht(s′, s) + ln

(
Prt
(
f
)

Prt(0)

)
, (8)

The module receives as input the soft output of the
channel Ht(s′, s) and the a priori information from the other
component decoder and computes all possible values of
branch metrics as shown in Figure 3.

3.3. State Metric Calculation Module. In the literature, the
proposed architectures that recursively calculate the state
metrics are based in the so-called ACSO (add-compare-
select-offset) processing unit equivalent to add-max∗() pre-
sented in [18]. It is responsible for the computation of a state
metric based on the previous stage metrics and the branch
metrics arriving at the state in question.

Several different, but similar architectures have been
proposed. The diagram in Figure 4 suggests a new type of the
ACSO unit, which instead of employing more multiplexers
to cope with the more than two input state metrics in
nonbinary trellises, it recursively accepts the input state
and branch metrics and calculates the output state metric
in a number of cycles. A look-up table can be used to
store precalculated correction factors and its quantization is
discussed in [18, 22].

This module requires M clock cycles to calculate the
output state metric. In the first clock cycle, the feedback
register is reset, and the At−1(s′1) and Γ0

t (s
′
1, s) are applied

at the inputs. Also the SW1 switch is connected to the zero
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register. The result is that a1 = At−1(s′1) + Γ0
t (s

′
1, s) is stored

in the feedback register. In the remaining cycles, the LUT
output is connected through SW1 to the output adder. In the
second cycle, the a2 = At−1(s′2) + Γ1

t (s
′
2, s) is applied at the

input; therefore the max∗(a1, a2) is stored in the feedback
register. Similarly, the max∗(a3, max∗(a1, a2)) is stored at
the third cycle, whereas the output state metric equal to
max∗(a4, (max∗(a3, max∗(a1, a2))) is ready at the output
port during the forth clock cycle. A-metric calculation is
illustrated, but the architecture operates equally good for B-
metric calculation in a backward recursion. This unit will be
referred to as recACSO unit.

The forward/backward recursion computations may lead
to an over flow. If a state metric value constantly grow the
finite word length wL will not be sufficient to hold this value
and an over flow will occur. Since the max∗() operation is

linear and shift invariant and a global shift of state metric
values would not change the LLR output value, it is the
difference between the state metrics and not their absolute
values that is important. Rescaling of the state metrics can be
readily performed to avoid over flow. The rescaling technique
is the same as that used in other SISO-log MAP algorithms
[11, 18, 23].

The precision of the state metrics determines the word
length wL. The precision depends on the dynamic range of
the state metrics.

Thus, 2G recACSO units can be employed to calculate all
the states of trellis stage in one step, as depicted in Figure 5 for
a 2G state trellis. This unit receives 2G possible branch metrics
and the previous state metrics and computes all the state
metrics of the current stage. Configuring the module this
way fastens computation since it avoids reading the previous
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stage state metrics from the RAM memory. At the input of
the module two selectors are used to drive the recACSO units
with the appropriate inputs.

3.4. LLR Output Calculation Module. The LLR-CM depicted
in Figure 6 is responsible for computing the output reliability

estimates λ f (ut | R) given the state and branch metric
calculations according to

λ f (ut | R) = max∗
(s′,s)⇒ut= f

(
Bt(s) + Γ

f
t (s′, s) + At−1(s′)

)

− max∗
(s′,s)⇒ut=0

(
Bt(s) + Γ0

t (s
′, s) + At−1(s′)

)
.

(9)
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A careful observation of (9) reveals a close relation with
the recACSO unit calculation. The LLR computation has two
terms that can be computed separately and then subtracted.
If At−1(s′) and Bt(s) are added in advance, then the recACSO
unit can then be used to calculate max∗(), where f =
0, 1, . . . , 2b − 1. Because the max∗() when f = 0 has to be
subtracted from all other LLRs, an inverter is included to
negate this term.

As already mentioned, λ0(ut | R) need not be calculated
since zero is the reference symbol and therefore its LLR is
zero. The remaining 2b−2 log-likelihood ratios are computed
by the proposed architecture and outputted out of the
symbol-based log-MAP component decoder.

4. SWT-Based Architectures for
the SISO-MAP Decoder

4.1. The Concept. SISO-MAP decoders suffer from very long
latency and high memory requirements. A different organi-
sation (scheduling) of the computation and exploitation of
the convergence property [24–26] of the decoder lead to
reduction in the latency and the amount of state metrics
that need to be stored. For this reason, the sliding window
technique (SWT) has been proposed in the literature [18,
19].

SWTs are divided in single-flow structure (SFS), double-
flow structure (DFS), and pointer-based (PNT) techniques.
In these techniques the trellis or transmitted frame is divided
in windows of size L, where L is the convergence length [25].
Care must be taken to ensure that the whole frame can be
exactly divided into an integer number of windows. MAP
decoder convergence property allows recursive calculation of
a state metric to result in a good approximation of the actual
metric value after L recursion steps, even if the initial data is
a dummy value [8, 9].

Three important metrics for comparison of MAP
decoders can be considered: (i) decoding delay (latency), (ii)
memory requirements (or storage lifetime), and (iii) compu-
tational complexity (number of recursion modules). Several
different schedulings of the MAP algorithm computation
reveal trade-offs between these quantities. Since the window
size is L recursion steps, a DFU proposed in Section 3 can
be employed to calculate all the state metric vectors in
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a window in L steps. A DFU can perform forward, backward,
or dummy metric calculations.

Defining the following parameter set will assist in the
analysis of SWT-based MAP decoders (technique, Π, π, shift,
ε). The “technique” element is the type of computation
organisation with possible values being SFS, DFS, SFS/PNT,
and DFS/PNT.

“Π” is the relative position between (A- and B-) forward
and backward coupled metric recursive calculations and

therefore determines when the B-metric calculation begins
relative to A-metric calculation. It is a continuous value
variable, but only three values are a meaningful choice.Π = 0
means that the backward calculation starts after the forward
ends, Π = 2L means that the forward calculation starts
after the backward ends, and Π = L means that the two
calculations take place simultaneously and switch role in the
middle of the convergence block calculation.

“π” is the ratio of the valid over the invalid (dummy)
metric recursive calculation. To compute the backward
metrics before the end of the whole frame a dummy metric
calculation is required to estimate an intermediate value
using the convergence property. This means that for every A-
and B-metric pair one dummy module is required, but that
can vary depending on the technique, π is the ratio of invalid
metrics over valid A- and B-metrics.

The computation can take place in two directions (two
flows) simultaneously each calculating half of the frame. The
“Shift” is the time shift in decoding steps in between the two
flows. In the pointer technique pointers are used to reduce
memory requirements, ε is the number of pointers, which
when exists indicates the pointer technique PNT.

This set of SWT-based architectures has been fully
investigated and some results are given in Table 2. These
indicate the hardware requirements and decoding delay of
some common implementation structures.
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4.2. Single-Flow Structure SISO-MAP Decoders. Figures 7
and 8 illustrate, as an example, the data flow graph (DFG)
of a single flow and the architecture of SM-CM of (SFS, Π =
0, π = 1) and the architecture of (SFS, Π = 0, π = 1/2) single-
flow structures. The flow diagram explains the computation.

In the DFG the horizontal axis represents time quantized
in terms of symbol periods, whereas the vertical axis
represents the symbol number within the frame. In this
specific diagram a frame of P = 4L symbols decoded by a
trellis of P + 1 = 4L + 1 stages is presented, where L is the
convergence length of the decoder.

Three data flow units can be seen in the diagram. The
dashed arrow represents L recursions of a forward DFU
calculating A-metric, which are stored as calculated. The
continuous arrow represents L recursion of a backward DFU
calculating B-metrics. This calculation is done simultane-
ously with the LLR soft output calculation. The dotted arrow
represents L recursions of a dummy metric DFU.

In the diagrams to follow the dotted arrow always
represents dummy metric recursive use of DFUs, whereas for
forward and backward metric DFUs the arrow is continuous
or dashed when the metric is not stored or stored in the
memory, respectively. The dummy metric DFU results in a
valid metric after the L backward recursions.

The fact that the dummy metric DFU is working back-
wards can be understood from the fact that its projection on
the vertical axis points downwards. DFUs whose projection
on the vertical axis points upwards are operating on the data
in a forward manner. Also note that the maximum number
of arrows a vertical line can cross in this diagram gives the
number of DFUs employed in this structure [21].

Storage is also represented by the shaded rectangular
areas. Taking into account one of these areas (they are all the
same), the projection of this rectangular area on the vertical
line gives the amount of state metric vectors to be stored
[18, 21], whereas the projection on the horizontal line gives
the time required to store the vectors.

Decoding delay (or latency) is the horizontal distance
between the acquisition curve (always y1 = t) and the
decoding curve in DFG. Since the decoding curve in this
structure is at y2 = t − 4L, the decoding delay is y1 − y2 =
t − (t − 4L) = 4L symbol periods. The symbol period is
denoted by tS.

DFGs and tile graphs model the same thing, they
model the resource-time scheduling of the recursions of the
algorithm. A diagram is a DFG when viewed as a concrete
graph or tile graph when viewed as tile repetition [17]. On
the right of Figure 7 a tile, which consist of 3 DFUs, is
illustrated. This tile is repeated as many times as required to
form a complete DFG.

Let us concentrate more on the scheduling of the
operations described by the DFG in Figure 7. During the
symbol periods 2L to 3L−1, the dummy metric DFU (dotted
arrow 1) starting from a zero vector assigned to state metric
vector B2L computes invalid metrics from B(2L−1) down to
BL. This calculation results in a valid state metric vector BL,
because convergence is reached. All other metrics calculated
during these L recursions are invalid. At the same time
the forward DFU (dashed arrow 2) calculates and stores a
sequence of L A-metrics from A0 to A(L−1).

In the next L symbol periods from 3L to 4L − 1 the
backward DFU (continuous arrow 3) comes into play to
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calculate B(L−1) to B0. During the backward calculation the
A-state metrics from A(L−1) to A0 are extracted from the
memory and together with the B-state metrics are used to
calculate the first L soft outputs.

Thus, a set of 3 recursion units (called a “tile” in a tile
diagram as indicated in DFG) results in the calculation of
L A- and B-metrics required to produce L soft output LLR
values. Note that the LLR values are calculated in a reverse
manner. At symbol periods 4L to 5L − 1, the order of soft
output values is reversed [18]. In a turbo coding scheme,
the interleaver reordering can be exploited to perform this
reversing. If this last LLR reversing step is done by the MAP

decoder, then the latency of this core is 4L symbol periods. If
the reversing is done by the interleaver, the decoding delay is
3L symbol periods.

The above process (tile) is repeated until the end of the
frame. The set of tiles in the tile graph (or DFG) represents
a single flow passing through the data of a frame (or trellis).
Hence, the proposed structure is designated as a single-flow
structure (SFS). Structures where the above process occurs in
both directions are called double-flow structures (DFSs) and
will be discussed later in this paper.

In single-flow structures the benefit of structures with
Π = 0 compared to Π = L is the use of a single RAM memory
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Table 2: Complexity and decoding delay of SWT-based log-MAP decoders.

Parameter set
Mem. req.

[bits]
DFUs Decoding delay steps

(SFS, Π = 0, π = 1) L2GwL 3 4L/3L

(SFS, Π = L, π = 1) L2GwL 3 4L/3L

(SFS, Π = 2L, π = 1) L2GwL 3 4L/4L

(SFS, Π = 0, π = 1/2) (L/2)2GwL 4 3L/2.5L

(SFS, Π = 0, π = 1/3) (L/3)2GwL 5 2.66L/2.33L

(SFS, Π = 0, π = 1/4) (L/4)2GwL 6 2.5L/2.25L

(SFS, Π = 0, π = 2) 2L2GwL 3 6L/4L

(SFS, Π = 0, π = 3) 3L2GwL 3 9L/6L

(SFS, Π = 0, π = 4) 4L2GwL 3 12L/8L

(DFS, Π = 0, π = 1, shift= 0) 2L2GwL 6 4L/3L

(DFS, Π = L, π = 1 shift= L/2) L2GwL 6 4.5L/3.5L

(DFS, Π = 2L, π = 1 shift= 0) 2L2GwL 6 4L/4L

(DFS, Π = L, π = 1/2, shift= L/4) L/2∗ 2GwL 8 3.25L/2.75L

(DFS, Π = L, π = 1/3, shift= L/6) L/3∗ 2GwL 10 2.83L/2.5L

(DFS, Π = L, π = 1/4, shift = L/8) L/4∗ 2GwL 12 2.625L/2.375L

(SFS/PNT, Π = 0, π = 1, shift= 0, ε = 3) (L/4)2GwL 4 4L/3.75L

(SFS/PNT, Π = L, π = 1, shift= 0, ε = 3) (L/4)2GwL 4 4.5L/3.75L

(SFS/PNT, Π = 2L, π = 1, shift= 0, ε = 3) (L/4)2GwL 4 4L/4L

(SFS/PNT, Π = 0, π = 1, shift= 0, ε = 4) (L/5)2GwL 4 4L/3.8L

(SFS/PNT, Π = 0, π = 1, shift= 0, ε = 5) (L/6)2GwL 4 4L/3.833L

(SFS/PNT, Π = 0, π = 1, shift= 0, ε = 6) (L/7)2GwL 4 4L/3.857L

(DFS/PNT, Π = 2L, π = 1, shift= 0, ε = 3) (L/2)2GwL 8 4L/3.75L

(DFS/PNT, Π = L, π = 1, shift= L/8, ε = 3) (L/4)2GwL 8 4.125L/3.875L

(DFS/PNT, Π = L, π = 1, shift= L/10, ε = 4) (L/5)2GwL 8 4.1L/3.9L

(DFS/PNT, Π = L, π = 1, shift= L/12, ε = 5) (L/6)2GwL 8 4.0833L/3.9166L

(DFS/PNT, Π = L, π = 1, shift= L/14, ε = 6) (L/7)2GwL 8 4.0714L/3.9286L

as opposed to two RAM memories of half size each, required
in the latter structures. Although the memory requirements
as well as other requirements are the same, less complex
datapath circuits are needed in the (SFS, Π = 0, π) case.

Also the (SFS, Π = L, π) structure experiences smaller
decoding delay than the (SFS, Π = 2L, π); LLR reversing is
performed in the interleaver rather than in the MAP decoder.
Thus, for SFS, Π = 0 is clearly the best choice. For (SFS, Π =
0, π) decoders,

storage req. [bits] = πL2GwL,

number of DFUs =
⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩

3, π ≥ 1,

2 +
1
π

, π ≤ 1,

decoding delay =
{

3πL or 2πL, π > 1,

(2 + 2π)L or (2 + π)L, π ≤ 1.
(10)

Note that, when π > 1, both the storage requirements
and the decoding delay are increased without any reduction
in the number of DFUs; therefore architectures with π > 1
are not suggested.

For π < 1, the storage requirements and decoding delay
are decreasing as π decreases, but the number of required
DFUs is increasing. The decoding delay is (2 + 2π)L when
MAP decoder reverses the LLR outputs and (2 + π)L when
the interleaver reverses the LLR outputs.

4.3. Double-Flow Structure SISO-MAP Decoders. The DFG
and the state metric calculation modules for a (DFS, Π = L,
π = 1/2, shift = L/4) structure are shown in Figures 9 and
10, respectively. The double-flow structures use all of the
concepts of single flows, in the sense that they also have
parameters Π,π with the interesting values being Π = 0, L
and 2L and π = 1/2, 1 and 2. Some DFSs have the benefit
of operating with twice as much speed, without doubling the
hardware requirements.

For example, when Π = L the RAM memories used by
the data flow units to store the state metrics A and B of the
SISO-MAP algorithm operate in the write mode for half of
the time. The remaining half of the time they operate in
read mode. This read period can be exploited by a second
flow which runs over half of the frame data in the opposite
direction. This is illustrated in Figure 9 for Π = L, π = 1,
which shows a structure that decodes a frame of Π = 8L
symbols in half time.
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Figure 13 depicts a DFS, with Π = L, π = 1/2, shift = L/4.
Note that for RAM sharing between the two data flows a
shift of L/4 is required in this case, as opposed to L/2 shift
used in other DFSs. This means that the appropriate shift
is not constant but depends on the other parameters of the
structure. In this diagram it is clearly indicated that two
flows are operating splitting the 8L frame into two 4L symbol
blocks. The first flow is using 4 DFUs, one forward, one
backward, and two dummy metric DFUs. The same resources
are employed by the second flow, therefore in total 8 DFUs
are required.

Double-flow structures lead to efficiency only for Π =
L, since only for this value of Π memory sharing can take
place. For all other values of Π the memory requirements and
the number of DFUs are doubling for double-flow structures
with the added advantage of doubling the MAP decoder
speed since the frame decoding is split between the two flows.
For (DFS, Π = L, π, shift) decoders,

storage req. [bits] = πL2GwL,

number of DFUs =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

6, π ≥ 1,

2
(

2 +
1
π

)
, π < 1,

decoding delay =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(
4π − 3

2

)
L or

(
3π − 3

2

)
L, π > 1,

(
5π
2

+ 2
)
L or

(
3π
2

+ 2
)
L, π ≤ 1,

shift =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

(2π − 1)L
2

, π > 1,

πL

2
, π ≤ 1.

(11)

Setting π above 1 results in prohibitively large decoding
delay. Even if π is only 3, the decoding delay is (4π −
3/2)L/(3π−3/2)L = 10.5L/7.5L, which is unacceptably large,
therefore architectures for π ≤ 1 are of interest only.

4.4. Pointer Technique-Based SISO-MAP Decoders. Figures
11 and 12 illustrate the DFG and the SM-CM for a (SFS/PNT,
Π = 2L, π = 1, ε Ptrs) structure.

In all of the above structures all the necessary metrics are
stored in the RAM memories. Another idea is to selectively
store some of the state metrics and recompute all the others.
This idea of selective recomputation leads to reduced storage
requirements.

The pointers are nothing else but the actual state metric
values, which are stored and extracted from a storage device
whenever is necessary. The values to be stored in pointers are
depicted with small white circles in Figure 11.

In this structure, during time t = 2LtS to (3L − 1)tS,
after L dummy metric recursion steps, the obtained valid
BL value is stored in a register. This value is also used to
initialise a backward recursion, which operates during the

symbol periods 3L to 4L − 1. This backward B-metric DFU
as progresses stores in registers the values B(3L/4) and B(L/2)

and in the RAM memory the last L/4 state metric values
from B(L/4−1) down to B0. Thus, only L/4 state vectors are
stored in RAM. An extra backward DFU will then extract
the pointer B(L/2) to recalculate the other L/4 B-metric values
(B(L/2−1) down to B(L/4)) and store them in the memory. This
procedure will be repeated until the calculation of all L B-
metric vectors in the window. As the backward metrics are
calculated, a forward DFU computes the corresponding A-
state metrics.

As can be observed from Figure 11 at any given time only
L/4 state metric vectors of size 2GwL each are stored in the
RAM. This means the storage requirements of this structure
are a RAM of size (L/4)∗ 2G∗wL bits and 3 pointer vectors
of 2G∗wL bits each.

For pointer-based SFS and Π = 0 the storage of state
metrics starts right after the dummy metric calculation has
computed a valid metric, so there is no time space for
pointers. Π = 2L is equally well with the Π = L case
regarding pointers in the sense that the trade-offs mentioned
before are not affected.

For (SFS/PNT, Π = 2L, π = 1, shift = −, ε) structures,

storage req. [bits] =
[

L

ε + 1

]
2GwL, (12a)

number of DFUs = 4, (12b)

decoding delay = 4L or
(

4−
(

ε

ε + 1

))
L. (12c)

Increasing ε (the number of pointers) reduces the RAM
memory but has no effect on the number of DFUs. The
size of the required memory is given by (L/(ε + 1))2GwL. Of
course, some registers need to be allocated for each pointer,
whose size is 2GwL. The decoding delay is only affected by
the amount of pointers used if interleaver LLR reversing is
employed. In this case the decoding delay is 4L− (1/(ε+ 1))L
and holds unless π > ε.

If the structures (SFS/PNT, Π, π = 1, shift = −, ε = 3)
with Π = 0,L, 2L, are compared with the corresponding SFS
structures that use no pointers, it is observed that using three
pointers and one more DFU results in 75% reduction in the
required RAM memory. The decoder delay of the pointer-
based structures when interleaver LLR reversing is used is
increased by 0.75L for the first two cases Π = 0,L.

For π /= 1, if mod(ε + 1, 1/π) /= 0, the pointer-based tech-
niques (single flow and double flow) are not applicable. If
mod(ε + 1, 1/π) = 0, the resultant architecture does not
reduce memory size but has higher throughput (computa-
tion speeds up π times). In this case, (12a) and (12c) hold as
they are, but in (12b) the number of DFUs is given by 1/π+3.

Π = 2L is the best choice for pointer-based SFS, whereas
Π = L is a better choice for pointer-based DFS, since the latter
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Table 3: Complexity and decoding delay of best SW techniques.

Parameter set Mem. req. [bits] DFUs Decoding delay Ptrs

SFS,Π = 0,π = 1,

sft = No, ε = 0 Lπ2GwL 2+1/π (2 + 2π)L/(2 + π)L 0

DFS,Π = L,π = 1,

sft = L/2, ε = 0 Lπ2GwL 4+2/π 2L + 5sft/2L + 3sft 0

SFS/PNT,Π = 0, ε = 1,

sft = No, ε (L/(ε + 1))2GwL 4 4L/4L− (1/(ε + 1))L ε2GwL

allows memory sharing. For (DFS/PNT, Π = L, π = 1, shift
= −, ε),

storage req. [bits] = L
(ε + 1)2GwL

,

number of DFUs = 8,

decoding delay =
(

4 +
(

ε

2(ε + 1)

))
L

or
(

4−
(

ε

2(ε + 1)

))
L,

shift = L

2(ε + 1)
.

(13)

Again, note that increasing ε reduces the storage requirement
but not the data flow unit count of the structures.

Figure 13 shows a complete SISO-MAP decoder VLSI
architecture using a double flow with Π = L, π = 1, 3 Ptrs,
shift = L/8. This architecture requires 8 DFUs (2 dummy, 2
pointer saving, and 2 forward and 2 backward) and two RAM
memories (L/8)2GwL each and has a decoding delay of 4L.
With selective recomputation only a fraction of the required
state metric vectors are stored in the RAM memories. If ε
pointers are used, then only L/(ε+1) of the state metrics need
to be stored in the RAM memory. The remaining L− (L/(ε+
1)) is recalculated in blocks of L/(ε + 1).

5. Conclusions

The VLSI architectures of space-time turbo trellis coding
decoders as well as of a set of SISO-MAP component
channel decoders used in turbo coding are proposed and
investigated. The space-time turbo code receiver as opposed
to binary turbo codes is based on nonbinary trellises, which
imposes a number of differences. Except the fact that channel
estimation as well as MRRC combining is needed to cope
with the more than one diversity received symbols, the
frame formation block is different than in a traditional
binary turbo receiver, since in the latter systematic and
parity redundant information can be separated and stored
in separate memory banks, whereas in the former it cannot,
so the whole symbol is stored in a memory bank. The
difference is that in a STTuTC receiver case, the equalised
symbols are demultiplexed and stored in memory banks,
zeros are inserted at even or odd locations, and one memory
bank is sent to the decoder each time. This ensures that

the SISO-MAP decoder accepts the information from the
corresponding encoder. The symbols are demapped by a
symbol hard or soft demapper.

The proposed STTuTC architectures are based on a
different ACSO unit than the binary turbo codes. This ACSO
unit can handle the more than two state and transition
metric pairs iteratively. In nonbinary trellises the state and
transition metric pairs are more than two, because of the
increased number of transitions in between states. Thus, the
ACSO unit must either grow or work iteratively. Many ACSO
units can be used to calculate all state metrics in one step
without the need for storing those values in a state metric
memory. Thus, the state metric calculation modules are
considerably different than in the binary turbo decoders. The
LLR calculation module is also different because more than
one LLR value needs to be calculated in every decoding step.
“f ” ACSO units appropriately connected rather than two are
required to calculate the appropriate amount of LLR values
for all possible symbols. This also means that the number of
soft LLR outputs the SISO-APP demapper delivers every time
depends on the “f ” possible values. That is, f -1 LLR must
be outputted, so the LLR memory size is different than the
binary turbo decoder case.

A parameter set (FS, Π, π, shift, e) helped in the
comparison and led to defining equations for many dif-
ferent cases, single-flow, double-flow, and pointer-based
techniques. Table 3 gives a list of formulae, which determine
the quantities of memory size, number of deployed DFUs,
and decoding delay of the most efficient techniques from
those discussed in the this paper.
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Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) and multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) are generally known as the
effective techniques for high data rate services. In MIMO/OFDM systems, the channel estimation (CE) is very important to
obtain an accurate channel state information (CSI). However, since the orthogonal pilot-based CE requires the large number
of pilot symbols, the total transmission rate is degraded. To mitigate this problem, a high time resolution carrier interferometry
(HTRCI) for MIMO/OFDM has been proposed. In wireless communication systems, if the maximum delay spread is longer than
the guard interval (GI), the system performance is significantly degraded due to the intersymbol interference (ISI) and intercarrier
interference (ICI). However, the conventional HTRCI-MIMO/OFDM does not consider the case with the time-variant large delay
spread longer than the GI. In this paper, we propose the ISI and ICI compensation methods for a HTRCI-MIMO/OFDM in the
time-variant large delay spread longer than the GI.

1. Introduction

Recently, the sophisticated terminal as a smart phone be-
comes widely used and many multimedia services are pro-
vided [1, 2]. High speed packet access (HSPA) using a wide-
band code division multiplexing access (W-CDMA) is used
in the mobile communications and provides the data services
with the maximum transmission rate of about 14 Mbps [3].
However, since the available frequency band is limited, a
HSPA cannot improve the transmission rate more than now
[4]. To solve this problem, orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) and multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) are actively used [5–9]. OFDM is a multicarrier
digital modulation. The OFDM signal can be transmitted
in parallel by using the many subcarriers that are mutually
orthogonal. In MIMO systems, the signal of the several
transmit antennas is transmitted in the same frequency band.
Moreover, since each transmitted signal is sent over the

independent channel, the space diversity can be obtained in
the receiver. Therefore, a long term evolution (LTE) has been
standardized as 3.9 G system using MIMO/OFDM systems
[10, 11]. An LTE provides the maximum transmission
rate of about 50–100 Mbps. Moreover, an LTE Advanced
will support broadband data services with the maximum
transmission rate of about 100 M–1 Gbps as 4 G systems.

Since the received signal is changed due to the amplitude
and phase variations for a frequency selective fading, the
channel estimation (CE) is important to compensate the
channel variance. In the conventional MIMO/OFDM, the
orthogonal pilot symbols-based CE is used to identify an
accurate channel state information (CSI) [7]. However, since
the orthogonal pilot-based CE requires the large number of
pilot symbols and large transmission power, the transmission
rate is degraded. To mitigate these problems, a high time res-
olution carrier interferometry (HTRCI) for MIMO/OFDM
has been proposed [12].
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Figure 1: Proposed system.

In wireless communications, intersymbol interference
(ISI) and intercarrier interference (ICI) are serious problems
to mitigate the system performance. To prevent these prob-
lems, a guard interval (GI) is generally inserted. In general,
GI is usually designed to be longer than the delay spread
of the channel. However, if the maximum delay spread is
longer than the GI, the system performance is significantly
degraded due to the ISI and ICI. However, the conventional
HTRCI-MIMO/OFDM does not consider the case with
the time-variant large delay spread longer than the GI.
In this paper, we propose the ISI and ICI compensation
methods for a HTRCI-MIMO/OFDM in the time-variant
large delay spread longer than the GI. Until this time,
several schemes have proposed the ISI and ICI compensation
methods due to the large delay spread channel. For example,
[13] has proposed the ISI reduction method by extending
the GI. However, since [13] has extended the GI length,
the maximum throughput is degraded and the transmis-
sion power is also increased. Reference [14] has proposed
the ISI and ICI compensation methods using the turbo
equalization. However, [14] has large complexity by the
iterative processing for the turbo equalizer. Reference [15]
has proposed the ISI and ICI compensation methods using
the estimated channel coefficients and the CSI to reproduce
the interference components. However, the packet length
becomes longer by using the training symbol. To mitigate the
above-mentioned problems, we propose the time domain ISI
compensation method with the replica signal based on the
ICI compensation for a HTRCI-MIMO/OFDM in this paper.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present
the system model. Then, we describe the proposed system
in Section 3. In Section 4, we show the computer simulation
results. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section 5.

2. System Model

This section describes the system model, which employs the
time-division multiplexing (TDM) transmission for multiple
users. This system is illustrated in Figure 1.

2.1. Channel Model. We assume that a propagation channel
consists of L discrete paths with different time delays. The
impulse response between the mth transmit and nth receive
antenna hm,n(τ, t) is represented as follows:

hm,n(τ, t) =
L−1∑
l=0

hm,n,l(t)δ
(
τ − τm,n,l

)
, (1)

where hm,n,l, τm,n,l are the complex channel gain and the time
delay of the lth propagation path, and

∑L−1
l=0 E|h2

m,n,l| = 1,
where E| · | denotes the ensemble average operation. The
channel transfer function Hm,n( f , t) is the Fourier transform
of hm,n(τ, t) and is given by

Hm,n
(
f , t

) = ∫∞
0
hm,n(τ, t) exp

(− j2π f τ
)
dτ

=
L−1∑
l=0

hm,n,l(t) exp
(− j2π f τm,n,l

)
.

(2)

2.2. HTRCI-MIMO/OFDM. The transmission block dia-
gram of the proposed system is shown in Figure 1(a). Firstly,
the coded binary information data sequence is modulated,
and Np pilot symbols are appended at the beginning of the
sequence. The HTRCI-MIMO/OFDM transmitted signal for
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the mth transmit antenna can be expressed in its equivalent
baseband representation as follows:

sm(t) =
Np+Nd−1∑

i=0

g(t − iT) ·
⎧⎨⎩
√

2S
Nc

Nc−1∑
k=0

um(k, i)

· exp

[
j2π(t − iT)k

Ts

]⎫⎬⎭,

(3)

where Nd and Np are the number of data and pilot sym-
bols, Nc is the number of subcarriers, Ts is the effective
symbol length, S is the average transmission power, and
T is the OFDM symbol length, respectively. The frequency
separation between adjacent orthogonal subcarriers is 1/Ts

and can be expressed by using the kth subcarrier of the ith
modulation symbol dm(k, i) with |dm(k, i)| = 1 for Np ≤ i ≤
Np + Nd − 1 as follows:

um(k, i) = cPN(k) · dm(k, i), (4)

where cPN is a long pseudonoise (PN) sequence as a scram-
bling code to reduce the peak-to-average power ratio
(PAPR). GI is inserted in order to eliminate the ISI due to
a multipath fading, and hence, we have

T = Ts + Tg , (5)

where Tg is the GI length. In communication systems, ε is
generally considered as 4 or 5, where ε = Ts/Tg . In this paper,
we assume ε = 4. In (3), the transmission pulse g(t) is given
by

g(t) =
{

1 for− Tg ≤ t ≤ Ts

0 otherwise.
(6)

For 0 ≤ i ≤ Np − 1, the transmitted pilot signal of the kth
subcarrier for the mth transmit antenna element is given by

dm(k, i) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
ζ−1∑
μ=0

exp

(− j2π
(
m̃ + 2μ

)
Tgk

Ts

)
for i =

⌊
m

ζ

⌋
0 otherwise,

(7)

where ζ = �ε/2�, m̃ = mod (m, ζ), and �x� stands for
the integer lower and closer to x, respectively. In this case,
the HTRCI-MIMO/OFDM pilot signal can multiplex the
same impulse responses from the transmit antenna elements
in each receive antenna element in ζ times on the time
domain without overlapping to each other. For example, if
we consider ε = 4 and 2 transmit antenna elements, we
obtain

∑Nc−1
k=0 d0(k, 0) = {1, 0, . . . , 1, 0} and

∑Nc−1
k=0 d1(k, 0) =

{1, 0,−1, 0, . . . , 1, 0,−1, 0} as the pilot signal of the first and
second transmit antenna elements from (7) as shown in
Figure 2(a). In this case, since each pilot signal contains
“0” components, we can identify the half of transmission
power compared with the conventional MIMO/OFDM sys-
tem using the orthogonal pilot. However, if τm,n,L > Tg ,
the conventional HTRCI-MIMO/OFDM can not obtain an

accurate CSI, where τm,n,L is the maximum delay spread
for the mth transmit and nth receive antenna. To solve this
problem, we propose the new channel estimation using a
HTRCI-MIMO/OFDM. Firstly, in the transmitter, we shift
the channel impulse responses of (7) as follows:

dm(k, i) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
ζ−1∑
μ=0

exp

(− j2π
(
2m̃ + μ

)
Tgk

Ts

)
for i =

⌊
m

ζ

⌋
0 otherwise.

(8)

In (8), the channel impulse responses are shifted as shown in
Figure 2(a). This operation enables estimating the maximum
delay spread longer than the GI and to obtain an accurate CSI
in the receiver.

The received structure is illustrated in Figure 1(b). By
applying the FFT operation, the received signal rn(t) is
resolved into Nc subcarriers. The received signal for the nth
receive antenna rn(t) in the equivalent baseband representa-
tion can be expressed as follows:

rn(t) =
M−1∑
m=0

∫∞
−∞

hm,n(τ, t)sm(t − τ)dτ + nn(t), (9)

where M is the number of transmit antennas and nn(t) is
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with a single-sided
power spectral density of N0 for the nth receive antenna,
respectively. The kth subcarrier r̃n(k, i) is given by

r̃n(k, i) = 1
Ts

∫ iT+Ts

iT
rn(t) exp

[− j2π(t − iT)k
Ts

]
dt

=
√

2S
Nc

M−1∑
m=0

Nc−1∑
e=0

um(e, i)

· 1
Ts

∫ Ts

0
exp

[
j2π · (e − k)t

Ts

]

·
{∫∞

−∞
hm,n(τ, t + iT)g(t − τ)

· exp
(− j2πeτ

Ts

)
dτ

}
dt + n̂n(k, i),

(10)

where n̂n(k, i) is AWGN noise with zero mean and a variance
of 2N0/Ts. After abbreviating, (10) can be rewritten as
follows:

r̃n(k, i) ≈ 1
Ts

√
2S
Nc

M−1∑
m=0

Nc−1∑
e=0

um(e, i)

·
∫ Ts

0
exp

[
j2π · (e − k)t

Ts

]

·
{∫∞

−∞
hm,n(τ, t + iT)g(t − τ)

· exp
(− j2πeτ

Ts

)
dτ

}
dt + n̂n(k, i)

=
√

2S
Nc

M−1∑
m=0

Hm,n

(
k

Ts
, iT

)
um(k, i) + n̂n(k, i).

(11)
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Figure 2: The concept of a HTRCI-MIMO/OFDM to apply the maximum delay spread longer than the GI for 2 transmit antenna elements
and ε = 4.

After descrambling, the output signal r̂n(k, i) for the nth
receive antenna element is given by

r̂n(k, i) = c∗PN(k)

|cPN(k)|2 r̃n(k, i)

=
√

2S
Nc

M−1∑
m=0

Hm,n

(
k

Ts
, iT

)
dm(k, i) + n̂n(k, i),

(12)

where (·)∗ is a complex conjugate and c∗PN(k)/|cPN(k)|2 is
the descrambling operation, respectively. Observing (11) and
(12), the noise components are the same notation. In this
paper, the descrambling operation is to rotate the phase
of each subcarrier by using a PN code. Since ε = Ts/Tg ,
a HTRCI-MIMO/OFDM can multiplex the same impulse
responses in ζ times on the time domain. After the pilot

signal separation, the pilot signal is converted to the time
domain signal r̂n(t) again as

r̂n(t) =
Np−1∑
i=0

√
2P
Nc

Nc−1∑
k=0

r̂n(k, i) exp

[
j2π(t − iT)k

Ts

]

=
Np−1∑
i=0

√
2P
Nc

M−1∑
m=0

hm,n(τ, t + iT)
Nc−1∑
k=0

dm(k, i)

· exp

[
j2π(t − iT)k

Ts

]
+ ñn(t)

=
Np−1∑
i=0

√
2P
Nc

M−1∑
m=0

L−1∑
l=0

hm,n,l(t + iT)

· 1√
ζ

⎧⎨⎩
ζ−1∑
μ=0

δ
(
τ − τm,n,l − τ(2m̃+μ)Tg

)⎫⎬⎭ + ñn(t),

(13)

where P is the transmission pilot signal power and ñn(t) is
the noise component, respectively. Here, if τm,n,L > Tg , since
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the channel impulse responses of the different time window
overlap the desired channel impulse responses, the accurate
CSI can not be obtained. Therefore, we process as follows. At
the receiver, in Figure 2(b), the overlapped channel impulse
responses show the same amplitude for the transmitted pilot
signal without the shift in the different time window. In this
case, we can not estimate the maximum delay spread. On
the other hand, the overlapped channel impulse responses
show the different amplitude for the transmitted pilot signal
with the shift in the different time window. Therefore, we
can estimate the maximum delay spread from the different
amplitude in the different time windows. Next, we eliminate
the channel impulse responses of the different time window.
The channel impulse responses of the different time window
can be eliminated by using the channel impulse responses
of the GI. These channel impulse responses do not contain
the channel impulse responses of the different time window.
This is because the pilot signal of the GI is the head of
packet and it does not contain the channel impulse responses
of the different time window. Therefore, we can eliminate
the channel impulse responses of the different time window.
From the above process, the frequency response of the kth
subcarrier between the mth transmit and nth receive antenna
Ĥm,n(k) for τm,n,L > Tg is obtained by

Ĥm,n(k)

=
√

Ncζ

2P

M−1∑
m=0

Nc−1∑
e=0

1
Ts

·
∫ Ts

0

⎧⎨⎩
L−1∑
l=0

L−1∑
l′=L′−1

hm,n,l
(
t + ρT

)

·
∫∞
−∞

⎧⎨⎩
ζ−1∑
μ=0

δ
(
τ − τm,n,l − τ(2m̃+μ)Tg

)

−δ(τ − τm,n,l′
)⎫⎬⎭ · exp

(− j2πeτ
Ts

)
dτ

⎫⎬⎭dt
+ ηm,n(k) for L′ ≤ Tg , ρ =

⌊
m

ζ

⌋
,

(14)

where ηm,n(k) is AWGN component with E[|ηm,n(k)|]2 =
E[|n̂n(k, i)/ζ|]2 = σ2/ζ .

3. Proposed System

3.1. Rewritten Matrix Form. After the pilot signal separation,
(13) for τm,n,L ≤ Tg can be rewritten in the matrix form as
follows:

Ri,n =
M−1∑
m=0

λi,m,nFDi,m + Ni,n, (15)

where λi,m,n is the Nc × Nc time-domain channel matrix for
the ith symbol between the mth transmit and nth receive

antenna, Ni,n is the Nc × 1 noise matrix, and F is the IFFT
operation, respectively. However, (15) for τm,n,L > Tg is
rewritten as follows:

Ri,n =
M−1∑
m=0

(
λisi,i−1,m,nFDi−1,m + λici,i,m,nFDi,m

)
+ Ni,n, (16)

where λisi,i−1,m,n, λici,i,m,n denote the ISI and ICI channel
matrices for the (i − 1)th and ith symbols between the mth
transmit and nth receive antenna, respectively. Observing
(16), since the received signal Ri,n contains the ISI and ICI
terms, these equalization processing are necessary.

3.2. ISI and ICI Equalization. In τm,n,L > Tg , since the first
data symbol of Ri,n does not contain the ISI [16], (16) for
i = 0 is obtained as

R0,n =
M−1∑
m=0

λici,0,m,nFD0,m + N0,n. (17)

However, the data symbols for i > 0 have the ISI. Here, the
ISI equalization is performed by using the previous detected

symbol Di−1,m,n and the estimated ISI channel matrix λ̂isi,m,n.

The estimated ISI channel matrix λ̂isi,m,n consists of the
estimated channel impulse response. The estimated channel

impulse response ĥm,n,l′(t)δ(τ − τm,n,l′) is obtained by the
channel response Ĥm,n(k) after the IFFT operation, where
L′ ≤ l′ ≤ L − 1. Therefore, the ISI equalized signal R̃i,n is
given by

R̃i,n = Ri,n −
M−1∑
m=0

λ̂isi,m,nFDi−1,m

=
M−1∑
m=0

λici,i,m,nFDi,m + Ñi,n,

(18)

where Ñi,n is the noise term with the residual ISI. After
the FFT operation, by using maximum likelihood detection

(MLD), the detected signal D̃i = [D̃i,0, . . . , D̃i,m, . . . , D̃i,M−1]
T

is obtained as follows:

D̃i = arg min
D̂

N−1∑
n=0

M−1∑
m=0

∥∥∥F−1R̃i,n − Ĥm,nD̂i,m

∥∥∥2
, (19)

where (·)T is the transpose operation, N is the number
of receive antennas, D̂i,m is the constellation of the symbol
replica candidates as

∑M−1
m=0

∑C−1
c=0 Di,m,c, C is the modulation

level, and Ĥm,n is the matrix form of Ĥm,n(k), respectively.
From (19), ISI is eliminated from the received signal. How-
ever, the orthogonality is destroyed by the detected signal due
to the ISI compensation. If ICI is eliminated from (19), the
detected signal D̃i,m can be more accurately detected.

3.3. Replica Signal Insertion Based on ICI Equalization. To
eliminate the ICI, we consider the orthogonality recon-
struction with inserting the detected signal after the ISI
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compensation. The ICI equalized signal R̆i,n with inserting
eliminated the part of signal using the previous detected
symbol D̃i,m is given by

R̆i,n = R̃i,n +
M−1∑
m=0

λ̂ici,m,nFD̃i,m

=
M−1∑
m=0

λi,m,nFDi,m + N̆i,n,

(20)

where λ̂ici,m,n is the estimated ICI channel matrix and N̆i,n is
the noise term with the residual ISI and residual ICI, respec-
tively. λ̂ici,m,n consists of the estimated channel impulse

responses ĥm,n,l′(t)δ(τ − τm,n,l′). After the FFT operation, the

detected signal D̆i = [D̆i,0, . . . , D̆i,m, . . . , D̆i,M−1]
T

is obtained
as follows:

D̆i = arg min
D̂

N−1∑
n=0

M−1∑
m=0

∥∥∥F−1R̆i,n − Ĥm,nD̂i,m

∥∥∥2
. (21)

Observing (19) and (21), since ICI is eliminated, D̆i,m is the
more accurately detected signal compared with D̃i,m.

3.4. Complexity Comparison. Here, we compare the com-
plexity of the conventional and proposed methods. Firstly,
we show the complexity of [14]. The authors of [14] have
proposed the ISI and ICI compensations using the turbo
equalization. From Table 1 of [14], the complexity of [14]
is given by

C[14] =
{
NNsMNc + 4NcNM2 + 3NcNM

+NNclog2Nc + 6N(Ns + L)MNc

}
Nd

= NNcNd

{
M(7Ns + 4M + 6L + 3) + log2Nc

}
,

(22)

where Ns is the number of sampling points for GI and
effective symbol. Next, we show the complexity of our
proposed method. Firstly, the complexity of (18) is obtained
by

Cisi = NNc(Nd − 1)CM + {MNc(Nd − 1)} logNc. (23)

For (23), the first term is the complexity of MLD and the
second term is the complexity of IFFT. Next, the complexity
of (20) is obtained by

Cici = NNcNdC
M + MNNcNd logNc

= {NNc(Nd − 1) + NNc}CM

+ [{MNc(Nd − 1)} + MNc] logNc.

(24)

For (24), the first and second terms are the complexity of
MLD and IFFT of (23). Finally, the complexity of (21) is

CMLD = NNcNdC
M = {NNc(Nd − 1) + NNc}CM. (25)

Therefore, the complexity of the proposed method is obtain-
ed by

Cpro = Cisi + Cici + CMLD

= Nc

{
N(3Nd − 1)CM + M(Nd − 1) logNc

}
.

(26)

For example, when M = N = 2, Nc = 64, Nd = 20, Ns =
80, L = 2, and C = 4, the complexities of [14] and the
proposed method are 3000320 and 130560 from (22) and
(26). Therefore, the proposed method is small compared
with [14].

4. Computer Simulated Results

In this section, we show the performance of the proposed
method. Figure 1 shows the simulation model of the pro-
posed system. In this simulation, we assumed that 2 × 2 and
4 × 4 MIMO systems. On the transmitter, the pilot signal
is assigned for each transmitter using (8). In this case, the
proposed system can multiplex the same impulse responses
from the transmit antenna elements in each receive antenna
element in ζ times on the time domain. These have been
found to be efficient for the transmission of the OFDM signal
over the frequency selective fading channel. After serial to
parallel (S/P) converted, the coded bits are QPSK modulated,
and then the pilot signal and data signal are multiplexed with
the scrambling using a PN code to reduce the PAPR. The
OFDM time signal is generated by the IFFT operation and
is transmitted to the frequency-selective and time-variant
radio channel after the cyclic extension has been inserted.
The transmitted signal is subject to the broadband channel
propagation. In this simulation, we assume that OFDM
symbol period is 5 μs and guard interval is 1 μs for ε = 4,
and L = 2, 3 path Rayleigh fadings. The maximum Doppler
frequency is 10 Hz. In the receiver, guard interval is erased
from the received signal and the received signal is converted
S/P. The parallel sequences are passed to the FFT operator
and convert the signal back to the frequency domain. After
the descrambling and IFFT operation, each impulse response
for all combination of the transmit and receive antenna
elements can be estimated by extracting and averages ζ times
impulse responses using the time windows with (14). In
τm,n,L > Tg , the HTRCI-MIMO/OFDM pilot signal contains
the overlapped channel impulse responses from the different
time window. However, the pilot signal of the GI does not
contain the overlapped channel impulse responses. By using
this signal, the channel impulse responses of the different
time window are eliminated from the overlapped channel
impulse responses as shown in Figure 2(b). The frequency
domain data signal is detected and demodulated by using
the MLD algorithm. Since the detected data signal contains
the ISI and ICI, these equalization processing are necessary.
The ISI equalization is performed with the previous detected
symbol and estimated ISI channel matrix as (18). From (18),
ISI is eliminated. However, the orthogonality is destroyed by
the detected signal due to the ISI compensation. To recon-
struct the orthogonality, the ICI equalization is performed
by using the replica signal insertion as (20). Finally, the data
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Figure 3: The BER of the conventional and proposed methods for
2 × 2 MIMO system at Doppler frequency of 10 Hz.

Table 1: Simulation parameters.

Data modulation QPSK

Data detection MLD

Symbol duration 5 μs

Frame size Np = 1, 2, Nd = 20

FFT size 64

Number of carriers 64

Guard interval 16 sample times

Fading 2, 3 path Rayleigh fading

Doppler frequency 10 Hz

Antennas (M, N) = (2, 2), (4, 4)

signal is detected as (21). The packet consists of Np = 1, 2
pilot symbols and Nd = 20 data symbols. Table 1 shows the
simulation parameters.

Figures 3 and 4 show the BER of the conventional and
proposed methods for 2 × 2 and 4 × 4 MIMO systems at
Doppler frequency of 10 Hz. The number of maximum
delay spread is 4 and 16 in 2 × 2 and 4 × 4 MIMO
systems, respectively. From the simulation results, the BER
performance for no ISI and ICI compensation is increased
about 22 and 300 times compared with no ISI and ICI case
in 2 × 2 and 4 × 4 MIMO systems, respectively. For the
conventional method, the BER performance shows the error
floor in high Eb/N0. This is because the residual ISI and ICI
are remained. The proposed method shows approximately
the same BER performance compared with no ISI and ICI
case. Therefore, the proposed method can eliminate the
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Figure 4: The BER of the conventional and proposed methods for
4 × 4 MIMO system at Doppler frequency of 10 Hz.

ISI and ICI. Next, we compare the 2- and 3-path models.
The 2-path model contains the channel impulse responses
of the different time window in the time domain HTRCI-
MIMO/OFDM pilot signal. However, they do not overlap the
desired channel impulse responses. On the other hand, the 3-
path model overlaps the desired channel impulse responses.
Therefore, the channel impulse responses of the different
time window are eliminated by using the channel impulse
responses of the GI. From the simulation results, the 2-path
model shows the better BER performance than that of the 3-
path model in low Eb/N0. It means that CSI degrades due to
the eliminated processing of the overlapped channel impulse
responses in the 3-path model.

Figures 5 and 6 show the BER of the proposed method
for 2 × 2 and 4 × 4 MIMO systems at Doppler frequency of
10 Hz. The number of maximum delay spread is 4 and 16 in 2
× 2 and 4 × 4 MIMO systems, respectively. For the proposed
method without the noise, the noise is not added in the
channel impulse responses of the GI. From the simulation
results, the 2- and 3-path models without the noise show the
approximately same BER performance. Therefore, the 3-path
model with the noise degrades due to the noise of the GI.

Figures 7 and 8 show the BER versus the number of
maximum delay spread for the conventional and proposed
methods with 2 × 2 and 4 × 4 MIMO systems at Doppler
frequency of 10 Hz. Here, Eb/N0 per received antenna is 20
and 15 dBs in 2 × 2 and 4 × 4 MIMO systems, respectively.
In 2 × 2 MIMO system, the BER performances of no ISI and
ICI compensation and conventional method are increased
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Figure 5: The BER of the proposed method for 2× 2 MIMO system
at Doppler frequency of 10 Hz.
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Figure 6: The BER of the proposed method for 4× 4 MIMO system
at Doppler frequency of 10 Hz.

about 5 times. On the other hand, the BER performance of
the proposed method is increased about 2 times. Therefore,
the proposed method can suppress the ISI and ICI due
to the changing of the number of maximum delay spread.
In 4 × 4 MIMO system, the BER performance of no ISI
and ICI compensation and the conventional method are
increased about 170 and 80 times. On the other hand, the
BER performance of the proposed method is increased about
4 times and the proposed method can suppress the ISI and
ICI as 2 × 2 MIMO system. However, the BER performance
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Figure 7: The BER versus the number of maximum delay spread for
the conventional and proposed methods with 2 × 2 MIMO system
at Doppler frequency of 10 Hz.
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Figure 8: The BER versus the number of maximum delay spread for
the conventional and proposed methods with 4 × 4 MIMO system
at Doppler frequency of 10 Hz.
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of the proposed method with the 2-path model is increased
about 36 times compared with 3-path model. This is because
the channel impulse responses of the GI for the second time
domain HTRCI-MIMO/OFDM pilot symbol are overlapped
from the first pilot symbol in 4 × 4 MIMO system.

Figure 9 shows the throughput performance of the
conventional and proposed methods for 2 × 2 and 4 × 4
MIMO systems at Doppler frequency of 10 Hz. The number
of maximum delay spread is 4 and 16 in 2 × 2 and 4 × 4
MIMO systems, respectively. The throughput Ttp is given by

Ttp = Nd ·Nc · C · R ·M(
Np + Nd

)
T

·
(

1− Pper

)
, (27)

where R is the coding rate and Pper is the packet error rate
(PER), respectively. The extension of the GI length is the
simple method to prevent the problem of the maximum
delay spread [13]. However, the throughput performance is
degrade with this method. This is because the number of
carriers Nc decreases for (27) when the OFDM symbol length
T is the same as no ISI and ICI case. In this simulation,
Nc decreases from 64 to 48, and the GI length Tg increases
from 16 to 32. On the other hand, the proposed method
can maintain the number of carriers Nc. From (27), the
maximum throughout for no ISI and ICI case is about
48.8 and 93.1 Mbps in 2 × 2 and 4 × 4 MIMO systems,
respectively. Therefore, the proposed method shows the best
throughput performance and can achieve the maximum
throughput performance as the same no ISI and ICI case.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have focused on the large delay spread chan-
nel and proposed the ISI and ICI compensation methods for
a HTRCI-MIMO/OFDM. In the proposed method, we have
performed the time domain ISI compensation method with
the replica signal based on the ICI compensation. From the
simulation results, the proposed method has achieved the
approximately same BER performance like the case with no
ISI and ICI. Moreover, the proposed method can suppress
the ISI and ICI due to the changing of the number of
maximum delay spread. Finally, the proposed method has
shown the best throughput performance and can achieve the
same maximum throughput performance compared with no
ISI and ICI case.
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VLSI implementation of a configurable power-efficient MIMO detector is proposed to support 4 × 4 spatial multiplexing and
modulation from QPSK to 64-QAM. A novel tree search algorithm is proposed to enable the detector to provide soft outputs
and to be implemented in parallel and pipelined hardware architecture. The frame error rate (FER) of the detector approaches
the quasi-optimal sphere decoder, with 0.5-dB degradation. Moreover, the proposed detector can operate at the optimal voltage
under different configurations and detect/recover timing error at run time by a novel adaptive voltage scaling technique with
double sampling circuitry. The proposed detector, using TSMC 0.18 μm single-poly six-metal CMOS process with a core area of
1.17 × 1.17 mm2, provides fixed throughput of 45 Mbps in 64-QAM configuration, 120 Mbps in 16-QAM configuration, and
60 Mbps in QPSK configuration. The normalized power efficiency of the design for 64-QAM and 16-QAM configurations is
1.56 Mbps/mW and 2.53 Mbps/mW, respectively. Compared with the conservative margin-based design, the proposed design
achieves a 48.8% power saving.

1. Introduction

Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) techniques in
combination with high constellation orders have been iden-
tified as a promising approach to high spectral efficiency
systems. Prominent detection in spatial multiplexing is
essential for system performance. Maximum likelihood (ML)
detection is the optimal method in spatial multiplexing sys-
tems. Sphere detection (SD) methods [1–3] compute the ML
solution by taking into consideration only the lattice points
inside the sphere with a given radius. Because a soft-in-
soft-out error-correction-code (ECC) decoder [4] can have
better error-correction performance than a usual hard ECC
decoder, a soft-output MIMO detector, which cooperates
with ECC better, is needed for coded communication system.
The soft-output MIMO detector algorithms, such as list
sphere decoder (LSD) [5] and soft single tree search sphere
decoder (STS-SD) [6], have quasi-optimal performance with
ECC. However, LSDs have huge complexity when list is
extended, and STS-SD has variable throughput when chan-
nel condition is changed. The high computational intensity

and the variable throughput characteristic of the iterative
methods prevent current practical implementations from
conforming the requirements for actual chip area, latency,
and power consumption.

Fixed-complexity sphere decoder (FSD) algorithm [7] is
another practical solution to MIMO detection. The FSD is
similar to SD but with different search criteria. FSD performs
a fixed tree search by visiting all nodes in the top level and just
visiting one node in other levels to simplify the tree search
in SD. Therefore, the complexity of FSD can be lower than
SD. The FSD algorithm presents a quasi-ML performance
and fixed complexity in an uncoded system. However, FSD
is not compatible with powerful soft-input ECC decoders
and needs some modifications. The work in [8] provides a
good reference. In this paper, we reduced the visiting nodes
by another way of node visiting distribution and found the
local minima for soft-output under the tradeoff between
performance and complexity using a modified FSD scheme.
Furthermore, a novel method to simplify the SE enumeration
[9] is proposed with the FSD. Therefore, the proposed FSD
does not need to sort all points of the constellation.
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To achieve more power saving, a full-pipelined parallel
architecture is proposed according to the modification of the
algorithm. The parallel design and adaptive voltage scaling
technique can provide a power-efficient ASIC solution.

In this paper, a robust and power-efficient solution
for spatial-multiplexing MIMO detection is proposed. The
proposed soft MIMO detector can provide LLR output to
ECC decoder and provide a turbo-MIMO solution. The
proposed MIMO detector has the following features.

(a) Provision of High Order Modulations. The proposed
MIMO detector supports multiple modulation configura-
tions, including QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM modulation.

(b) Soft-Output Performance. With a modified tree search
algorithm, the proposed MIMO detector, which provides
soft-valued outputs, is compatible with soft-in-soft-out ECC
decoders to attain enhanced detection performance.

(c) Parallel and Pipelined Architecture. Iterative sphere
decoding methods prevent decoders from efficient hardware
implementation. The proposed soft-output fixed-complexity
sphere decoder (SFSD) retains the advantage of the fixed-
complexity sphere decoder (FSD) [7] and therefore can be
implemented in parallel and full pipelined designs to increase
hardware efficiency.

(d) Fixed Throughput. General soft-output sphere decoding
solutions only provide variable throughput, which makes
imperfect use of hardware resources due to the sequential
nature. The SFSD provides fixed throughput and achieves
better performance than usual sphere decoders when the
throughput is fixed. The maximum throughput is 120 Mbps
in the proposed decoder.

(e) Error-Recovered Adaptive Voltage Scaling. A novel adap-
tive voltage scaling method is applied to the detector to
reduce power dissipation. With double sampling circuitry,
a timing error will be detected and recovered at run time.
Therefore, an optimal voltage can be achieved and also
keep the processing from functionality violation. With these
techniques, a 48.8% saving in power is achieved.

(f) Configurable, Complexity-Efficient, and Power-Efficient
Hardware Implementation. The configurable ASIC provides
fixed throughput of 45 Mbps in 64-QAM configuration,
120 Mbps in 16-QAM configuration, and 60 Mbps in
QPSK configuration. The normalized power efficiency is
1.56 Mbps/mW and 2.53 Mbps/mW for 64-QAM and 16-
QAM configurations, respectively. The complexity efficient
is 1.19 Mbps/K-gate for 16-QAM configuration.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews the conventional sphere decoding algo-
rithm. The proposed SFSD algorithm with related simulation
results is introduced in Section 3. Section 4 presents the
logic design. Section 5 reports the hardware implementation.
Finally the paper is concluded in Section 6.

2. Conventional Sphere Decoding Algorithm

Let us consider a MIMO system with M transmitting and
N receiving antennas (N ≥ M). M streams of Q bits
of data, xj,b, j = 1, 2, . . . ,M, and b = 1, 2, . . . ,Q, are
mapped to anM-dimensional transmitted symbol vector s =
[s1 s2 · · · sM]T , using 2Q-QAM modulation. The received
complex vector, y, is given by

y = Hs + n, (1)

where H is an N ×M channel matrix, which is assumed to
be known in advance, and n is the complex Gaussian noise
vector.

The a posteriori log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of the bit xj,b,
conditioned on the received symbol vector, y, provides a
soft-in-soft-out detector information for decision and can be
expressed as

L
(
xj,b | y

)
= ln

Pr
[
xj,b = +1 | y

]

Pr
[
xj,b = −1 | y

] . (2)

By Bayes’ theorem, the max-log approximation, and proof in
[5, 6], (2) can be rewritten as

L
(
xj,b | y

) ∼= min
s∈S(−1)

j,b

∥∥y −Hs∥∥2 − min
s∈S(1)

j,b

∥∥y −Hs∥∥2, (3)

where S(−1)
j,b and S(1)

j,b are search spaces, {s | xj,b = −1} and
{s | xj,b = 1}, respectively. The maximum-likelihood (ML)
minima in (3) is expressed as

sML = arg min
s∈CM

∥∥y −Hs
∥∥2, (4)

where CM is the set of constellation symbols in the M-

dimensional complex space. Letting xML
j,b be the binary

complement of the bth bit in the jth data symbol of sML, the
other minima in (3) can be expressed as

sML
j,b = arg min

s∈S
(xML
j,b )

j,b

∥∥y −Hs
∥∥2
.

(5)

By means of the QR decomposition of the channel matrix
H = QR, (4) and (5) can be reformulated as

sML = arg min
s∈CM

∥∥ỹ − Rs
∥∥2, (6)

sML
j,b = arg min

s∈S
(xML
j,b )

j,b

∥∥ỹ − Rs
∥∥2,

(7)

respectively, where ỹ = QHy = Rs + ñ, Q is an N × M
matrix with orthogonal unit norm columns, R is an M ×
M upper-triangle matrix, and (·)H denotes the Hermitian
matrix operator. Note that the noise term ñ = QHn keeps
the same statistical properties as Q is an unitary matrix [1].
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Table 1: Mean and variance of the distribution of the number of
the visiting branches for each layer under SD ordering and FSD
ordering at SNR = 10 dB in 4 × 4 MIMO 16-QAM System.

Layer
SD ordering FSD ordering

Mean Variance Mean Variance

4 2.875270419 6.793185738 4.744884884 13.61550639

3 2.096801078 3.001800963 1.627991568 1.339530374

2 1.621236302 1.412882193 1.406256828 0.75118707

1 1.283783145 0.648927997 1.20332918 0.384272589

In addition, sorted QR decomposition (SQRD) [10] is
applied, computing the Euclidean distance (ED) ‖ỹ − Rs‖2

in (6) and (7) recursively as

di
(

si
)
= di+1

(
si+1
)

+

∣∣∣∣∣∣
ỹi −

M∑

j=i
Ri, j s j

∣∣∣∣∣∣

2

,

i =M,M − 1, . . . , 1,

(8)

where dM+1(sM+1) = 0, si = [si, si+1 . . . , sM]T , and ỹi and Ri, j
are, respectively, elements in ỹ and R. Lattice points with par-
tial Euclidean distance (PED), di(si), greater than the square
of a given radius r, are invalid. Therefore, the candidate
search is confined to lattice points within a sphere to reduce
the detection complexity. Nevertheless, the sequential search
property and the variable computational complexity prevent
the conventional SD from efficient hardware design.

3. Proposed Soft-Output FSD (SFSD)

3.1. Algorithm Description. FSD algorithm [7] is another
solution to MIMO detection, which is similar to SD but has
two major differences.

(i) A fixed tree search is performed that FSD visits all
nodes in the top level and just visits one node in other
levels to simplify the tree search in SD.

(ii) The channel matrix ordering [11] is modified that the
smallest column norm of channel matrix H is ordered
in the first level of the tree.

The FSD algorithm presents a quasi-ML performance
and fixed complexity in an uncoded system. However,
FSD cannot be compatible with powerful soft-input ECC
decoders.

For soft-output MIMO detection, the quasi-ML solution
in (6) and the local minima in (7) are essential to calculate
LLR. Therefore, the proposed FSD is a modification of the
FSD by finding the local minima in (7) for soft-output.
Accordingly, a soft-output SD requires more branches than
the FSD. Monte Carlo simulations for the number of
required visiting branches for SD and FSD algorithms were
performed. Tables 1 and 2 show the mean and variance of the
number of branches for a visited node at each layer in a 4 × 4
MIMO system using 16-QAM and 64-QAM, respectively.
The distribution helps FSD algorithm to fix the number of

Table 2: Mean and variance of the distribution of the number
of visiting branches for each layer under SD ordering and FSD
ordering at SNR = 20 dB in 4 × 4 MIMO 64-QAM System.

Layer
SD ordering FSD ordering

Mean Variance Mean Variance

4 3.872876347 28.55566101 9.119207119 105.9677423

3 2.23370341 5.910370473 1.603919127 1.855906856

2 1.589407569 1.867583287 1.342484971 0.795757947

1 1.271200344 0.906038796 1.16755946 0.377373481

branches in tree traversal. Both tables show higher mean and
variance of visited branches in SD ordering compared with
FSD ordering in all layers except layer 4. This can reduce
the searching nodes and save computation complexity. By
denoting the number of branches at the ith layer as ni, we
can denote the distribution of branch number for 4 layers
by n = [n1,n2,n3,n4]T . A diagram can show the idea in
Figure 1. We can see that means in Tables 1 and 2 are in the
descending order from the third level to the first level. Then
we can find that the property of ni is

E[n3] ≥ E[n2] ≥ E[n1]. (9)

SFSD may follow the property and can be fixed to n =
[2, 3, 4,P]T , n = [3, 3, 3,P]T , where P is equal to the number
of the constellation points (2Q) or other distributions which
follow (9).

Figure 2 shows FER performance of different SFSD
distributions with LLR maximum Lmax = 16 in 4 × 4
MIMO 16-QAM system. The simulation distributions n =
[n1,n2,n3,n4]T on the figure are selected based on (9) and
the mean/variance of the visiting branches in Tables 1 and 2.
SD can be considered as the optimal performance here. We
can see that the branches of node can affect the performance
of SFSD, and more branches can have better performance
directly. But too high distribution n can cause the tree
search complexity to increase. Table 3 presents the total
visited nodes in different SFSD distributions with 16-QAM
modulation. The distribution [1, 1, 1, 16]T is used in the hard
output FSD algorithm. The total visited nodes may represent
the computation complexity of SFSD. We can find that the
n = [1, 2, 2, 16]T SFSD needs the least branch expansion and
has only 0.5 db performance degeneration compared to SD.
The n = [2, 3, 4, 16]T SFSD has better performance which
degrades about 0.1 dB but has the highest complexity. It is
a tradeoff between performance and complexity. Therefore,
the branch distribution n = [1, 2, 2, 2Q]T for tree search has
low complexity and is proposed to full-pipeline parallel hard-
ware architecture implementation in the proposed SFSD. The
top layer, n4, is set to the number of all constellation points.

The usual sphere decoders adopt the SE enumeration [9],
which sorts all of the constellation points by the Euclidean
distances between the received signal yi and itself. The
point with the smallest distance has the first priority and
enumerates others in ascending order of distance. Because
proposed SFSD [1, 2, 2,P]T only needs to enumerate the
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Figure 1: SFSD: n = [1, 2, 2, 4]T in 4 × 4 MIMO QPSK system.
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Figure 2: Different SFSD distributions and optimal SD in coded 4
× 4 MIMO 16-QAM system.

Table 3: Visited nodes in tree search with different fixed branches
in 16-QAM modulation 4 × 4 MIMO system.

[2, 3, 4, 16] [2, 2, 2, 16] [1, 2, 2, 16] [1, 1, 1, 16]

Nodes 657 241 177 65

two smallest points of constellation, the SE enumeration can
be simplified here. Therefore, the proposed SFSD does not
need to sort all points. The following is the presentation of
simplified enumeration. Figure 3 is an example of the 16-
QAM constellation. The red point is the point of received
signal yi. The complex valued constellation can be separated
into real part and imaginary part. The nearest point can
be found by comparing with the value of the dotted lines
in real part and imaginary part, respectively. Then the
nearest point which is inside the green cycle is confirmed.
The second nearest point of real part and imaginary part
can be easily found by comparing with the values of the

1

2a

2b

Figure 3: Proposed simplified enumeration for the proposed SFSD.

gray lines which include the nearest point. The two points
2a and 2b inside the blue cycles are the second nearest
points of real part and imagine part, respectively. Then PED
computations between those points and yi are required.
The distances between the nearest point and the received
signal point in the real part and imaginary part are denoted
as dR1 and dI1, respectively. The distances between the
second nearest point and the received signal point in the
real part and imaginary part are denoted as dR2 and dI2,
respectively. Then, the second nearest point can be decided
by min{(dR1 + dI2), (dR2 + dI1)}. Only some comparisons
help the SFSD to achieve the SE enumeration. Note that
these PED computations of real part and imaginary part are
equivalent to the PED computations of two points in the
complex valued constellation. Therefore, the simplified SE
enumeration just costs two PED computations.

The sequential design for tree search has variable
throughput due to the unpredictable number of visited
nodes, which causes hardware inefficiency. The early termi-
nation (ET) [6] can solve the problem. It confines the frame
run time to Nframe · Davg and lets every frame have the same
delay duringNframe MIMO detections. The function confines
the maximum number of visited nodes to a value in each tree
search as

Dmax(k) = Nframe ·Davg −
k−1∑

i=1

D(i)− (Nframe − k)M,

k = 1, 2, . . . ,Nframe,

(10)

where D(i) denotes the number of visited nodes for the ith
MIMO symbol vector.

3.2. Simulation Results. The simulation environment is
Rayleigh flat fading channel with AWGN. The algorithm is
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Figure 6: Block diagram of the proposed MIMO detector.

evaluated in terms of the number of visited parent nodes
in tree search and frame-error-rate (FER) performance.
All simulations are performed in a 4 × 4 MIMO system
with Gray mapping QAM constellation modulation. In the
simulations, data are coded in a rate R = 1/2 convolutional
code with constraint length 7 and a [133o 171o] polynomial
generator. A soft-input Viterbi decoder (max-log BCJR
algorithm [12]) is employed in the receiver. A frame consists
of Nframe = 64 MIMO symbols. In other words, a frame
consists of randomly interleavedNframe·M·Q bits after outer
encoding.

Figure 4 illustrates the frame-error-rate (FER) perfor-
mance of the optimal SD, STS-SD [6], and proposed SFSD.
At 2%-FER, only a 0.5-dB loss is observed between the SFSD
and the optimal SD. The performance degradation is even
smaller between the SFSD and the STS-SD.

Recursive computation of the PED as (8) for tree search
leads to considerable computational complexity and latency.
Hence, the number of visited parent nodes in tree search is
an indicator for searching complexity and latency. Figure 5
shows the comparison of the average number of visited
parent nodes between the STS-SD algorithm [6] and the
proposed SFSD. It can be seen that the proposed method can
reduce 20% of the average number of visited parent nodes.
Accordingly, the low complexity advantage of the SFSD over
the STS-SD can be observed.

4. Logic Design

The proposed MIMO detector, shown in Figure 6, consists
of a preprocessing and an SFSD block. The preprocessing
block performs sorted QR decomposition (SQRD) and FSD
ordering. The matrix R is decomposed by SQRD and consists
of real valued diagonal elements, Rr , and complex valued off-
diagonal elements, Rc. The computation of ỹ = QH · y is also
performed in the block. FSD ordering chooses the column
with the second smallest column norm to process in each
iteration of the SQRD algorithm instead of the smallest col-
umn norm. The smallest column norm of channel matrix is
ordered in the top level of tree; the other columns of channel
are ordered to be decreased from right to left. In other words,
the second top level has the greatest column norm, and the
leaf level has the second smallest column norm. The SFSD
block performs the proposed SFSD algorithm and adopts
proper parallel design for high throughput and full pipeline
design for high clock rate. Figure 7 shows the detailed block
diagram of the proposed SFSD. The SFSD block consists of
several PED modules (PED4, PED3, PED2, and PED1), a list
administration unit (LAU), and an LLR module. The PED4,
PED3, PED2, and PED1 modules calculate PEDs for layer 4,
3, 2, and 1, respectively. The LAU module compares and sorts
the Euclidean distances (EDs) which are accumulated by the
PED modules. After 2Q times (2Q is the constellation size)
of sequential update checking, the LAU module outputs the
calculated local minima λ for each layer and the ML solution
xML (Figure 7). LLR computation module substrates the
smallest distance value λML from the local minimum distance
values λk which corresponds to the local minima with binary
complement of the kth bit of xML and computes each LLR
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Figure 9: Timing diagram of the error detection and recovery.

value. The order of LLR values is not the same as the order of
the original input data because SQRD preprocessing reorders
the matrix R. Hence, the order recovery is also implemented
in the LLR computation module.

4.1. Adaptive Voltage Scaling with Double Sampling. Dy-
namic voltage scaling (DVS) [13] is a common technique
to adjust system voltage and reduce power consumption.
Some methods have been proposed for pessimistic designs
that require large safety margins [14]. Instead of using guard
range from the safety margin, Razor [15, 16] proposed an in
situ timing error detection and correction mechanism, which
can overcome variation from the PVT and significantly
reduce the power consumption. In Razor-based DVS, each
flip-flop in the critical path is augmented with a shadow
latch, which is triggered by a delayed clock. By comparing
the data sampled by the main flip-flop and the shadow latch,

a timing error can be detected and the corrupt value will be
restored by the correct value in the shadow latch.

An adaptive voltage scaling with double sampling scheme
is applied to the proposed SFSD. As shown in Figure 8, the
main flop is clocked by clk and the delayed flop is clocked by
clk del, which is delayed with respect to clock clk. The delay
between the clock edges of clk and clk del is designed such
that the correct value is obtained at the next clock edge of
clk del, even in the presence of unpredictability in the wire
delay. Therefore, the delayed flop is designed to operate in
an error-free manner. The XOR gate is used to compare the
data captured by the main flop and delayed flop. When the
outputs of the two flops differ, the signal errq is active to
indicate a timing error and turn the main flop to the error
mode. Afterward, the correct value captured by the delayed
flop will be sent by the main flop in the next cycle, causing
a one-cycle penalty for error recovery. Figure 9 shows the
timing diagram of the error detection and recovery.

At each pipeline stage, an error control circuit presented
in Figure 10 is added for generating suitable control signals
when an error is detected. Let the number of bit-lines in
the pipeline be w lines. The XOR outputs (errq signals)
generated at all the w bit lines at each pipeline stage of the
pipeline are ORed together and fed as an input to the error
control circuit. For the Error-OR-tree, the error signals from
all pipeline flip-flops are OR together to generate a unified
error signal. If the design has many double sampling flip-
flop, the fan-in of the OR gate can be very large, requiring
OR signal to be pipelined. For error stabilization, in some
cases, it is possible for error signal to become metastable. So
we add two flip-flops at the global error output to overcome
this problem.

4.2. Modified Cell-Based Flow. The timing paths of each
submodule are analyzed after top-down synthesis. The
critical paths of the target design are in PED1 and PED2
modules. Therefore, the double sampling flip-flops are
inserted into the critical paths and ORed all the error signals
on each double sampling pipeline stage. Figure 11 shows the
block diagram of the SFSD after double sampling pipeline
insertion.

5. Hardware Implementation

The proposed DVS soft output MIMO detector, using TSMC
0.18μm single-poly six-metal (1P6M) CMOS technology, is
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Table 4: ASIC Summary of The Proposed MIMO Detector.

ASIC specification

Technology TSMC 0.18 μm 1P6M CMOS

Supply voltage 1.8 V

Power consumption
64-QAM

195.8 mW at
120 MHz

16-QAM
145.5 mW at

120 MHz

Maximum throughput

64-QAM 45 Mbps at 120 MHz

16-QAM 120 Mbps

QPSK 60 Mbps

Maximum clock frequency 120 MHz

Core area 1.16928 × 1.17414 (mm2)

shown in Figure 12. Table 4 lists the ASIC specification. All
the power and throughput information in Table 4 operate at
1.8 V and 120 MHz.

This design surpasses the previous researches [6, 17] for
its high power efficiency. A comparison (with the proposed
postlayout simulation results) is given in Table 5, where the

Figure 12: Layout.

power efficiency is normalized to mitigate the impact of
different process factors and throughputs using

Normalized power efficiency

=
(

Power×
(

1.8
VDD

)2

× 0.18
Process

× 1
Throughput

)−1

.

(11)

While normalizing power efficiency using (11), the nominal
VDD of the proposed design is 1.8 V, instead of the scaled
voltage, to show the power-saving effect of the applied
voltage scaling technique.

By scaling down the supply voltage, the power consump-
tion of the design can be reduced, as shown in Figure 13.
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Table 5: Comparison of MIMO detector implementations.

STS-SD [6] MKSE [17] SOSD [18] This work

Fixed throughput No Yes Yes No Yes

Technology 0.25 μm 0.13 μm 0.35 μm 0.13 μm 0.18 μm

Max. frequency 71 MHz 100 MHz 200 MHz 198 MHz
120 MHz

(VDD = 1.8 V)

Gate count 56.8 K 97 K 91 K 350 K 100.6 K

Max. throughput
(16-QAM)

28.4 Mbps (SNR = 14 dB) 106.6 Mbps 53.3 Mbps 287.9 Mbps 120 Mbps

Complexity efficiency
(16-QAM)

— — 0.59 Mbps/K-gate 0.82 Mbps/K-gate 1.19 Mbps/K-gate

Normalized power
efficiency (16-QAM)

— — 0.20 Mbps/mW 1.88 Mbps/mW
2.53 Mbps/mW
(VDD = 1.08 V)

(Freq. = 100 MHz)
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Figure 13: Power reduction with the proposed DVS at 100 MHz.

The lowest supply voltage for error-free operations at 100-
MHz clock rate for 64-QAM and 16-QAM modulation is
1.44 V and 1.26 V, leading to 34.7% and 49.22% power
reduction, respectively. When voltage scales to 1.26 V for 64-
QAM modulation or 1.08 V for 16-QAM modulation, timing
error occurs on the critical path, which is pipelined by double
sampling circuitry. The duplicate circuitry (delayed flip-flop)
is triggered by the error signal and recovers the critical path
from the timing error. While further scaling down the supply
voltage, some subcritical paths may suffer from timing error
and cannot be recovered. When the supply voltage decreases
to 1.08 V for 64-QAM modulation, the functionality of the
design fails due to incorrect data transferred by subcritical
paths. With the proposed adaptive voltage scaling method
with double sampling, the supply voltage can scale down
to 1.08 V and 1.26 V, and the power reduction approaches
48.8% and 61.25%, for 16-QAM and 64-QAM modulation,
respectively. Figure 14 shows the maximum clock rate and
the current of the design in 16-QAM modulation. The power
consumption ratio of each module is shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: The double sampling module for the proposed DVS
consumes only 0.41% power of the detector.
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By using the error monitoring circuit, timing error
information can be reported and conveyed to the voltage
controller at run time to control the voltage regulator
to power up/down the system. If the supply voltage is
inadequate to support required timing of critical paths,
the power controller will send a decision bit to indirectly
control the voltage source which is provided by a DC-
DC converter. The power management of the platform is
completed through these mechanisms. The double sampling
scheme shows well-behaved function, provides a solution
to timing error detection and recovery, and accomplishes a
robust DVS platform.

6. Conclusion

A power-efficient SFSD for MIMO detection is presented in
the paper. The configurable SFSD with a novel tree search
algorithm achieves soft-output decoding with fixed through-
put of 120 Mbps in 16-QAM modulation. The FER of the
detector approaches the optimal sphere decoder, with 0.5-dB
degradation. A novel adaptive voltage scaling method with
double sampling circuitry provides error detection/recovery
and a 48.8% power saving.
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Cyclic prefix (CP) in multicarrier modulation systems has been considered as an alternative to the training sequences to track
channel estimates. In this paper, two new algorithms are developed that exploit CP from their data detection part and employ
systolic block Householder transformation recursive least squares (SBHT-RLS) algorithms for channel tracking in multicarrier
systems. The new methods are compared with the existing CP exploiting correlation matrix based block RLS (CMB-RLS) channel
tracking approach to outline their relative advantages. Aspects of computational complexity and parallel implementation are
addressed, and the algorithms are tested in terms of their channel estimation and tracking capabilities. Performance of the
algorithms is also evaluated for varying forgetting factor parameter values, constellation size, and word lengths. Floating-point
and fixed-point simulations are tailored to illustrate pertinent tradeoffs.

1. Introduction

Over the last two decades, multicarrier modulation has
received considerable interest for its use in wireless and
wireline communication systems [1–4]. It has been adopted
in many communication standards, including digital audio
broadcasting (DAB) [5], digital video broadcasting (DVB)
[6], high-speed modems over digital subscriber lines (xDSLs)
[4], and local area mobile wireless broadband [7].

Most multicarrier systems use coherent detection of data
symbols, which requires reliable estimation of channel at
the receiver. Channel state information is also necessary
for techniques such as channel shortening [8], adaptive
modulation/loading, and/or power control [9]. In applica-
tions such as discrete multitone (DMT) xDSL [4], channel
is estimated through some initial training process, and
retraining is required to track the channel variation. To avoid
the system overhead due to retraining and thus to track
the channel more efficiently, in [10], a correlation matrix
based block recursive least-squares (CMB-RLS) algorithm
is proposed. The algorithm takes advantage of the inherent
redundancy introduced by the cyclic prefix (CP) to blindly
estimate the channel. In [11], performance of the algorithm
is analyzed considering both the effect of channel noise

and decision error. The algorithm is further explored in
[12], where its performance is analyzed considering the
impact of exponential forgetting factor values, constellation
size, and channel nulls. Also, in [13], the method is used
in single-carrier (SC) modulation with frequency domain
equalization (FDE) to maintain both system performance
and throughput.

While CP-based CMB-RLS approach is standard com-
plaint, there are two basic problems that make it unsuitable
for real-time implementation. First, it relies on computation
of inverse of the correlation matrix Φ per time update.
The computational cost of performing the required matrix
inversion in real time can be prohibitively high for a system
with a large channel length (To reduce the computational
complexity and thus processing power, this inversion cannot
be done recursively using Matrix inversion Lemma (such
as in conventional RLS (CRLS) algorithm [14]).). Second,
the direct inversion and recursive inversion approaches are
known to severely limit parallelism and pipelining that can
effectively be applied in the practical implementation.

Usually, to minimize the round off error, matrix inver-
sions are done with general-purpose digital signal processing
(DSP) devices/processors using floating-point arithmetic. A
disadvantage of this approach, however, is severe processing
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power limitation due to small number of floating-point
processing units commonly available per device. Specialized
hardware with high-processing power is therefore required
to execute requisite computations in real time. An appealing
alternative for implementation is not to do this inversion
explicitly and solve the problem through a computationally
cheaper approach that works directly with data matrix
and is realizable on the systolic array architecture offering
large amounts of parallelism for high-speed very large scale
integration (VLSI) implementation. In VLSI implementa-
tion, floating-point arithmetic units are more complex than
those of fixed-point arithmetic, involving extra hardware
overhead and more clock cycles [15]. Hence, the bit-level
systolic architecture must be implemented with fixed-point
arithmetic.

The QR decomposition (QRD) approaches for RLS
problem have played an important role in adaptive signal
processing, adaptive equalization, and adaptive spectrum
estimation [16]. It is generally agreed that QRD-RLS algo-
rithms are one of the most promising RLS algorithms, due
to their numerical stability [17, 18] and suitability for VLSI
implementation [19, 20]. There are three approaches to
QRD-RLS problem, namely, Givens rotation (GR), modified
Gram-Schmidt (MGS), and Householder transformation
(HT) method. These methods have been successfully applied
to the development of the QRD-RLS systolic array [16, 21–
24]. Because HT generally outperforms GR and MGS meth-
ods under finite precision computations (see the references in
[16]), and in the context of our application the channel needs
to be updated for each block input data matrix, we focus
our attention to the QRD-RLS algorithm based on block
HT. Notice that HT is a well-known rank-v update approach
and is one of the most efficient methods to compute QRD
(Rank-1 updating fast QRD-RLS algorithms (where QRD
is updated after the original data matrix has been modified
by the addition and deletion of a row or column) [14]
are not suitable here in particular due to high throughput
(here the term throughput is used to indicate total number
of data vectors at the input of the RLS algorithm) and
speed requirements.). In [24, 25], Liu et al. investigated one
such QRD-RLS algorithm using block HT. The work in
[24] describes the block HT implementation on a systolic
array and its application to RLS algorithm called systolic
block HT-RLS (SBHT-RLS). So far, SBHT-RLS is used in
beamforming and linear predication applications but has
not been applied for channel tracking in high-throughput
multicarrier applications. The algorithm is well known for
its computational efficiency, very good numerical properties,
and parallel processing implementation advantages.

In this paper, we develop two new CP exploiting SBHT-
RLS approaches for adaptive channel estimation in multicar-
rier systems.

The first approach is based on SBHT-RLS approach of
Liu et al.. In its original form, the SBHT-RLS does not pro-
vide access to channel weights, as its use has been limited to
the problem seeking an estimate of output error signal. In the
context of our application, the proposed approach finds the
channel explicitly. In order to differentiate between the two
techniques, the new method will be referred to as CP-based

Direct SBHT-RLS approach. The proposed scheme is compu-
tationally efficient and can be mapped to triangular systolic
arrays for efficient parallel implementation. Unfortunately,
the scheme suffers from a major drawback, namely, back
substitution, which is a costly operation to perform in array
structure [26, 27].

The second approach relies on inverse factorizations to
calculate least squares channel coefficients (weight vector)
without back substitution. This approach also employs
SBHT to recursively update the channel coefficients and
thus preserves the inherent stability property of SBHT-RLS
approach. The derivation of the inverse factorization method
in this paper is done by generalizing the Extended QRD-
RLS algorithm to block RLS case [28]. For this reason, this
method will be referred to as CP-based Extended SBHT-
RLS approach. We underscore here that this simple and
straightforward derivation is different than the previous
challenging work on block RLS using inverse factorizations
in [29, 30]. Computational complexity of this scheme is
equivalent to the first proposed scheme, but unlike the first
scheme it is fully amenable to VLSI implementation and also
results in improved steady-state performance.

For the sake of brevity, in the rest of this paper, we refer to
the CP based CMB-RLS as CPE1, Direct SBHT-RLS as CPE2,
and Extended SBHT-RLS as CPE3. Also, for uniformity, we
closely follow the notation that appears in [10].

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section,
we provide an overview of the DMT system model [10].
Section 3 explains the newly proposed algorithms, followed
by a discussion on their computational complexity and
systolic array implementation in Section 4. In Section 5,
illustrating floating- and fixed-point simulations are con-
ducted, while conclusions are drawn in Section 6. Some
results contained in this paper have been presented/accepted
for presentation in [31, 32].

Notation. (·)T , (·)∗, and E[·] denote transpose, complex
conjugate, and expectation operation. The Matlab notation
X(:,m : m′) is used to to denote the submatrix of X
that contains the columns m to m′. x(n : n′) denotes the
subvector of x comprising of entries n through n′. In denotes
identity matrix of size n, 0 denotes the all zeros matrix of
appropriate dimensions, and j = √−1. The meaning of other
variables will be clear from the context.

2. System Model

We consider a high-speed DMT data transmission system
over digital subscriber lines, shown in Figure 1. The system
has m/2 complex parallel subchannels and illustrates the
typical CP based adaptive channel estimation task, which is
our main concern in this paper. Let {sn} represent the data
sequence to be transmitted over the channel. This input data
is buffered to blocks, and each data block is divided into
m/2 bit streams and then mapped to quadrature amplitude
modulation (QAM) constellation pointsXi,k, i = 0, . . . ,m/2−
1 at time k. After m-point inverse fast Fourier transform
(IFFT) on the kth DMT block Xk = [X0,k,X1,k, . . . ,Xm−1,k]T
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Figure 1: Multicarrier system with CP-based adaptive channel estimation.

(here the last m/2 samples are just the conjugates of
the first m/2 samples), the modulated real valued time

domain signal is xk = [x0,k, x1,k, . . . , xm−1,k]T . A CP x
( f )
k =

[xm−v,k , . . . , xm−1,k]T , where x−i,k = xm−i,k and i = 1, . . . , v, is
then appended in front of xk before transmission through
the channel H(z) = ∑v

l=0 hl,kz
−l, having impulse response

hk = [h0,k,h1,k, . . . ,hv,k]T of length r = v + 1. At the receiver,

the prefix part y
( f )
k = [y−v,k, . . . , y−1,k]T is removed.

The relationship between prefix part y
( f )
k and the trans-

mitted signal may be expressed as [10]

y
( f )
k = Akhk + n

( f )
k , (1)

where

Ak=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x−v,k xm−1,k−1 · · · xm−v,k−1

. . .
. . .

. . .
...

. . .
. . .

. . .
...

x−1,k · · · x−v,k xm−1,k−1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦=
[
a0,k, a1,k, . . . , av,k

]
,

(2)

a j,k is the jth column of Ak, n
( f )
k = [n−v,k, . . . ,n−1,k]T , and

ni,k ∼ N (0, σ2) is the channel noise.

After the FFT operation on yk = [y0,k, y1,k, . . . , ym−1,k]T ,
the demodulated signal is Yk = [Y0,k,Y1,k, . . . ,Ym−1,k]T . The
CP removes interblock interference (IBI) between Xk’s. The
received symbols can thus be written as

Yi,k = Xi,kHi,k +Ni,k, i = 0, . . . ,m− 1, (3)

where Hi,k =
∑v

l=0 hl,ke
− j((2πil)/m) is the channel frequency

response and Ni,k = (1/
√
m)

∑m−1
l=0 nl,ke− j((2πil)/m) ∼ N (0, σ2)

is the noise of the ith subchannel.
To get the estimation of Xi,k from Yi,k, a one-tap

minimum mean square error (MMSE) equalizer wi,k =
(Γ1/2

i H∗
i,k)/(Γi‖Hi,k‖2 + σ2

i ), where i = 0, . . . ,m − 1 and
Γi = E[‖Xi,k‖2], is then employed at the ith channel. The
estimated data is then X̂i,k = Yi,kwi,k. The decision is then
made on X̂i,k to get the final output Xi,k = q(X̂i,k), where
q(·) is the decision operation.

3. CP-Based SBHT-RLS Algorithms

3.1. CP-Based Direct SBHT-RLS Algorithm (CPE2). Based on
the CP data model (1), we define nv×r weighted data matrix
and the nv×1 weighted received vector in a recursive manner
as

Ȧk = Λ

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Ak−(n−1)

Ak−n
...

Ak

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎣λ1/2Ȧk−1

Ak

⎤⎦, (4)

ẏ
( f )
k = Λ

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
y

( f )
k−(n−1)

y
( f )
k−n
...

y
( f )
k

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎣λ

1/2ẏ
( f )
k−1

y
( f )
k

⎤⎥⎥⎦, (5)
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where Λ is an nv×nv block-diagonal forgetting matrix of the
form

Λ =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
λ(n−1)/2Iv · · · 0 0

...
. . .

...
...

0 · · · λ1/2Iv 0
0 · · · 0 Iv

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (6)

with forgetting factor across blocks 0 < λ ≤ 1. The forgetting
factor λ is incorporated in the scheme to avoid overflow
in the processors as well as to facilitate nonstationary data
updating [25].

Suppose that at the (k − 1)th update we have QRD

Qk−1Ȧk−1 =
⎡⎣Rk−1

0

⎤⎦, (7)

where Qk−1 is an (n− 1)v × (n− 1)v orthogonal matrix and
Rk−1 is a r × r upper triangular matrix.

Now by denoting Qk−1 =
⎡⎢⎣ Qk−1 0

0
T

Iv

⎤⎥⎦, we then have

Qk−1Ȧk =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
Rk−1

0

Ak

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦. (8)

A n× n HT matrix T is of the form T = In− βvvT , where
β = 2/vTv = 2/‖v‖2. When a vector x = [x1, x2, . . . , xn]T

is multiplied by T, it is reflected in the hyperplane defined
by span{v}⊥. Choosing v = x ± ‖x‖2e1, where e1 =
[1, 0, 0, . . . , 0]T , then x is reflected onto e1 by T as: Tx =
±‖x‖2e1.

A series of HTs are then used to zero out Ak in the right-

hand side of (8). Let Hk = H(r)
k H(r−1)

k · · ·H(1)
k (a sequence

of r-ordered matrix multiplications), where H(i)
k denotes the

ith HT matrix (which zeroes out ith column of updated Ak)
given as

H(i)
k =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
H(i)
k,11 0 H(i)

k,12

0 I(n−1)v−r 0

H
(i)

k,21 0 H
(i)

k,22

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (9)

where H(i)
k,11 is r×r identity matrix except for the ith diagonal

entry, H(i)
k,12 is r×v zero matrix except for the ith row, H(i)

k,12 =
H(i)
k,21, and H(i)

k,22 is a symmetric v × v matrix.

It is thus we have HkQk−1Ȧk =
⎡⎣ Rk

0

⎤⎦ and Qk =

HkQk−1. Now with

Qk

[
Ȧk ẏ

( f )
k

]
=
[

Rk uk
0 vk

]
, (10)

Table 1: CP-based Direct SBHT-RLS algorithm (CPE2).

Input: y
( f )
k , y

( f )
k−1,. . ., y

( f )
k−2(v) and Yk

Known parameters: Γi and σi
Selecting parameters: λ (with 0 < λ ≤ 1)

Initialization: k = 0, an initial training process is used to initialize

ĥ0 and R0 = δI (with 0 < δ	 1 is small positive scalar).

Algorithm:k = 1, 2, 3, . . .

(1) H̃i,k−1 = (1/
√
m)

∑v
l=0 ĥl,k−1e− j(2πil)/m, i = 0, . . . ,m− 1

(2) wi,k−1 = (Γ1/2
i H∗

i,k−1)/(Γi‖Hi,k−1‖2 + σ2
i ), i = 0, . . . ,m− 1

(3) X̂i,k = Yi,kwi,k−1, i = 0, . . . ,m− 1

(4) xi,k = (1/
√
m)

∑m−1
l=0 q(X̂l,k)e j(2πil)/m, i = m− v, . . . ,m− 1

(5) Ȧk =
⎡⎣ √λRk−1

Ak

⎤⎦, ẏ
( f )
k =

⎡⎢⎢⎣ λy
( f )
k−2(v)√
λy

( f )
k−1

y
( f )
k

⎤⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎣ √λẏ

( f )
k−1

y
( f )
k

⎤⎦
(6) Hk

[
Ȧk ẏ

( f )
k

]
=
⎡⎣ Rk uk

0 vk

⎤⎦,

where Hk = H(r)
k H(r−1)

k , . . . , H(1)
k ,

with H(i)
k = Ip−i+1 − βvvT , p = 2v + 1, β = 2/vTv,

v = x± ‖x‖2e1,

e1 = [1, 0, . . . , 0]T , and x = Ȧk(i : p, i).

(7) Solve uk = Rkĥk through back substitution.

where uk = [u0,k,u1,k, . . . ,uv,k]T and

Rk =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
r(0,0),k r(0,1),k · · · r(0,v),k

0 r(1,1),k · · · r(1,v),k
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · r(v,v),k

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠, (11)

the optimal solution is thus obtained by solving the upper

triangular system Rkĥk = uk by back substitution operation
as follows:

ĥi,k =
ui,k −

∑v
j=i+1 r(i, j),kĥ j,k

r(i,i),k
, i = v, . . . , 0. (12)

The matrix Ȧk−1 can be uniquely QR factorized only if
it is full column rank (i.e., rank Ȧk−1 = r). Therefore, the
minimum number of rows in Ȧk−1 must be at least large as
the number of columns. To satisfy this requirement and thus
to reduce the number of received blocks needed by CPE2
(and CPE3 in Section 3.2), in step (10), we set

Ȧk =
[
λ1/2Rk−1

Ak

]
,

ẏ
( f )
k = Λ

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
y

( f )
k−2(v) = y−1,k−2

y
( f )
k−1

y
( f )
k

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = Λ

⎡⎢⎣ẏ
( f )
k−1

y
( f )
k

⎤⎥⎦. (13)

Based on the above discussion, CPE2 algorithm is
summarized in Table 1.
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Table 2: CP-based Extended SBHT-RLS algorithm (CPE3).

Input: y
( f )
k , y

( f )
k−1,. . ., y

( f )
k−2(v) and Yk

Known parameters: Γi and σi
Selecting parameters: λ (with 0 < λ ≤ 1)

Initialization: k = 0, an initial training process is used to initialize

ĥ0, R0 = δI,

R−T0 = δ−1I (with 0 < δ	 1 is small positive scalar).

Algorithm: k = 1, 2, 3, . . .

(1) H̃i,k−1 = (1/
√
m)

∑v
l=0 ĥl,k−1e− j(2πil)/m, i = 0, . . . ,m− 1

(2) wi,k−1 = (Γ1/2
i H∗

i,k−1)/(Γi‖Hi,k−1‖2 + σ2
i ), i = 0, . . . ,m− 1

(3) X̂i,k = Yi,kwi,k−1, i = 0, . . . ,m− 1

(4) xi,k = (1/
√
m)

∑m−1
l=0 q(X̂l,k)e j(2πil)/m, i = m− v, . . . ,m− 1

(5) Ȧk =
⎡⎣ √λRk−1

Ak

⎤⎦, Ḃk =
⎡⎣ R−Tk−1/

√
λ

0T

⎤⎦,

ẏ
( f )
k =

⎡⎢⎢⎣ λy
( f )
k−2(v)√
λy

( f )
k−1

y
( f )
k

⎤⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎣ √λẏ

( f )
k−1

y
( f )
k

⎤⎦
(6) Hk

[
Ȧk Ḃk ẏ

( f )
k

]
=
⎡⎣ Rk R−Tk uk

0 WT
k vk

⎤⎦,

where Hk = H(r)
k H(r−1)

k , . . . , H(1)
k ,

with H(i)
k = Ip−i+1 − βvvT , p = 2v + 1, β = 2/vTv,

v = x ± ‖x‖2e1,

e1 = [1, 0, . . . , 0]T , and x = Ȧk(i : p, i).

(7) hk = hk−1 −Wkvk

3.2. CP-Based Extended SBHT-RLS Algorithm (CPE3). In
this section, we propose an alternative approach by append-
ing one more column to the matrices of CPE2 algorithm. To
simplify the derivation, we combine the first column of (10)
and the new column to construct the formula

Qk

⎡⎢⎣
√
λRk−1 R−Tk−1/

√
λ

Ak 0T

⎤⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎣ Rk R−Tk

0 Wk

⎤⎥⎦. (14)

We next define a lemma, known as the matrix factorization
lemma [33] that is very elegant tool in the development of
QRD-RLS algorithms.

Lemma 1. If A and B are any two N ×M(N ≤ M) matrices,
then

ATA = BTB, (15)

if and only if there exists anN×N unitary matrix Q(QTQ = I)
such that

QA = B. (16)

Applying Lemma 1 to (14), we obtain

R−Tk RT
k = R−Tk−1RT

k−1 = Ir . (17)

This shows that R−Tk obtained is the correct inverse trans-
position of RT

k and can be updated by using the same
orthonormal transformation Qk.

Next, we combine the second column of (10) and the new
column to construct the formula

Qk

⎡⎢⎣
√
λẏ

( f )
k−1 R−Tk−1/

√
λ

y
( f )
k 0T

⎤⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎣ uk R−Tk

vk WT
k

⎤⎥⎦. (18)

Now by applying Lemma 1 to (18) yields

R−1
k uk + Wkvk = R−1

k−1uk−1. (19)

From (19), we establish a simple recursion to compute the
channel vector

hk = hk−1 −Wkvk. (20)

This recursion can be written in component form as

hi,k = hi,k−1 −wT
i,kvk, i = 0, . . . , v, (21)

where wi,k is the ith column of the matrix WT
k .

Based on the above discussion, CPE3 is formulated in
Table 2.

Remarks. (i) Both algorithms are initialized in a training
mode, the algorithms then switch to a decision-directed
mode for channel tracking. Note that, in step (1), based on

the previous channel estimate ĥk−1, the previous frequency
response H̃k−1 = [H0,k−1, . . . , Hm−1,k−1] is computed. In step
(2), H̃k−1 is then used to compute equalization coefficients.
The decision-directed data vector X̂k is then computed in
step (3). In step (4), symbol estimates are projected onto
the finite alphabet (FA), and the estimated transmitted

CP data x
( f )
k is obtained by performing partial FFT on

the decision-directed projected samples Xk. In steps (5)
through (7), the new channel estimate is then obtained
by treating the resulting symbol estimates as the known
symbols. The process of alternating between channel and
symbol estimation steps is applied repeatedly.

(ii) In [29], Sakai has derived a method for extracting
weight coefficients based on the inverse factorization method
of Pan and Plemmons [34] and Liu’s SBHT-RLS algorithm.
The time updating formula for channel coefficients is
obtained by first generalizing the inverse factorizations for
the block case and then deriving a formula for updating
the channel coefficients. The complicated and challenging
derivation gets rid of matrix operations by exploiting the
relation between a priori and posteriori error vectors. Based
on [35] and suggested by its author, Sakai has also presented
a simpler derivation for updating the channel vector in [30].
In contrast, in the above discussion, the same result is derived
by following a straightforward approach by generalizing the
Extended QRD-RLS algorithm of Yang and Bohme [28] to
the block RLS case.
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4. Computational Complexity and Systolic
Array Implementation

4.1. Computational Complexity. The CPE1, CPE2, and CPE3
algorithms are similar in the CP estimation part (i.e., steps
(1) through (4)), we therefore compare their complexities in
the channel estimation part. The CPE1 channel estimation
stage requires O(r3) computations to update h. In contrast,
due to absence of any matrix inversion as opposed to CPE1,
it is possible to implement channel estimation parts of both
the algorithms with O(r2) operations per time update. This
indicates that the proposed algorithms are computationally
superior than the CPE1.

4.2. Systolic Array Implementation. The detection part of
both proposed algorithms (comprising of steps (1) through
(4)) is particularly simple for which many efficient systolic
array architectures have been proposed. We therefore limit
our discussion to possible implementation architectures for
channel estimation part of the proposed algorithms.

The systolic array implementation of channel estimation
section of CPE2 and its processing cells are shown in
Figure 2, where adaptive filtering triangular update part
(comprising of step (6)) is realized on a triangular vectorial
systolic array as in [24] for Rk and uk extraction. It consists
of two sections: the upper triangular array (shown in part
(a) of Figure 2), which stores and updates Rk and the right-
hand column of cells (shown in part (b) of Figure 2), which
stores and updates uk. The input data are fed from top and
propagate to the bottom of the array. The rotation angles
are calculated in left boundary cells, and propagate from
left to right. The resulting Rk and uk updates in step (6)
are subsequently used in the linear bidirectional systolic
array section [19] (shown in part (c) of Figure 2) to obtain
the channel estimate using back substitution operation.
Unfortunately, a critical obstruction appears because the
process of the triangular-updates runs from the upper-
left corner to the lower-right corner of the array, while
the process of the back substitution runs in exactly the
opposite direction. It is therefore pipelining of the two steps
(the triangular update and back substitution) that seems
impossible on a triangular array. Back substitution may be
implemented as a separate operation on a parallel two-
dimensional array [36]. Nevertheless, the two-dimensional
array can become quite large for long channel lengths,
requiring a substantial area for VLSI implementation. On
the other hand, comparatively simpler linear array structure
shown in Figure 2 is highly sequential, thus involving more
time delay due to increased clock cycles to compute the
channel coefficients. For these reasons, the back substitution
in CPE2 is a costly operation to perform.

The CPE3 approach involves a time recursive QR
solution to compute the channel vector h. The channel
estimation part of CPE3 algorithm can be implemented by a
fully pipelined rhombic systolic array obtained by combining
lower triangular array with an upper triangular array. This
implementation has been performed by Sakai in [29, 30]
and is reproduced in Figure 3. The components of Rk are
updated in the upper triangular part (a) of Figure 3. Also, the

components of uk are updated in part (b) in the same fashion
as the off-diagonal components of Rk, with the input data
yk from the top of this column and the output vk from the
bottom of this column. Notice that systolic implementation
in upper section of part (c) is similar to that in part (a),
except that the array is now lower triangular, and each
element is divided with β = √

λ before updating, and the
input to the array is provided from the top in the form
of a zero vector. A systolic array performing (20) is shown
in lower portion of part (c) of Figure 3, where the cells in
the bottom line, shown by small circles; perform (20) for
calculating the tap coefficients. Each column of the lower
triangular array whose cells are shown by diamonds perform
R−Tk updating. The cells also calculate each column of UT

k ,
appearing from the last diamond cell. Notice that due to
absence of back substitution, the CPE3 algorithm is rich in
parallel operations and therefore leads to more efficient and
simple implementation on systolic processors.

5. Simulation Results
In this section, floating-point and fixed-point simulation
results are presented to examine and compare the per-
formance of the CPE1, CPE2, and CPE3 approaches. All
simulations were carried out in a typical asymmetric digital
subscriber line (ADSL) environment with perfect block
synchronization, FFT size m = 512, the CP length v =
32, λ = 0.75, δ = 1e−3, and 4-QAM constellation for
modulation, unless otherwise stated. For a fair comparison,
for CPE1 we set forgetting factor across blocks μ1 = λ
and forgetting factor within blocks μ2 = 1. The mismatch
performance is evaluated by averaged mean-square-error
(MSE) per subchannel err =∑i∈U ‖Xi− X̂i‖/|U|, where U is
the set of indexes corresponding to the U used subchannels
and |U| is the number of all the used subchannels [10]. The
transmit power of all used subchannels is same (i.e., σ2

i = σ2)
and the noise power was set such that SNR= 30 dB (a typical
value of SNR in ADSL environments).

The discrete channel impulse response with transfer
function H0(D) for carrier service loop area (CSA) loop
# 1 was obtained from the Matlab DMTTEQ Toolbox
[37] and sampled at 2.208 MHz. For simulation purposes,
the shorter channel was generated by subsampling. H0(D)
was perturbed to obtain another test channel H1(D) (to
mimic small variation in H0(D)). Corresponding frequency
responses for the two test channels are shown in Figure 4.
Initially, the channel transfer function is H0(D), which
remains unchanged for the first 400 data blocks. At data
block 401, the channel is switched from H0(D) to H1(D).
For all adaptive schemes, only the first DMT symbol was sent
as pure training sequence to identify the initial channel for
fast convergence. Also, the inverse of the correlation matrix
in CPE1 is initialized to a constant multiple of the identity
matrix.

Example 1. Figure 5 shows typical learning curves of the
three algorithms, with adaptation factor parameter λ values
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Figure 2: Systolic array implementation of channel estimation section of CPE2 (using Householder transformations) with processing cell
descriptions.

of 0.75 (top plots) and 0.55 (bottom plots), under double-
precision floating-point implementation (using IEEE stan-
dard for floating-point arithmetic (IEEE 754)). It can be seen
that all the schemes are able to converge and can track the
channel variation. The learning curves of CPE1 and CPE2 are
overlaid and both the algorithms converge faster than CPE3.
As compared to CPE3, the two algorithms are also seen
to have greater uneven performance. In contrast, although
CPE3 convergence is slower, it is seen to demonstrate
superior steady-state performance. A close examination of
CEP2 algorithm shows that the back substitution operation
involves decision-feedback computation of channel coeffi-
cients. If a channel coefficient suffers from an error, this
error weights heavily in the estimation of the next and
subsequent channel coefficients. The erroneous estimated
channel causes the next detection error. This decision
error further propagates and causes subsequent decision
errors. Consequently, CPE2 encounters performance loss.
In contrast, channel is recursively updated without back
substitution in CPE3. CPE3 is therefore seen to yield better
performance.

A close observation of top and bottom plots of Figure 5
also indicates that convergence rate and steady-state per-
formance of the three algorithms can be improved by

lowering the value of λ. The price paid in growth is uneven
performance which can be reduced and thus numerical
stability can be improved by increasing the data block size
(i.e., with the increased CP length), while the system latency
is increased.

Example 2. Without giving a rigorous stability analysis,
we verify the stability of the CPE1, CPE2, and CPE3
algorithms experimentally through a long-time simulation
with 5 × 103 data blocks (considerably large number of
samples). Corresponding results in Figure 6 show that the
three algorithms do not show any sign of divergence and have
very stable performance.

Example 3. The more complex the modulation alphabet, the
narrower the gap between the symbol decision space and the
higher the probability of error in detecting the signal [38].
Since the three algorithms rely on the FA property of source
symbols, high-performance degradation is expected as the
constellation size increases. It is therefore the three algo-
rithms that may not be suitable for rate adaptation. To verify
this, in this simulation example, we repeat Example 1 with
16-QAM and 64-QAM constellation sizes. Corresponding
simulation results in Figure 7 show that the three algorithms
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Figure 5: Effect of the forgetting factor λ on performance analysis
curves of CPE1, CPE2, and CPE3 algorithms when tracking
channels H0(D) and H1(D): λ = 0.75 (top plots) and λ = 0.55
(bottom plots).
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Figure 7: Effect of modulation constellation size on algorithm
performance curves (16-QAM (top plots), 64-QAM (bottom plots),
λ = 0.75).

take the same number of data blocks to converge. However, as
expected, their performance degrades when the constellation
size is increased.

Example 4. In this section, due to inherent parallelism and
thus suitability for fixed-point VLSI implementation, we
examine the fixed-point performance of the CPE2 and CPE3
algorithms with 16, 24, and 32 bit data word length WL

implementations for both data and channel coefficients.
These WLs are selected as a reasonable approximation as
these data lengths are suitable for many applications. For
fixed-point simulations, routines in Matlab are developed
to mimic the operations of fixed-point arithmetic, and all
quantities in the algorithms are represented with finite bits.
The fixed-point representation requires WL = (li bits for
integer part) + (l bits for the fractional part) + (1 bit for
sign). For real number x, its quantized value xq is obtained
as follows. With WL bits, the largest integers that can be
represented are±2(WL−1)−1. When the value of x falls outside
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Figure 8: Plots of fixed-point performance of CPE2 (top) and CPE3
(bottom) with three choices of quantization bits (λ = 0.75, 4-
QAM).

the interval [+2(WL−1)−1,−2(WL−1)−1], the saturation occurs,
and the xq is then taken as one of the boundary values,
+2(WL−1) − 1 or −2(WL−1) − 1. On the other hand, if x lies
within the interval [+2(WL−1) − 1,−2(WL−1) − 1], then the li
bits are computed to represent the integer part of x, and the
remaining bits l are used to represent the fractional part of
x. It is important to note here that for the above choice of
WLs, the thresholds are sufficiently larger than signal values
involved in both the algorithms. The quantizer is therefore
always expected to operate on values that are much lesser
than the boundary values, and therefore no saturation errors
are expected. The only errors that are introduced by finite
precision approximations are the round-off errors.

Figure 8 provides performance plots of CPE2 (top) and
CPE3 (bottom) with different WL choices and floating-point
performance. From the performance curves, we infer that
both algorithms are able to track the channel without numer-
ical stability issues with WLs 24 and 32. The performance
curves withWL of 16 bits indicate unacceptable performance
or breakdown caused by quantization errors for both the
algorithms. For both the algorithms, increasing WL above
24 bits does not result in any improvement and performance

curves of their 24-bit and floating-point implementations are
overlaid (there is no visible difference). It is therefore 24-bit
finite word implementation is a reasonable approximation of
their floating-point computation.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, by using numerically robust block HTs, two
CP-based adaptive channel estimation algorithms have been
presented for multicarrier systems. Conceptually, the new
schemes maintain the same spirit of the CP based CMB-
RLS channel tracking scheme. More precisely, the basic
idea is to utilize CP data from the data detection part for
adaptive channel estimation. The new approaches achieve
the same purpose by replacing the computationally expensive
CMB-RLS channel estimation part with the computationally
cheaper SBHT-RLS alternatives. Among the two schemes, the
method called CP based Direct SBHT-RLS is based upon
Liu’s algorithm in the channel estimation part but adaptively
updates channel vector instead of the error vector. The
second method called CP based Extended SBHT-RLS is based
upon Sakai’s algorithm in the channel estimation part but
uses an independent and simpler derivation.

Floating-point performance curves indicate that all
the three schemes are able to converge and can track
channel variation without any stability problems. CPE1
and CPE2 exhibit identical stable performance, whereas
CPE3 outperforms both the CPE1 and CPE2 techniques.
In contrast to CPE1, what is remarkable here is that the
CPE2 and CPE3 algorithms achieve their performance at
lower computational complexity, enhanced parallelism, and
pipelining for systolic array/VLSI implementation. All the
three algorithms are seen to converge faster and perform
better with lower values of forgetting factor parameter λ.
Our simulation results suggest that such advantages come at
the price of greater uneven performance. Hence, moderate
values of forgetting factor would be preferred where a
balance in both performance and stablility is required. The
three techniques also show reduction in performance with
the increase in modulation constellation size. Hence, these
techniques are more appealing when the constellation size is
small and may not be suitable for rate adaptation. It is also
shown that in terms of finite word length behavior, 24-bit
finite word implementation is a reasonable approximation
of their typical floating-point computation (In practice, the
word lengths are optimized with respect to the actual system
requirements (i.e., chip area, latency, power consumption,
FFT size, throughput), noise, channel length, and desired
acceptable performance.).

Systolic array structures that allow efficient parallel
implementations of the schemes with VLSI technology in real
time were considered. The CPE2 approach is partially con-
current due to costly back substitution operation, whereas,
CPE3 approach is highly concurrent due to the absence
of back substitution operation and therefore lead to more
efficient implementation on systolic processors.

The methods proposed in this paper are well suited
for applications where good numerical properties, com-
putational saving, and parallel processing implementation
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advantages (with improved performance (in case of CPE3
only)) are desired. Although a real baseband DMT case is the
main focus of this paper, the proposed approaches can also be
applied to the complex baseband case (wireless multicarrier
systems). In such case, a further improvement in perfor-
mance is possible by including forward error correction
(FEC) decoding in the reliable reconstruction of transmit-
ted symbols. Future interesting directions include studying
hardware implementation problems, fine grain implemen-
tation/architecture of processing elements to workout total
cost of operators (adders, multipliers, dividers, memory
elements (delay elements), etc.) and algorithm latencies,
modifications of the schemes to achieve reduced complexity,
performance improvement, and stable implementations with
reduced word lengths.
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We investigate iterative trellis decoding techniques for DAB, with the objective of gaining from processing 2D-blocks in an OFDM
scheme, that is, blocks based on the time and frequency dimension, and from trellis decomposition. Trellis-decomposition methods
allow us to estimate the unknown channel phase since this phase relates to the sub-trellises. We will determine a-posteriori sub-
trellis probabilities, and use these probabilities for weighting the a-posteriori symbol probabilities resulting from all the sub-
trellises. Alternatively we can determine a dominant sub-trellis and use the a-posteriori symbol probabilities corresponding to
this dominant sub-trellis. This dominant sub-trellis approach results in a significant complexity reduction. We will investigate
both iterative and non-iterative methods. The advantage of non-iterative methods is that their forwardbackward procedures are
extremely simple; however, also their gain of 0.7 dB, relative to two-symbol differential detection (2SDD) at a BER of 10−4, is
modest. Iterative procedures lead to the significantly larger gain of 3.7 dB at a BER of 10−4 for five iterations, where a part of this
gain comes from 2D processing. Simulations of our iterative approach applied to the TU-6 (COST207) channel show that we get
an improvement of 2.4 dB at a Doppler frequency of 10 Hz.

1. Introduction

1.1. Problem Description. Digital audio broadcasting (DAB)
systems, DAB+ systems, and terrestrial-digital multimedia
broadcasting (T-DMB) systems use orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM), for which every OFDM-
subcarrier is modulated by π/4-Differentially Encoded-
Quaternary PSK (DE-QPSK) [1].

Commonly used classical DAB receivers perform non-
coherent 2SDD with soft-decision Viterbi decoding [2].
Noncoherent detection schemes like 2SDD are not optimal
and can be improved by multisymbol differential detection
(MSDD), which is a maximum likelihood procedure for
finding a block of information symbols after observing a
block of received symbols [3]. For very large numbers of
observations, the performance of MSDD approaches the
performance of ideal coherent detection of DE-QPSK, which

is given in, for example, [4–6]. Noncoherent MSDD can also
be used if channel coding is applied in a noniterative way, see
[7, 8].

If MSDD is combined with iterative (turbo) processing
(parallel concatenated systems were first described by Berrou
et al. [9], serial concatenation was developed by Benedetto
and coinvestigators [10–12]), it needs to be improved to get a
more acceptable complexity. We were motivated by a number
of encouraging results on serial concatenation of convolu-
tional encoding followed by differential encoding with turbo-
like decoding techniques, also referred to as Turbo-DPSK.
Turbo-DPSK was investigated for single-carrier transmission
on AWGN channels in [13–18], as well as for time-varying
channels in [19–23]. The main objective of these papers was
to reduce the complexity of the inner decoder. Two main
methods can be distinguished: first an explicit estimation
of the channel phase followed by coherent detection, see
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[19, 20], and for the 2D-case [24–26], or secondly by directly
calculating the a posteriori probabilities of the information
symbols as in [17, 18, 22], and for the 2D case [27–29].

We focus in the present paper on 2D processing, that is,
in both the frequency and time domains. We will propose
methods based on iteratively demodulating and decoding
blocks of received symbols in a DAB-transmission stream.
First we will; however, summarize other 2D approaches that
are relevant to our work.

The work of ten Brink et al. in [24] on 2D phase-estimate
methods can be regarded as an extension of the results of
Hoeher and Lodge in [20] to the multicarrier case. Park et
al. in [25] improved the hard-decision approach of ten Brink
et al. by considering soft-decision. Both [24, 25] rely on
pilot symbols, which are not present in DAB-transmission
[1] unfortunately. Blind channel estimation techniques were
proposed by Sanzi and Necker in [26]. They proposed a
combination of the iterative scheme of ten Brink in [24] and
a fast converging blind channel estimator based on higher-
order asymmetrical modulation schemes, which are not used
within a DAB-transmission [1].

To obtain a posteriori probabilities of the information
symbols in a 2D setting, May, Rohling, and Haase in [27–
29] considered iterative decoding schemes for multicarrier
modulation with the soft-output Viterbi algorithm (SOVA,
[30]). The SOVA was used for differential detection as well
as for decoding of the convolutional code. They used in
the coherent setting an estimate of the phase based on a
block of three by three received symbols, which are adjacent
in time and frequency direction. They proposed, for the
coherent case, to use only the current received symbol to
obtain a symbol metric for the SOVA innerdecoder, actually
ignoring the differential encoding. For the incoherent case,
they used a transition metric for the SOVA innerdecoder
based on the current and previously received symbol. These a
posteriori detection schemes produce approximations of the
a posteriori probabilities. Procedures that focus on efficient
computation of exact values can be found in [5] for the
coherent case, but also in [18] for the incoherent case.

To reduce complexity we accept a small performance loss
due to channel-phase discretization (see, e.g., Peleg et al.
[17] and Chen et al. [22]) in this contribution, but apart
from that we determine the exact a posteriori probabilities of
the information symbols in a 2D setting. Our starting point
will be the techniques proposed by Peleg et al. in [17]. We
discretize the channel phase into a number of equispaced
values, but do not allow the “side-step” transitions that
were proposed by Peleg et al. to track small channel-phase
variations. Then we calculate, in an efficient way, the a
posteriori probabilities of the information symbols using the
BCJR-algorithm [31] in a 2D setting, see also [32]. We will
consider 2D blocks and trellis decomposition. Each 2D block
consists of a number of adjacent subcarriers of a number
of subsequent OFDM symbols. Focussing on 2D blocks was
motivated by the fact that the channel coherence-time is
typically limited to a small number of OFDM symbols,
but also since DAB transmissions use time-multiplexing
of services, which limits the number of OFDM symbols
in a codeword. Extension in the subcarrier direction is

required then to get reliable phase estimates. The trellis-
decomposition method allow us to estimate the unknown
channel-phase efficiently. This phase is related to subtrellises
of which we can determine the a posteriori probabilities.
With these probabilities we are able to chose a dominant
subtrellis, which results in a significant complexity reduction.

Franceschini et al. [33] also use the idea of trellis-
decomposition and subtrellises (multiple trellises), to focus
on estimating channel parameters. Variation of these param-
eters is tackled by applying the so-called intermix intervals,
in which special manipulations (mix-metric techniques) on
the forward and backward metrics are performed. Since
we cannot track channel variations here, we apply a 2D
approach which is based on the assumption that there are
independent channel realizations within distinct blocks. We
will explain later, in Section 2.1, why we cannot track the
channel phase.

1.2. Paper Outline. In this paper, we will focus both on
iterative and noniterative decoding techniques for DAB-like
systems. In the next section, we will give a short outline
of the DAB system. In Section 3, we will start our analysis
by considering noniterative methods for the single-carrier
case and introduce trellis-decomposition with a dominant
subtrellis approach. In Section 4, we expand our single-
carrier methods to the multicarrier case and introduce a
2D-block approach for demodulation. Iterative methods
based on serial concatenation of convolutional codes (SCCC)
and trellis-decomposition with two dominant subtrellis
approaches are considered in Section 5. In Section 6, we
generalize our iterative methods for the single-carrier case to
the multicarrier case with 2D-block demodulation. Results
of applying our approach to a practical case are shown in
Section 7. Finally, Section 8 draws conclusions on our decod-
ing procedures based on 2D blocks and trellis-decomposition
for DAB-like systems.

2. Description of a Digital Audio Broadcasting
(DAB) System

2.1. Overview. Terrestrial digital broadcasting systems like
DAB, DAB+, and T-DMB, all members of the “DAB family,”
comprise a combination of convolutional coding (CC),
interleaving, π/4-DE-QPSK modulation followed by OFDM,
see Figure 1. Time multiplexing of the transmitted services
allows the receiver to perform per service symbol processing
[1], see Figure 2 where 1536 is the number of “active” OFDM
subcarriers for a DAB-transmission in Mode-I [1]; hence
the receiver can decode a certain service without having to
process the OFDM symbols that do not correspond to this
service. Consequently, only at particular time instants within
a DAB transmission-frame a small number (usually up to
four) of OFDM-symbols need to be processed. This results
in “idle time” for the demodulation and decoding processes.

Note, that due to this “idle time,” the mix-metric
techniques of [33] cannot be applied to DAB receivers.
However, if all the transmitted services are decoded, and
there is no idle time, mix-metric techniques could be a
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Figure 1: DAB convolutional encoder, interleaver, differential
encoders, and multicarrier modulator with an inverse fast Fourier
transform (IFFT).
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Figure 2: Three services mapped onto consecutive OFDM symbols.
Note that there is an overlap between the service since differential
modulation is used.

valuable extension to the 2D iterative processing methods
based on trellis-decomposition that, we will develop here.

In the following subsections we will describe the transmit
processes (convolutional encoding, differential modulation,
and OFDM) in more detail.

2.2. Convolutional Coding and Interleaving. The convolu-
tional code that is used within DAB has basic code-rate Rc =
1/4, constraint length K = 7, and generator polynomials
g0 = 133, g1 = 171, g2 = 145, and g3 = 133. Larger code-
rates can be obtained via puncturing of the mother code, see
Hagenauer et al. [34]. The time and frequency interleavers in
DAB perform bit and bit-pair interleaving, respectively. As
a result the code-bits leaving the convolutional encoder are
permuted and partitioned over the subcarriers of a number
of subsequent OFDM symbols (in subsequent frames). The
bits for each subcarrier are grouped in pairs, and each of such
pair is mapped onto a phase (difference) that, therefore, can
assume four different values. The mapping that is used here is
based on the Gray principle, that is, labels that correspond to
adjacent phase differences differ only in a single bit position.

2.3. Differential Modulation in Each Subcarrier. For each
subcarrier, π/4-DE-QPSK modulation is applied. A sequence
b = (b1, b2, . . . , bN ) consisting of N symbols (phase dif-
ferences) bn for n = 1, 2, . . . ,N carries the information

· · ·
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Figure 3: A 2D block of symbols out of an OFDM stream. We are
interested in M adjacent sequences of N + 1 subsequent symbols,
where each such sequence corresponds to one of M adjacent
subcarriers.

that is to be transmitted via this subcarrier. The symbols
bn,n = 1, 2, . . . ,N , assume values in the (offset) alphabet
B = {e j(pπ/2+π/4), p = 0, 1, 2, 3}. The transmitted sequence
s = (s0, s1, . . . , sN ) of length N + 1 follows from b by applying
differential phase modulation, that is,

sn = bnsn−1, for n = 1, 2, . . . ,N , (1)

where for the first symbol s0 � 1.

2.4. OFDM in DAB. OFDM in DAB is realized using a B-
point complex IFFT, where B is 256, 512, 1024, or 2048.
To compute the n-th time-domain OFDM-symbol s̃n =
(s̃1,n, s̃2,n, . . . , s̃B,n), we determine

s̃t,n = 1√
B

B∑
m=1

sm,ne
j2π(t−1)(m−1)/B, for t = 1, 2, . . . ,B, (2)

and sm,n is the n-th differentially encoded symbol corre-
sponding to the m-th subcarrier, or equivalently the m-th
element in the n-th frequency-domain OFDM-symbol, see
Figure 1. Note, that the IFFT is a computationally efficient
inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) for values of B
that are powers of 2. To prevent Intersymbol interference
(ISI) resulting from multipath reception, a cyclic prefix of
length Lcp is added to the sequence s̃n. This leads to the
sequence sn = (s̃B−Lcp+1,n, . . . , s̃B,n, s̃1,n, s̃2,n, . . . , s̃B,n) that is
finally transmitted.

We assume that the channel is slowly varying with
an impulse response shorter than the cyclic-prefix length.
Moreover, we assume that the channel coherence bandwidth
and coherence time span multiple OFDM subcarriers and
multiple OFDM symbols. Therefore, the channel-phase and
gain might be assumed to be fixed for a number of adjacent
subcarriers and consecutive symbols. This is the assumption
on which we base our investigations. The channel phase and
gain are assumed constant (yet unknown to the receiver) over
a 2D block of symbols, see Figure 3.

The receiver, in the case of perfect synchronization,
removes the (received version of the) cyclic prefix, and then
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applies a B-point complex FFT on the time-domain received
sequence r̃n = (r̃1,n, r̃2,n, . . . , r̃B,n), which results in the B
received symbols

rm,n = 1√
B

B∑
t=1

r̃t,ne
− j2π(m−1)(t−1)/B, for m = 1, 2, . . . ,B. (3)

OFDM reception can be regarded as parallel matched-
filtering corresponding to B complex orthogonal waveforms,
one for each subcarrier. This results in a channel model,
holding for a 2D block of symbols, that is, given by

rm,n = |h|e jφsm,n + nm,n, (4)

for some subsequent values of n and m, where the channel
gain |h| and phase φ are unknown to the receiver. It should
be noted that a phase rotation proportional to m, due to
a time delay, is removed by linear phase correction (LPC).
This technique modifies the phase of each OFDM subcarrier
with an appropriate rotation based on the starting position
(time delay) of the FFT window within the OFDM symbol.
In practise, this delay can be determined quite accurately.

In the next subsection, we focus on a single subcarrier.

2.5. Incoherent Reception, Channel Gain Known to Receiver.
The sequence s that is transmitted via a certain subcarrier is
now observed by the receiver as sequence r = (r0, r1, . . . , rN ).
Note that compared to the previous subsection we have
dropped the subscript m here. Since it is relatively easy to
estimate the channel gain, we assume here that it is perfectly
known to the receiver, and to ease our analysis we take it to
be one. The received sequence now relates to the transmitted
sequence s as follows:

rn = e jφsn + nn, for n = 0, 1, . . . ,N , (5)

where we assume that nn is circularly symmetric complex
Gaussian with variance σ2 per component. Basically we
assume that the random channel phase φ is real-valued and
uniform over [0, 2π). This channel phase is fixed over allN+1
transmissions and unknown to the receiver.

Accepting a small performance loss as in, for example,
Peleg et al. [17] and Chen et al. [22], we may assume that the
channel-phase is discrete and uniform over 32 levels, which
are uniformly spaced over [0, 2π), hence

Pr
{
φ = πl

16

}
= 1

32
, for l = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 31. (6)

We will first study the situation in which we consider a
uniformly chosen channel phase in a single subcarrier. Later
we will also investigate the setting in which a uniformly
chosen channel phase is moreover constant over a number
of (adjacent) subcarriers.

2.6. Equivalence between DE-QPSK and π/4-DE-QPSK. It
is well known and straightforward to show that the π/4-
DE-QPSK modulation, which is performed in each of the

subcarriers, is equivalent to DE-QPSK. To see this, we define
for n = 1, 2, . . . ,N

an = bne
− jπ/4, (7)

and for n = 0, 1, . . . ,N

xn = sne
− jnπ/4,

yn = rne
− jnπ/4,

wn = nne
− jnπ/4.

(8)

It now follows that an ∈ A = {e j pπ/2, p = 0, 1, 2, 3}, x0 = 1,
and

xn = bnsn−1e
− jnπ/4

= bne
− jπ/4sn−1e

− j(n−1)π/4 = anxn−1,

yn =
(
e jφsn + nn

)
e− jnπ/4 = e jφxn +wn.

(9)

Now we may conclude that also xn ∈ A for all n =
0, 1, . . . ,N , and that wn, just like nn, is circularly symmetric
complex Gaussian with variance σ2 per component. More-
over, since b is Gray-coded with respect to the interleaved
code bits, so is a = (a1, a2, . . . , aN ). From now on, we will
therefore focus on DE-QPSK.

3. Detection and Decoding: Single-Carrier
Case, Noniterative

We will start by considering the single-carrier case. For some
single subcarrier, we will discuss DE-QPSK modulation with
incoherent reception. Based on trellis decoding techniques,
we will determine the a posteriori symbol probabilities
under the assumption that the (quantized) channel phase is
uniform and unknown to the receiver. We also assume the
transmitted symbols to be independent of each other and
uniform.

3.1. Trellis Representation, Subtrellises, Decomposition. In this
section, we will focus on noniterative detection. We start
our analysis by noting that if we define zn = xne jφ for
n = 0, 1, . . . ,N , then, since x0 = 1 and φ is uniform over
{πl/16, l = 0, 1, . . . , 31}, it follows that

Pr
{
z0 = e jlπ/16

}
= 1

32
, for l = 0, 1, . . . , 31, (10)

and zn ∈ Z � {e jlπ/16, l = 0, 1, . . . , 31}. Moreover, for n =
1, 2, . . . ,N ,

zn = anzn−1,

where Pr
{
an = e j pπ/2

}
= 1

4
, for p = 0, 1, 2, 3.

(11)

The variables zn for n = 0, 1, . . . ,N can now be regarded
as states in a trellis, and the independent uniformly dis-
tributed (iud) symbols a1, a2, . . . , aN correspond to transi-
tions between states. The resulting graphical representation
of our trellis can be found in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Trellis representation of the states z0, z1, . . . , zN and
the differentially encoded symbols a1, a2, . . . , aN in the incoherent
case. An edge between two subsequent states indicates that a
transition between these states is possible. Note that the trellis can
be decomposed into eight unconnected subtrellises.

If we would use the standard BCJR algorithm for
computing the a posteriori symbol probabilities in the trellis
in Figure 4, we have to do 32 × 4 multiplications in the
forward pass, 32 × 4 multiplications in the backward pass,
and 4 × 32× 2 multiplications and 4 normalizations in the
combination pass, per trellis section, if the a priori probabil-
ities are all equal. In total, this is 512 multiplications and 4
normalizations per trellis section. We suggest to focus only
on multiplications and normalizations in this paper since
additions have a smaller complexity than multiplications
and normalizations. (In the log-domain, multiplications and
normalizations are replaced by additions, and additions are
typically approximated by maximizations. This would more
or less suggest to consider multiplications, normalizations, as
well as additions, but for reasons of simplicity we neglect the
additions here.)

An important observation for our investigations is that
the trellis can be seen to consist of eight subtrellises
T0, T1, . . . , T7, that are not connected to each other. A similar
observation was made by Chen et al. [22]. We will discuss
connections between our work on the trellis decomposition
and that of [22] later.

Subtrellis Ts consists of states zn ∈ Zs = {e jlπ/16, l =
s + 8p, p = 0, 1, 2, 3}, for s = 0, 1, . . . , 7. Figure 4 shows the
entire subtrellis T0, and the first section of subtrellis T1 and
of subtrellis T7.

Note that for the likelihood γn(zn) corresponding to
some state zn ∈ Z for n = 0, 1, . . . ,N in the trellis T or in
a subtrellis, we can write that

γn(zn) = 1
2πσ2

exp

(
−
∣∣yn − zn∣∣2

2σ2

)
. (12)

3.2. Forward-Backward Algorithm, Subtrellises. In this sub-
section, we would like to focus on computing the a posteriori
symbol probabilities Pr{an | y0, y1, . . . , yN} for all n =
1, 2, . . . ,N and all values an ∈A. It will be demonstrated that
it is a relatively simple exercise to do this. We will show that
the resulting a posteriori probability is a convex combination
of the a posteriori probabilities corresponding to the eight
subtrellises. Computing the a posteriori probabilities for each
subtrellis is simple and can be done without performing the
BCJR algorithm, as was demonstrated by Colavolpe [5]. The
coefficients of the convex combination do not depend on the
trellis section index n and are quite easy to determine as we
will show here.

3.2.1. Forward Recursion. In our forward pass, we focus on
subtrellis Ts, for some s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 7}. For that subtrellis we
find out how to compute all the α’s in that subtrellis first.
Starting from α0(z0) = 1/32 for all z0 ∈ Zs, we can compute
the α’s recursively from

αn(zn) =
∑

(zn−1,an)→ zn

αn−1(zn−1)
1
4
γn−1(zn−1), (13)

for n = 1, 2, . . . ,N and zn ∈ Zs. The notation (z, a) → z′

stands for all states z and symbols a that lead to next state z′.

Lemma 1. If for n = 0, 1, . . . ,N we define Ks(n) �∑
zn∈Zs

(1/4)γn(zn), then we have

αn(zn) = 1
32

n−1∏
i=0

Ks(i). (14)

for n = 0, 1, . . . ,N and zn ∈ Zs

Proof. Our proof is based on induction. Clearly for n = 0 the
result holds. Now assume that αn−1(zn−1) = (1/32)

∏n−2
i=0 Ks(i)

for zn−1 ∈ Zs, then from (13) we obtain

αn(zn) =
∑

(zn−1,an)→ zn

⎛⎝ 1
32

n−2∏
i=0

Ks(i)

⎞⎠1
4
γn−1(zn−1)

= 1
32

n−2∏
i=0

Ks(i)
∑

zn−1∈Zs

1
4
γn−1(zn−1)

= 1
32

n−1∏
i=0

Ks(i),

(15)

for all zn ∈ Zs.

3.2.2. Backward Recursion. Also in the backward pass we first
focus only on subtrellis Ts for some s. In this subtrellis, we
would like to compute the β’s. Taking βN (zN ) = γ(zN ) for
zN ∈ Zs we can compute all other β’s from

βn(zn) =
∑
an+1

1
4
γn(zn)βn+1(znan+1), (16)

where again n = 0, 1, . . . ,N − 1 and zn ∈ Zs.
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Lemma 2. Based on definition of Ks(n) � ∑
zn∈Zs

(1/4)γn(zn)
for all n = 0, 1, . . . ,N , we get

βn(zn) = γn(zn)
N∏

i=n+1

Ks(i), (17)

for n = 0, 1, . . . ,N and all Zn ∈ Zs.

Proof. Again our proof is based on induction. Note first that
for n = N the result holds. Now assume that βn+1(zn+1) =
γn+1(zn+1)

∏N
i=n+2Ks(i), for zn+1 ∈ Zs. Then

βn(zn) =
∑
an+1

1
4
γn(zn)

⎛⎝γn+1(znan+1)
N∏

i=n+2

Ks(i)

⎞⎠
= γn(zn)

∑
zn+1∈Zs

1
4
γn+1(zn+1)

N∏
i=n+2

Ks(i)

= γn(zn)
N∏

i=n+1

Ks(i),

(18)

for all zn ∈ Zs.

3.3. Combination. To determine the a posteriori symbol
probability for symbol value an ∈ A, we compute the joint
probability and density

Pr{an}p
(

y | an
)

=
∑

zn−1∈Z

αn−1(zn−1)
1
4
γn−1(zn−1)βn(zn−1an)

=
7∑
s=0

∑
zn−1∈Zs

αn−1(zn−1)
1
4
γn−1(zn−1)βn(zn−1an)

=
7∑
s=0

1
32

n−2∏
i=0

Ks(i)
N∏

j=n+1

Ks
(
j
)

·
∑

zn−1∈Zs

1
4
γn−1(zn−1)γn(zn−1an).

(19)

If we consider the “middle” term in (19), then we see that

∑
an

⎛⎝ ∑
zn−1∈Zs

1
4
γn−1(zn−1)γn(zn−1an)

⎞⎠
=

∑
zn−1∈Zs

1
4
γn−1(zn−1)

∑
an

γn(zn−1an)

= 4Ks(n− 1)Ks(n).

(20)

From this we may conclude that

p
(

y
) = 7∑

s=0

Pr{s}p(y | s} = 7∑
s=0

1
8

N∏
i=0

Ks(i), (21)

with

Pr{s} = 1
8

, for s = 0, 1, . . . , 7,

p
(

y | s) = N∏
i=0

Ks(i).
(22)

Now observing that

Pr
{
s | y

} = (1/8)
∏N

i=0Ks(i)∑7
s=0(1/8)

∏N
i=0Ks(i)

, (23)

Pr
{
an | y, s

} = ∑
zn−1∈Zs

(1/4)γn−1(zn−1)γn(zn−1an)

4Ks(n− 1)Ks(n)
, (24)

for s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 7} and an ∈A, we can write that

Pr
{
an | y

} = 7∑
s=0

Pr
{
s | y

}
Pr
{
an | y, s

}
. (25)

The right-hand side of this equation can be interpreted as
a convex combination of a posteriori symbol probabilities
Pr{an | y, s}, one for each subtrellis, where the weighting-
coefficients are the a posteriori subtrellis probabilities Pr{s |
y}. An a posteriori subtrellis probability is the conditional
probability that the discrete channel phase modulo 8 equals
s for some s = 0, 1, . . . , 7 given y.

The demodulator that operates according to (25) has
three tasks, first the eight weighting coefficients (23) have
to be computed, then for each of the eight subtrellises for
all symbol values an ∈ A and all n ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N}, the a
posteriori symbol probabilities have to be computed. Finally
the weighting (25) has to be done. Computing the weighting
coefficient requires for each subtrellis s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 7}
the computation of the factors Ks(n) for n = 0, 1, . . . ,N .
These factors should then be multiplied and normalized to
form Pr{s | y}. For these computations, 8 multiplications
per trellis section are needed. Computing the a posteriori
symbol probabilities Pr{an | y, s} can be done efficiently
by applying the Colavolpe [5] technique to each subtrellis.
As in Colavolpe each such a posteriori symbol probability
is based on only two received symbols yn−1 and yn as is
shown in (24). This avoids the use of the BCJR method in
full generality and leads to significant complexity reductions,
that is, only 8 × 4 × 4 = 128 multiplications and 8 ×
4 = 32 normalizations are needed per trellis section. The
weighting operation requires 8 × 4 = 32 multiplications,
and therefore in total this approach leads to 8 + 128 +
32 = 168 multiplications and 32 normalizations, which is
considerably less than what we need for full BCJR.

3.4. Dominant Subtrellis Approach. Equation (25) shows
how the exact a posteriori symbol probabilities can be
determined. If the a posteriori subtrellis probabilities are
such that one of the probabilities dominates the other ones
then weighting (25) can be approximated by

Pr
{
an | y

} ≈ Pr
{
an | y, ŝ

}
, with ŝ = arg max

s
Pr
{
s | y

}
.

(26)

Observe that this approach involves the computations of the
a posteriori symbol probabilities, as described in (24), only
for the dominant subtrellis ŝ. This requires 4 × 4 = 16
multiplications and 4 normalizations only per trellis section.
Together with the computation of the weighting coefficients
8 + 16 = 24 multiplications and 4 normalizations are nec-
essary. Therefore, this reduces the number of multiplications
with respect to full weighting by a factor of seven.
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3.5. Simulations. We use in our simulations, just like Peleg
et al. [17], the de facto industry standard Rc = 1/2
convolutional code with generator polynomials g0 = 133
and g1 = 171, which is equal to the convolutional code
with puncturing index PI = 8 of Table 29 in [1, Section
11.1.2, page 131]. The DAB, DAB+, and T-DMB bit-reversal
time interleaver and block frequency interleaver are modeled
by a bitwise uniform block interleaver generated for each
simulated code block of bits, hence, any permutation of the
coded bits is a permissible interleaver and is selected with
equal probability, as is done in [17].

The demodulator calculates, for each OFDM-subcarrier,
the a posteriori probability given by (25) for N + 1 = 2, 4, 8,
and 32. The demodulator is followed by a convolutional
decoder, which needs as input soft-decision information
about the coded bits. Now, it follows from Gray mapping,
that is,

b1b2 00 01 11 10,

a(b1b2) 1 e jπ/2 e jπ e j3π/2,
(27)

that the desired metrics related to transmission n, that is, the
log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) [30], can be expressed as

λ1
n = ln

(
em(π) + em(3π/2)

em(0) + em(π/2)

)
, λ2

n = ln

(
em(π/2) + em(π)

em(0) + em(3π/2)

)
,

(28)

with symbol metric

m
(
φ
) = ln

(
Pr
{
an = e jφ | y

})
, (29)

and where λ1
n corresponds to bit b1 and λ2

n to bit b2.
Figure 5 shows the Bit-Error Rate (BER) performance

with the so-called ideal LLRs for a decomposed trellis for
trellis-lengthN + 1 = 2, 4, 8, and 32. On the horizontal axis is
the signal-to-noise ratio Eb/N0 = 1/(2σ2). The demodulator
operates according to (25).

We will compare the performance of this demodulator
with that of two well-known procedures described in the
literature: firstly, to “classical” DQPSK [35, Section 4.5-5,
page 224], that is, two-symbol differential detection (2SDD).
This leads to a posteriori symbol probabilities as in (9) in
Divsalar and Simon [3], that is, to

Pr
{
an | yn, yn−1

}∝ I0

(
1
σ2

∣∣yna∗n + yn−1
∣∣), for an ∈A,

(30)

where I0(·) is the zeroth-order modified Bessel function
of the first kind. Secondly, we will compare our results to
coherently detected DE-QPSK. We assume that the received
sequence is perfectly derotated, that is, ỹ = ye− jφ. Then the a
posteriori symbol probabilities are given by

Pr
{
an | ỹ

}∝ ∑
xn−1∈A

exp
(

1
σ2
	{x∗n−1

(
ỹna

∗
n + ỹn−1

)})
,

for an ∈A,

(31)

as described by Colavolpe [5]. Note that (31) is similar to
(24) for s = 0.
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Figure 5: Bit-error performance for LLRs computed as in (25), that
is, ideal LLRs, for different trellis-lengths.

The simulation results, which are shown in Figure 5,
demonstrate that the BER performance curves of 2SDD and
trellis length N + 1 = 2 are practically identical as we expect.
Moreover, the coherent-detection curve and the curve for
very large trellis sizes (N → ∞) are very close. The small
performance loss is due to discretizing the channel-phase
with 32 levels. Furthermore, Figure 5 shows that (a) larger
values of N + 1 result in performance closer to the coherent-
detection performance, and, (b) for N + 1 = 32 ideally
computed LLRs for a decomposed trellis perform quite close
to coherent detection, that is, the difference in signal-to-noise
ratio (Eb/N0) is less than 0.15 dB at a BER of 10−4.

Next, in Figure 6, we turn to the dominant subtrellis
approach, which is denoted by “Max” in the legend. We
compare for trellis-length N + 1 = 2, 8, and 32, the difference
in performance between ideal LLRs based on the a posteriori
probabilities given by (25) and the approximated LLRs
based on the dominant-subtrellis a posteriori probabilities
specified in (26). It can be seen from Figure 6 that (a)
for larger N + 1, the difference between the exact and
approximated LLRs becomes smaller, and (b) forN + 1 = 32,
the difference between the ideal LLRs and the approximated
LLRs is less than 0.1 dB.

3.6. Some Conclusions. Our simulations demonstrate that for
trellis lengthN+1 = 32, the ideal LLRs and the approximated
LLRs have a performance quite close to that of coherent
detection. The difference in signal-to-noise ratio is less than
0.25 dB at a BER of 10−4 for the dominant-trellis approach.
Therefore, if we focus on a BER of 10−4 for obtaining an
acceptable performance, with single subcarrier transmission,
we need a trellis length N + 1 ≥ 32.

With a trellis length of N + 1 ≥ 32 received symbols,
the channel coherence time needs to be in the order of
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Figure 6: Bit-error performance for LLRs computed as in (25), that
is, ideal LLRs, and approximated LLRs computed as in (26), for
different trellis-lengths.

Tc ≈ 32Ts, where Ts is the OFDM symbol time. This imposes
quite a strong restriction on the time-varying behavior of
the channel. In practice, the channel may not be coherent so
long, and therefore focussing on trellis-length N + 1 = 32
might not be realistic. We will discuss this effect in more
detail in Section 7, where we study a typical urban channel.
There is a second reason for arguing that large values ofN are
undesirable. DAB systems support, for complexity reduction,
per service symbol processing. In such services, typically, at
most N + 1 ≤ 4 subsequent OFDM symbols are contained in
a single convolutionally encoded word, see Figure 2, and this
does not match to processing more than four OFDM symbols
in a demodulation trellis.

After having concluded that we cannot make N too
large, it makes sense to investigate the possibility of using
a number of (adjacent) subcarriers to jointly determine the
a posteriori symbol probabilities for the corresponding DE-
QPSK streams. Instead of using a single trellis with length
N + 1 = 32, we could find out whether a similar performance
can be obtained with a 2D block of M = 8 trellises of length
N+1 = 4 corresponding to adjacent subcarriers, see Figure 3.
This will be the subject of the next section.

4. Detection and Decoding: Multicarrier
Case, Noniterative

4.1. Demodulation Procedures. We have seen that the trellis-
length N + 1 needs to be as large as possible. For obtaining
an acceptable performance, it must be larger than 32. This
may not always be true. Therefore, we want to investigate
the question of jointly decoding a block (2D) of received
symbols. It would again be nice if we could decompose the
computation of the a posteriori probabilities as in (25), also

if we would concentrate on what was received over several
subcarriers.

Now we assume that in each subcarrier m = 1, 2, . . . ,M,
a sequence am = (am,1, am,2, . . . , am,N ) is conveyed using
differential encoding. For the components of the transmitted
sequence xm = (xm,0, xm,1, . . . , xm,N ), we can write

xm,n = am,nxm,n−1 (32)

and xm,0 = 1. We assume that the channel phase is constant
over the block of symbols; therefore,

ym,n = e jφxm,n +wm,n, (33)

where φ ∈ {lπ/16, l = 0, 1, . . . , 31} and uniform just as
before, and the noise variables wm.n are circularly complex
Gaussian with variance σ2 per component. The output
sequence corresponding to subcarrier m is denoted by ym =
(ym,0, ym,1, . . . , ym,N}.

Just like in the single carrier case, we can determine the a
posteriori subtrellis probabilities:

Pr
{
s | y1, y2, . . . , yM

}
= Pr{s}p(y1 | s

)
p
(

y2 | s
) · · · · · p(yM | s

)∑7
s=0 Pr{s}p(y1 | s

)
p
(

y2 | s
) · · · · · p(yM | s

) ,

(34)

where Pr{s} = 1/8 for s = 0, 1, . . . , 7 and

p
(

ym | s
) = N∏

i=0

Km,s(i), (35)

where Km,s(n) � ∑
zn∈Zs

(1/4)γm,n(zn). Note that for the
likelihood corresponding to some state zn for n = 0, 1, . . . ,N
in the trellis T or in a subtrellis, we can write that

γm,n(zn) = 1
2πσ2

exp

(
−
∣∣ym,n − zn

∣∣2

2σ2

)
. (36)

Now the a posteriori symbol probability for am,n ∈A can
be written as

Pr
{
am,n | y1, y2, . . . , yM

}
=

7∑
s=0

Pr
{
s | y1, y2, . . . , yM

}
Pr
{
am,n | ym, s

}
,

(37)

where

Pr
{
s | y1, y2, . . . , yM

} = (1/8)
∏M

m=1

∏N
i=0Km,s(i)∑7

s=0(1/8)
∏M

m=1

∏N
i=0Km,s(i)

, (38)

Pr
{
am,n | ym, s

} = ∑
zn−1∈Zs

(1/4)γm,n−1(zn−1)γm,n(zn−1an)

4Km,s(n− 1)Km,s(n)
,

(39)

for s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 7} and am,n ∈A.
This suggests that the demodulator first determines the

a posteriori subtrellis probabilities (weighting coefficients)
using (38), for which the first 8×M× (N + 1) K-factors have
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Figure 7: Bit-error performance with ideal LLRs for a decomposed
multi-carrier trellis for different values of M and N but with a fixed
block-size of M(N + 1) = 16.

to be computed. Using the weighting coefficients, the convex
combination in (37) then leads to the a posteriori symbol
probabilities. Finding the a posteriori symbol probabilities
Pr{am,n | ym, s} again can be done using the Colavolpe [5]
method for each subcarrier and for each subtrellis, where
again such an a posteriori symbol probability is based on only
the two received symbols ym,n−1 and ym,n as is shown in (39).
Again the BCJR method in full generality is not needed, and
the number of required multiplications and normalizations
per trellis section is the same as in the single carrier case.

Equation (37) shows how the exact a posteriori symbol
probabilities can be determined. Just like in the single-carrier
case, if the a posteriori subtrellis probabilities are such that
one of the probabilities dominates the other, ones then
weighting (37) can be approximated as follows:

Pr
{
am,n | y1, y2, . . . , yM

} ≈ Pr
{
am,n | ym, ŝ

}
, (40)

with

ŝ = arg max
s

Pr
{
s | y1, y2, . . . , yM

}
. (41)

Again this approach involves the computations of the
a posteriori symbol probabilities only for the dominant
subtrellis ŝ. The resulting number of multiplications and
normalizations per trellis section is the same as for the single
carrier case.

4.2. Simulations. In the previous section, we analyzed and
simulated the single subcarrier approach. Here we will
discuss the simulations corresponding to the multi-carrier
method. We will again study the coded BER versus the signal-
to-noise ratio Eb/N0 = 1/(2σ2). The BER performance for
the ideal LLRs, based on a posteriori probabilities computed
as in (37), is shown in Figure 7 with a fixed block size of

M(N + 1) = 16. This fixed block-size is realized by the
parameter pair values (M,N + 1) = (1, 16), (2, 8), (4, 4),
and (8, 2). The detector operates according to (37). The
performance of 2SDD and coherently detected DE-QPSK are
shown as reference curves.

From Figure 7, it can be observed that a 2D decomposi-
tion with a shortest possible trellis-length of N + 1 = 2 and
M = 8 adjacent subcarriers performs identical to the largest
trellis-length N + 1 = 16 and M = 1 subcarrier that is, the
single-carrier case. Intermediate cases also have an identical
performance.

We do not show the results of the dominant subtrellis
approach for the multi-carrier case here, since these results
are identical to the corresponding results for the single-
carrier case shown in Figure 6 in the previous section.

4.3. Conclusion Noniterative Decoding. Our investigations for
the noniterative 2D-case show that we are very close to the
performance of coherent detection of DE-QPSK even for
small values of the trellis length N + 1, by processing simul-
taneously several subcarriers. A next question is whether we
can do better than this. In the literature, see, for example,
Peleg et al. in [17] and Chen et al. [22], it is demonstrated
that iterative decoding techniques lead to good results for
differential encoding. Therefore, in the sequel of this paper
we study iterative decoding techniques for DAB-like streams,
with a special focus again on 2D blocks.

5. Detection and Decoding: Single-Carrier
Case, Iterative

In the following two sections, we consider iterative decoding
procedures. Peleg and Shamai [13] first demonstrated that
iterative techniques could increase the performance of the
demodulation procedures of DE-QPSK streams significantly.
We specialize their approach to DAB systems, and solve a
problem connected to the, in practise quite small, length of
the trellises for each subcarrier, by turning to 2D blocks for
iterative demodulation.

5.1. Serial Concatenation. In the current section, we will
investigate iterative decoding procedures for DAB-like sys-
tems, which are based on convolutional encoding, interleav-
ing, and DE-QPSK modulation. If we consider DE-QPSK
modulation as the inner coding method and convolutional
encoding as the outer code, then it is obvious that we can
apply techniques developed for serially concatenated coding
systems here, see Figure 8. Serially concatenated turbo codes
were proposed by Benedetto and Montorsi [10] and later
investigated in more detail in Benedetto et al. [12]. Iterating
between the DPSK-demodulator and convolutional decoder
for the incoherent case was first suggested (for a single
carrier) by Peleg and Shamai [13]. Hoeher and Lodge [20]
also applied iterative techniques to the incoherent case, but
focussed on channel estimation, to be able to use coherent
detection. For an overview of related results, all for the single-
carrier case, see Chen et al. [22].
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We will start in this section by considering the single
carrier case and our aim is again to find out what we can gain
from decomposing the trellis used in the demodulator into
a part that corresponds to the channel phase and a part that
relates to differential encoding. In the section that follows, we
will consider the multi-carrier setting.

5.2. Peleg Approach. In this subsection, we investigate the
forward backward procedures where we drop the assump-
tion that the symbols an,n = 1, 2, . . . ,N , are uniformly
distributed. Interleaving should still guarantee the indepen-
dence of the symbols, however.

Just like Peleg et al. [17] we focus on the entire trellis
T . Note, however, that our trellis is different from that of
[17], in which tracking of small channel phase variations is
made possible by adding “side-step” transitions. We do not
have such transitions in our trellis and, therefore, our trellis
can be decomposed in eight unconnected subtrellises. In the
next subsection, we take advantage of this decomposition;
however, first we will consider the undecomposed trellis.

Again starting from α0(z0) = 1/32 for all z0 ∈ Z, we can
compute the α’s recursively from

αn(zn) =
∑

(zn−1,an)→ zn

αn−1(zn−1)Pr{an}γn−1(zn−1), (42)

for n = 1, 2, . . . ,N and zn ∈ Z. Also in the backward pass,
we consider the entire trellis T . Taking βN (zN ) = γ(zN ) for
zN ∈ Z, we can compute all other β’s from

βn(zn) =
∑
an+1

γn(zn)Pr{an+1}βn+1(znan+1), (43)

where again n = 0, 1, . . . ,N − 1, and zn ∈ Z.
To determine the a posteriori symbol probability for

symbol value an ∈ A, we compute the joint probability and
density

Pr{an}p
(

y | an
)

=
∑

zn−1∈Z

αn−1(zn−1)Pr{an}γn−1(zn−1)βn(zn−1an). (44)

This expression also tells us how the resulting extrinsic
information can be determined. It can be checked, see
Benedetto and Montorsi [10], that multiplying by the factors
Pr{an} in the a posteriori information (44) should be
omitted for obtaining extrinsic information. The extrinsic
information is now further processed by the convolutional
decoder. The results of the iterative procedure are discussed
in Section 5.5.

Using the standard BCJR algorithm for computing the
extrinsic symbol probabilities in the trellis in Figure 4, since
a priori symbol probabilities are non-uniform now, leads to
32 × 4 × 2 multiplications in the forward pass, 32 × 4 ×
2 multiplications in the backward pass, and 32 × 4 × 2
multiplications and 4 normalizations in the combination
pass for computing extrinsic information, per trellis section.
In total, this is 768 multiplications and 4 normalizations
per trellis section per iteration. In the next subsection, we
investigate the decomposition of the demodulation trellis.

5.3. Trellis Decomposition. Here we investigate whether we
can decompose the entire trellis for the case where the a
priori probabilities are nonuniform. We are interested in
decomposing (44) in such a way that we can write

Pr
{
an | y

} =∑
s

Pr
{
s, an | y

} =∑
s

Pr
{
s | y

}
Pr
{
an | y, s

}
,

(45)

for all an ∈ A. The question now is how to compute the a
posteriori subtrellis probabilities Pr{s | y} for s = 0, 1, . . . , 7.

It can be shown that

Pr
{
s, y
} = ∑

z0∈Zs
β0(z0)

32
, (46)

and therefore

Pr
{
s | y

} = ∑
z0∈Zs

β0(z0)/32∑7
s′=0

∑
z0∈Zs′ β0(z0)/32

. (47)

Now for each subtrellis, we can determine the a posteriori
symbol probabilities using

Pr
{
an | y, s

}∝ Pr{an, s}p(y | an, s
}

= Pr{an, s}
∑

zn−1∈Zs

αn−1(zn−1)γn−1(zn−1)βn(zn−1an),

(48)

and by omitting the factor Pr{an, s} in (48), the correspond-
ing extrinsic information. Note that this approach requires
a backward pass through the entire trellis T , first to find
the weighting probabilities Pr{s | y}, for s = 0, 1, . . . , 7.
This requires 32 × (4 + 1) = 160 multiplications per trellis
section observing that in (43), γn(zn) can be put in front
of the summation sign. Then for all subtrellises Ts, we
do a forward pass (requiring 8 × 4 × 4 × 2 = 256
multiplications per section) and then combine the results
to obtain the extrinsic symbol probabilities Pr{an | y, s}
for that subtrellis (for which we need 8 × 4 × 4 × 2 =
256 multiplications and 8 × 4 = 32 normalizations per
section). Finally these probabilities have to be weighted as in
(45) which requires 8 × 4 = 32 multiplications. In total,
this results in 704 multiplications and 32 normalizations
per iteration. It should be noted that decomposition of the
trellis does not result in a significant complexity reduction
with respect to the Peleg approach. In the next subsection,
we will discuss an approach that gives a relevant complexity
reduction, however.
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5.4. Dominant Subtrellis Approaches. To achieve a complexity
reduction, we investigate a method that is based on finding,
at the start of a new iteration, the dominant subtrellis
first and then do the forward-backward processing for
demodulation only in this dominant subtrellis.

Finding the dominant subtrellis for an iteration is done
based on the a posteriori subtrellis probabilities Pr{s | y} that
are computed before starting this iteration. Now assuming
that one of the a posteriori subtrellis probabilities dominates
the other ones, we can write

Pr
{
an | y

} ≈ Pr
{
an | y, ŝ

}
, with ŝ = arg max

s
Pr
{
s | y

}
.

(49)

This approach involves the computations of the a posteriori
symbol probabilities (and corresponding extrinsic informa-
tion) as described in (42), (43), and (44) only for the
dominant subtrellis ŝ. Computing the a posteriori subtrellis
probabilities for each iteration and then focussing only on
the forward pass and combination computations is less
complex than following the Peleg procedure. For the best
subtrellis Tŝ, we do a forward pass (4 × 4 × 2 = 32
multiplications per trellis section) and then we combine the
results to obtain the a posteriori (actually extrinsic) symbol
probabilities Pr{an | y, ŝ} for that subtrellis (4 × 4× 2 = 32
multiplications and 4 normalizations per section). In total,
we now need 224 multiplications and 4 normalizations per
trellis section per iteration.

A second approach involves choosing the dominant
subtrellis only once, before starting with the iterations.
Since before starting the iterations the a priori probabilities
Pr{an} = 1/4, that is, are all equal, the analysis in Section 3.4
applies. The a posteriori subtrellis probabilities can be
computed as in (23). Now we do the iterations only in the
subtrellis that was chosen initially. This approach requires 84
multiplications and 4 normalizations per trellis section per
iteration and is therefore essentially less complex than the
Peleg technique. In our simulations, we will only use this last
technique when we address dominant subtrellises.

5.5. Simulations. We simulated the Peleg method described
in [17] and determined the BER versus the signal-to-noise
ratio Eb/N0 = 1/(2σ2). This BER performance is shown in
Figure 9 for trellis lengths practically infinite, that is,N → ∞
and ideal LLRs are based on the a posteriori probability given
by (44). The BER performance is shown for L = 1, 2, . . . , 5
iterations, where L = 1 stands for no iterations. Note that
since we are using ideal LLRs and infinite trellis lengths,
the corresponding curves shown in Figure 9 can be regarded
as target curves for the iterative (single-carrier) case. In
addition, also here, 2SDD and coherently detected DE-QPSK
curves are shown for reference. Not in the figure are the
curves corresponding to the approach based on decomposing
the trellis and using weighting as in (45). As expected, the
performance of this approach shows no differences with the
Peleg approach in (44). From Figure 9, it can be seen that for
a BER = 10−4 the improvement in required signal-to-noise
ratio is ≈ 4.1 dB after L = 5 iterations. Figure 9 also shows
that improvement decreases with the number of iterations
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Figure 9: Bit error performance of the Peleg method for trellis
length N → ∞ and up to L = 5 iterations.
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Figure 10: Bit-error performance for the Peleg method for different
values of N and L = 5 iterations.

and that the first iteration yields the largest improvement.
Similar results were obtained by Peleg et al. [17].

To see how the performance in the iterative case depends
on the trellis length N , we simulated the Peleg approach for
N + 1 = 2, 4, and 32, for L = 5 iterations. The results are
in Figure 10. It can be seen that the “iterative coding gain”
increases, as expected, with N and that, for N + 1 = 32, the
performance is already quite close to that of N → ∞.

Finally, we compared for N + 1 = 4 and 32, the
difference in BER between the exact LLRs based on the
a posteriori (extrinsic) probability given by (44) or (45)
and the approximated LLRs based on the a posteriori
(extrinsic) probability given by (49). The results are shown
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Figure 11: Bit-error performance with dominant subtrellis
approach for different values N and L = 5 iterations.

in Figure 11. We can conclude from Figure 11 that for larger
N + 1, the difference in performance between the exact and
approximated LLRs becomes smaller and that for N + 1 = 32
the difference between the ideal LLRs and the approximation
versions, by selecting the dominant subtrellis before starting
with the iteration process, is less than 0.3 dB.

6. Detection and Decoding: Multicarrier
Case, Iterative

6.1. Trellis Decomposition. Just like in the noniterative
multicarrier case, we do the processing based on trellis
decomposition and focus on the computation of the a
posteriori subtrellis probabilities:

Pr
{
s | y1, y2, . . . , yM

}
= Pr{s}p(y1 | s

)
p
(

y2 | s
) · . . . · p(yM | s

)∑7
s=0 Pr{s}p(y1 | s

)
p
(

y2 | s
) · . . . · p(yM | s

) . (50)

Note that Pr{s} = 1/8 for s = 0, 1, . . . , 7 and therefore it
follows from (46) that

p
(

ym | s
) = ∑

z0∈Zs
βm,0(z0)

4
, (51)

for each subcarrier m = 1, 2, . . . ,M.
Now the a posteriori symbol probability for am,n ∈A can

be written as in (37) that is,

Pr
{
am,n | y1, y2, . . . , yM

}
=

7∑
s=0

Pr
{
s | y1, y2, . . . , yM

}
Pr
{
am,n | ym, s

}
,

(52)

where Pr{am,n | ym, s} is computed as given by (48) for
s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 7} and am,n ∈ A. From these a posteriori
probabilities, we can compute the extrinsic information that
is needed by the convolutional decoder. Computing extrinsic

information is actually a little bit easier since it involves less
multiplications.

This suggests that, for each iteration, the demodulator
first determines the a posteriori subtrellis probabilities using
(50), for which first a backward pass in each of theM trellises
corresponding to the subcarriers is needed.

Using the weighting coefficients, the convex combination
in (52) leads to the a posteriori symbol probabilities. Finding
the a posteriori symbol probabilities Pr{am,n | ym, s} should
be done in the standard way, taking into account that the
backward passes were already carried out.

6.2. Dominant Subtrellis Approach. Equation (52) shows
how the exact a posteriori symbol probabilities can be
determined, in each iteration. Just like in the single-carrier
case, if the a posteriori subtrellis probabilities are such that
one of the probabilities dominates the other ones, then
convex combination (52) can be approximated as follows:

Pr
{
am,n | y1, y2, . . . , yM

} ≈ Pr
{
am,n | ym, ŝ

}
, (53)

with

ŝ = arg max
s

Pr
{
s | y1, y2, . . . , yM

}
. (54)

Again this approach involves, in each iteration, the compu-
tations of the a posteriori symbol probabilities only for the
dominant subtrellis ŝ.

If we compute the dominant subtrellis only before the
start of the iteration process, we obtain a significant com-
plexity reduction since the analysis in Section 3.4 applies.
Moreover, all iterations are done in the initially chosen
subtrellis. The methods described here will be evaluated in
the next subsection.

6.3. Simulations. We have seen before that in the noniterative
multi-carrier case the performance was more or less deter-
mined by the size M(N + 1) of the block. If the channel
cannot be assumed to be constant for large values of N +
1, we can always increase the number of subcarriers M
if the frequency selectivity allows this. Note that keeping
N + 1 small also has advantages related to service symbol
processing [1]. Here the situation is slightly different as is
demonstrated in Figure 12. Increasing M has a positive effect
on the performance; however, since the trellis-length N + 1
remains constant (and is quite small), the effect of iterating
is limited. We see, however, that by increasing M from 1 to 8
we get an improvement of roughly 0.7 dB.

Finally, we compare for N + 1 = 4 and 32, for M = 8,
the difference between the performance of exact LLRs based
on the a posteriori (extrinsic) probabilities given by (52) and
the approximated LLRs based on the a posteriori (extrinsic)
probabilities given by (53), see Figure 13. We can observe
from Figure 13 that, as expected, the larger N + 1 is, the
smaller the difference between the exact and approximated
LLRs becomes. For N + 1 = 4, the difference between the
ideal LLRs and the approximation, by selecting the dominant
subtrellis before starting to iterate, is roughly 0.3 dB.
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Figure 12: Bit-error performance for the multi-carrier case for
different values M, where N + 1 = 4 and for L = 5 iterations.
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Figure 13: Bit-error performance with dominant subtrellis
approach for different values N , M = 8 and L = 5 iterations.

7. Performance for TU-6 Channel Model

So far we have used AWGN channels with unknown channel
phase and fixed (unit) gain in our analysis and simulations.
To investigate the performance in practise, we have used
the TU-6 (Typical Urban 6 taps) channel model defined
in [36], which is commonly used to test DAB, DAB+, or
T-DMB transmission. Two maximum Doppler frequencies
are chosen, that is, fd = 10 and 20 Hz, representing
DAB transmission (in Band-III) movement speeds between
transmitter and receiver of ≈45 and ≈90 km/h, respectively.
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Max, L = 5,N + 1 = 4,M = 8

fdTu = 0.01
fdTu = 0.02

Figure 14: Bit error performance for the TU-6 COST-207 channel
with the solid lines for fdTu = 0.01, the dashed lines for fdTu =
0.02, N + 1 = (4, 18), M = (8, 1), and L = 5 iterations.

We use our methods for DAB transmission in Mode-I,
where the inverse subcarrier spacing Tu = 1 ms and where
the cyclic-prefix period Tcp = 246μs [1].

Now, with these settings, the normalized Doppler rate
fdTu is 0.01 and 0.02, respectively.

Note that to prevent ISI in an OFDM-scheme, the delay
differences on separate propagation paths need to be less
than the cyclic-prefix period [2], that is, the channel impulse
response length τm must satisfy τm ≤ Tcp. Within the DAB-

system, Tcp � (63/256)Tu < Tu/4 [1] and therefore the
coherence-bandwidth Bc ≈ 1/τm > 4(1/Tu), which is at least
4 OFDM-subcarriers. For Doppler frequency fd = 20 Hz, the
coherence-time Tc ≈ 1/(2 fd) = 25 ms, which is ≈20 OFDM-
symbols (including cyclic prefix).

The channel gain representative for a 2D block, where it
is assumed to be constant, is estimated similar to (8) in Chen
et al. [22], that is,

|̂h|2 = max

⎛⎝ 1
M(N + 1)

∑
m=1,M,n=0,N

∣∣ym,n
∣∣2 − 2σ2, 0

⎞⎠. (55)

The results of our simulations with the TU-6 model are
shown in Figure 14, where the solid lines show the results
for fdTu = 0.01 and the dashed lines for fdTu = 0.02. We
have results for N + 1 = 18 with M = 1 and for N + 1 =
4 with M = 8. We considered iterative procedures with
L = 5 iterations. In our simulations, we used the dominant
subtrellis approach, where we have chosen the dominant
subtrellis before starting the iterations.

The value for N + 1 = 4 might be seen as a representative
frame-size for services broadcasted by the DAB-family in
transmission Mode I. In this mode, N + 1 = 18 is the
maximum possible number of interleaved OFDM symbols.
Note that N + 1 = 18 is close to the coherence-time of our
TU-6 channel for a Doppler frequency of 20 Hz.
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It can be concluded from Figure 14 that for N + 1 = 18
andM = 1, reliable transmission is not possible for the TU-6
channel with movement speeds of ≈45 km/h and ≈90 km/h.
For the 2D-decomposition approach, however, with N + 1 =
4 andM = 8, there is a considerable improvement of roughly
2.4 and 1.6 dB for 10 and 20 Hz, respectively, in required
signal-to-noise ratio possible, compared to 2SDD.

8. Conclusions

We have investigated decoding procedures for DAB-like
systems, focussing on trellis decoding and iterative tech-
niques, with a special focus on obtaining an advantage from
considering 2D blocks and trellis decomposition. These 2D
blocks consist of the intersection of a number of subsequent
OFDM symbols and a number of adjacent subcarriers. The
idea to focus on blocks was motivated by the fact that
the channel coherence time is typically limited to a small
number of OFDM symbols, but also since per service symbol
processing is used which limits the number of OFDM
symbols in a codeword.

We have used trellis decomposition methods that allows
us to estimate the unknown channel-phase modulo π/2.
This channel phase relates to subtrellises of which we
can determine the a posteriori probabilities. Using these
probabilities we can weigh the contributions of all the
subtrellises to compute the a posteriori symbol probabilities.
We can also use these probabilities to chose a dominant
subtrellis for providing us with these a posteriori symbol
probabilities. Working with dominant subtrellises results
in significant complexity reductions. A second important
advantage of trellis-decomposition is that it allows us to
process in an efficient way several subcarriers simultaneously.

We have first investigated noniterative methods. The
advantage of these methods is that forward-backward pro-
cedures turned out to be extremely simple since we could use
Colavolpe processing [5]. The drawback of these noniterative
methods is, however, that their gain, relative to the standard
2SDD technique, is modest. Iterative procedures result in a
significantly larger gain, however. In this context we must
emphasize that part of this gain comes from the fact that we
can do 2D processing.

Simulations for the noniterative AWGN case show that
(a) trellis-lengths of N + 1 ≥ 32 are required and (b) that
2D dominant subtrellis processing with M(N + 1) = 32
outperforms 2SDD by 0.7 dB at a BER of 10−4.

For the iterative AWGN case with L = 5 iterations,
simulations show that 2D dominant subtrellis processing
with M(N + 1) = 32, where N + 1 = 32 and M = 1,
outperforms 2SDD by 3.7 dB at a BER of 10−4. However,
simulations also reveal that with M(N + 1) = 32, where
N + 1 = 4 and M = 8, the iterative coding gain is reduced
to 2.5 dB, which is caused by the smaller value of N + 1.

On the other hand, iterative simulations for a practical
setting (i.e., the TU-6 model) show that (a) with trellis-
length N + 1 = 18 and M = 1 (one subcarrier) no reliable
communication is possible, but that (b) with a modest trellis-
length N + 1 = 4 and M = 8 subcarriers, the iterative coding

advantage is maintained and that the gain is roughly 2.4 dB
for 10 Hz Doppler frequency, and 1.6 dB for 20 Hz.
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Direct-conversion architecture-based orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems are troubled by impairments
such as in-phase and quadrature-phase (I/Q) imbalance and carrier frequency offset (CFO). These impairments are unavoidable
in any practical implementation and severely degrade the obtainable link performance. In this contribution, we study the joint
impact of frequency-selective I/Q imbalance at both transmitter and receiver together with channel distortions and CFO error.
Two estimation and compensation structures based on different pilot patterns are proposed for coping with such impairments.
The first structure is based on preamble pilot pattern while the second one assumes a sparse pilot pattern. The proposed
estimation/compensation structures are able to separate the individual impairments, which are then compensated in the reverse
order of their appearance at the receiver. We present time-domain estimation and compensation algorithms for receiver I/Q
imbalance and CFO and propose low-complexity algorithms for the compensation of channel distortions and transmitter IQ
imbalance. The performance of the compensation algorithms is investigated with computer simulations as well as with practical
radio frequency (RF) measurements. The performance results indicate that the proposed techniques provide close to the ideal
performance both in simulations and measurements.

1. Introduction

With the ever-increasing demand for high data rates and
high quality of services for end users, bandwidth-efficient
transmission schemes such as orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) are being adopted in emerging wire-
less communication systems (e.g., WLAN 802.11a/g/n [1],
WiMAX IEEE 802.16 [2], DVB-T [3], DVB-H [4], 3GPP
LTE [5]). The physical layer implementation of OFDM-
based systems with direct-conversion (zero-IF or homodyne)
radio architecture represents a promising solution for future
wireless systems. The direct-conversion architecture offers
a simplified analog front end (FE) as it performs the
frequency translation in one step and thus eliminates the
need of bulky image rejection filters [6, 7]. This yields an
easy integration of analog and digital components of the
FE on a single chip and consequently results in lower-
cost and less power consumption. From the perspective of

practical implementation, a trade-off exists between the high
integrability and the performance. The direct-conversion
architecture-based transceivers are extremely vulnerable to
the nonidealities of analog front-end components. The main
impairments that degrade the system performance are in-
phase quadrature-phase (I/Q) imbalance, DC offset, and
carrier frequency offset (CFO) [6, 7]. The adoption of
higher-order modulation alphabets (such as 64-QAM) in
OFDM systems suggests that they are increasingly sensitive
to any impairments in the underlying analog hardware.
Rather than trying to improve the quality of individual
analog modules, it is more cost-efficient to tolerate these RF
impairments to a certain degree in the analog domain and
afterward compensating them in the digital domain.

The frequency up- and downconversion in the direct-
conversion architectures are implemented by I/Q mixing,
which suffers from the amplitude and phase mismatch
between the I- and Q- branches [8–24]. This problem
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is mainly inflicted by the modulators/demodulators which
employ the principle of having equal gain and exact 90◦

phase difference between the quadrature branches. However,
other analog front-end components such as DACs or ADCs
and LPFs also contribute in general to the imbalance
effects, resulting in frequency-selective I/Q imbalance [8–
10]. Estimation and compensation schemes dealing with I/Q
imbalance have been proposed in several papers including
[8–12] and references therein.

CFO is another important RF impairment, particularly
associated with OFDM-based communication systems. It is
caused by the instability of local oscillator and also due to the
mobility of users [25, 26]. OFDM systems divide the available
bandwidth into many orthogonal subcarriers with a small
subcarrier spacing. The subcarriers orthogonality is lost in
the presence of CFO, leading to intercarrier interference.
Because the CFO cannot be perfectly estimated in the pres-
ence of I/Q imbalances, most of the recent works (e.g., [18–
24, 27]) treat them jointly. The algorithms introduced in [18–
21] analyze the performance degradation and propose com-
pensation scheme coping with CFO and receiver I/Q imbal-
ance, but do not take into account the transmitter I/Q imbal-
ance. Gil et al. [22], Chung and Phoong [23], and Tandur
and Moonen [24] developed the joint estimation algorithm
of the I/Q imbalance, CFO, and channel, however frequency-
independent I/Q imbalance model is assumed. Finally, in
[27], compensation methods for the mitigation of frequency-
selective transmitter and receiver I/Q imbalance combined
with CFO and channel distortions are proposed by the
authors of this article. But the application of proposed
algorithms is restricted to systems with a preamble pilot, and
also the computational complexity for CFO estimation is
very large.

In this paper, we consider DSP-based compensation of
frequency-selective transmitter and receiver I/Q imbalance
together with frequency-selective channel and CFO in
the OFDM system context. The central theme is to first
systematically formulate the baseband equivalent of the
received signal. Based on this signal model, we propose
new low-complexity decoupled estimation and compen-
sation algorithms. Unlike the joint estimation algorithms
(e.g., [22, 24]) where the compensator parameters have
to be reestimated with channel variations, the decoupled
schemes are advantageous in the sense that only the varying
parameter has to be reestimated, while the other parameters
remain the same. More precisely, at the estimation and
compensation stage, we first compensate the generally time-
invariant receiver I/Q imbalance in time domain with blind
methods proposed in authors’ earlier work [11, 13]. The
subsequent estimation and compensation of nonidealities
including CFO, channel distortions, and transmitter IQ
imbalance is done for pilot symbol-assisted modulation
(PSAM) OFDM systems in each transmission. With practical
considerations, two pilot patterns are taken into account in
this work, namely, the preamble pilot pattern, where one
complete OFDM symbol in a transmission frame is assumed
known, and the sparse pilot pattern, where pilot symbols are
placed over different subcarriers of certain OFDM symbols.
We propose two alternative estimation and compensation

structures depending on the pilot pattern. The leading
principle in CFO estimation and compensation for both
pilot patterns is to use an already existing technique of [28]
and apply it in time domain. For the preamble pilot-based
estimation, we propose zero-forcing (ZF) and maximum-
likelihood (ML) estimation methods for joint channel
distortions and transmitter I/Q imbalance compensation,
whereas an algorithm for successive compensation of chan-
nel distortions and transmitter I/Q imbalance is proposed for
sparse pilot-based structure. The performance of algorithms
is evaluated with extensive computer simulations as well as
with laboratory measurement setup.

The novelty of this paper is as follows:

(1) We do not make any specific assumption about
the location of pilots for sparse pilot-based esti-
mation and compensation structure. The existing
algorithms, for example [29], allocate the pilots to
mirror frequency pairs which is generally not valid in
practical radio systems like LTE [5].

(2) In this work, instead of proposing comprehensive
and brand new algorithms to cope with multiple
RF impairments at once, we simplify the complex-
ity of the problem by reforming overall receiver
design and decoupling the effects of individual RF
impairments. Then incorporating already existing
efficient algorithms with new proposed methods,
a hybrid time-and-frequency domain compensation
architecture with very reasonable complexity and
good performance is achieved.

(3) Practical RF measurements are used to verify the
applicability of algorithms in real-world receiver
design which, to the best of authors’ knowledge,
has not been addressed so far in the literature. The
performance of individual impairments has been
evaluated though, for example, [9, 11], but RF
performance evaluation in the presence of all the
considered impairments is still new.

(4) Here we use two widely deployed pilot patterns in the
current and upcoming OFDM-based radio systems
(e.g., IEEE 802.11n [1], DVB-H/T [3, 4], and LTE [5]
systems), namely, the preamble-based and sparsely
located pilot structures for parameter estimations.
As a result, the proposed algorithms can be directly
applied in the corresponding receiver design without
any modification.

An attractive feature of receiver I/Q imbalance compen-
sation algorithm is that it is able to track the time-variation of
I/Q imbalance and updates the coefficients of compensation
filter appropriately.

The paper is organized as follows. I/Q imbalance model
and its impact, OFDM signal model under frequency-
selective I/Q imbalances, channel distortions, and CFO are
described in Section 2. Section 3 presents the estimation and
compensation techniques for the mitigation of impairments.
Computer simulation results are shown in Section 4. In
Section 5, the measurement setup and obtained results are
presented. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
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Preliminaries. The notations used in this paper are as
follows. Scalar parameters are represented by lower case
letters a and frequency domain quantities with upper case
letters A. We denote the time domain vectors/matrices
by lower case bold face with over-bar a/A and frequency
domain vectors/matrices by bold face letters a/A. Superscript
(·)T , (·)∗, and (·)−1 denote the transpose, conjugate, and
inverse of a vector, a scalar, or a matrix, respectively. The
(i, j)th quantity of a matrix is defined by Aij and (i, i)th
quantity by Ai. The convolution operation is indicated by�.
If a = [a1, a2, . . . , aN/2, . . . , aN ]T is an OFDM symbol with
N subcarriers then a# = [a∗1 , a∗N , . . . , a∗N/2, . . . , a∗2 ]T is the
conjugate of mirror subcarriers vector. The discrete Fourier
transform operation is denoted by a matrix F of size N × N
defined as [F]mn = e− j(2πmn/N),m = 0, 1, . . . ,N − 1; n =
0, 1, . . . ,N − 1.

2. Signal and System Model

2.1. Frequency-Selective I/Q Imbalance Model. The direct-
conversion transmitter architecture is based on the principle
of directly I/Q upconverting the baseband signal to the RF
frequency. The upconversion is performed in the analog
domain by a quadrature mixer, which theoretically provides
infinite image signal attenuation. This eliminates the need
for image rejection filter, relaxing the overall requirement for
RF filtering. A perfectly balanced modulator corresponds to
equal gain and 90◦ phase difference between the quadrature
branches. However, in practice, this requirement is not fully
satisfied. In addition to that, other modem components such
as DACs and LPFs in the I- and Q- branch are not perfectly
matched [7, 8]. These effects are called I/Q imbalance, and it
results in the limited suppression of the image signal [8, 9].
In the wideband system context, the reconstruction filters in
the modulator exhibit frequency-dependent response, which
causes the I/Q imbalance to vary as a function of frequency.
Consequently, we can characterize the I/Q imbalance with
transmitter gain imbalance and phase imbalance parameter
gT and φT , respectively [8, 27]. In addition, the relative
nonideal filter transfer function between in the I- and Q-
branches is modeled with the filter hT(t). A conceptual block
diagram is illustrated in Figure 1. To see the impact of I/Q
imbalance on the transmitted signal, we denote the baseband
equivalent ideal transmit signal as z(t) = zI(t) + jzQ(t).
The complex envelope of the transmitted RF signal with I/Q
imbalance effects is [8]

s(t) = g1,T(t)� z(t) + g2,T(t)� z∗(t), (1)

where the complex filters g1,T(t) and g2,T(t) correspond to
imbalance filters and are defined as

g1,T(t) = δ(t) + gT exp
(
jφT

)
hT(t)

2
,

g2,T(t) = δ(t)− gT exp
(
jφT

)
hT(t)

2
.

(2)

The baseband equivalent signal in frequency domain is

S
(
f
) = G1,T

(
f
)
Z
(
f
)

+G2,T
(
f
)
Z∗
(− f ). (3)

zI [n]

zQ[n]

DAC
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cos(2π fLOt)
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90◦ + ϕT
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hT (t)

s(t)Σ

Figure 1: Block diagram of Frequency-selective transmitter I/Q
imbalance model.

The above equation indicates that the imbalanced baseband
signal is weighted sum of the desired signal Z( f ) and the
undesired image signal Z∗(− f ). The undesired image signal
term is produced by the I/Q imbalance and results in the
mirror frequency interference.

On the receiver side, the RF signal is downconverted to
baseband using a quadrature demodulator. The downcon-
verted baseband equivalent of the received signal r(t) is of
the form [11]

x(t) = g1,R(t)� r(t) + g2,R(t)� r∗(t) (4)

with the receiver I/Q imbalance filters g1,R(t) and g2,R(t) given
as

g1,R(t) = δ(t) + gR exp
(− jφR

)
hR(t)

2
,

g2,R(t) = δ(t)− gR exp
(
jφR

)
hR(t)

2
.

(5)

The Fourier transform of (4) is

X
(
f
) = G1,R

(
f
)
R
(
f
)

+G2,R
(
f
)
R∗
(− f ). (6)

Again the mirror-frequency interference due to I/Q imbal-
ance is evident from (6).

The image rejection ratio (IRR) quantifies the image
signal suppression and is defined as the ratio of desired signal
power to image signal power, expressed in dB as

IRRT ;R
(
f
) Δ= 10log10

(∣∣G1,T ;R
(
f
)∣∣2

∣∣G2,T ;R
(
f
)∣∣2

)
[dB]. (7)

With careful analog design, IRR’s in the order of 25–40 dB
are stated feasible [6–8].

2.2. OFDM Signal Model with RF Impairments. We consider
an OFDM system with N subcarriers. At the transmitter,
OFDM symbols are generated by computing the N-point
inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) of the data
symbols u. A cyclic prefix (CP) of length LCP is appended
ahead of each OFDM symbol which is removed at the
receiver after DFT.
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Figure 2: OFDM system model with I/Q imbalance and CFO.

Referring to Figure 2, consider the transmission of ith
symbol of size N × 1, the frequency domain transmitted
signal corresponding to ith OFDM symbol is then given by

si = G1,Tui + G2,Tui#, (8)

where G1,T and G2,T are N × N frequency domain diag-
onal matrices whose diagonal elements possess frequency
responses of transmitter I/Q imbalance filters (g1,T ; g2,T

in (2)). We consider the transmission over a block
fading channel whose impulse response is denoted by
h = [h(0),h(1), . . . ,h(L− 1)]T with channel length L. The
received frequency domain signal can then be expressed as

ri = HG1,Tui + HG2,Tui# + n, (9)

where H is N × N frequency domain matrix that contains
the channel frequency response on its main diagonal and n is
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).

Assume now that the local oscillator of transmitter and
receiver are not synchronized and a CFO Δ f is present. If we
denote the time domain received signal vector as ri, then the

signal in the presence of CFO can be modeled as ri
′ = Ω

i
ri,

where Ω
i = diag{ci} is the CFO matrix with main diagonal

entries

ci = e j2πΔ f Ts{(i−1)N+iLCP} ×
[

1, e j2πΔ f Ts , . . . , e j2πΔ f Ts(N−1)
]T
.

(10)

Here Δ f is the frequency offset in Hertz and Ts is the
sampling rate. The frequency domain N × N CFO matrix

Ωi = FΩ
i

is circulant in nature and has c(0) on its main
diagonal and ci(1) and ci(N − 1) on the first sub-and
superdiagonal [30]. Including the CFO effect to (9), we
obtain

ri = ΩiHG1,Tui + ΩiHG2,Tui# + n. (11)

Finally taking into account the receiver I/Q imbalance, the
signal at the downconversion stage appears as

xi = G1,Rri + G2,Rri#, (12)

where again G1,R and G2,R are N × N frequency domain
diagonal matrices whose diagonal elements are DFT of
receiver I/Q imbalance filters (g1,R; g2,R in (5)). After some
simple mathematical manipulations, the complex baseband
equivalent of the received signal in terms of transmit-
ter/receiver I/Q imbalance, channel, and CFO is given by

xi =
(

G1,RΩ
iHG1,T + G2,RΩ

i#H#G#
2,T

)
ui

+
(

G1,RΩ
iHG2,T + G2,RΩ

i#H#G#
1,T

)
ui# + v,

(13)

where Ωi#, H#, G#
1,T , G#

2,T are the mirrored matrix of
Ωi, H, G1,T , G2,T , respectively. The noise term now becomes
v = G1,Rn + G2,Rn#, whose elements are still complex circular
Gaussian, but with correlated mirror subcarriers.In the ideal
case when there is perfect transmitter/receiver modula-
tor/demodulator matching as well as perfect synchronization
between the transmitter/receiver local oscillator, the model in
(13) reduces to xi = Hui + n which can be equalized with one
complex multiplication for each subcarrier in each OFDM
symbol. As evident from (13), both I/Q imbalances and CFO
introduce ICI and severely degrade the system performance,
thus digital compensation is needed.

In this paper, we assume that the length of the cascade
of impulse responses of the transmitter I/Q imbalance filters
(g1,T(t) and g2,T(t) in (1)), the multipath radio channel, and
the receiver I/Q imbalance filters (g1,R(t) and g2,R(t) in (4))
does not exceed the length of CP. It is reasonable to make
such an assumption as the frequency-selective transceiver
I/Q imbalance is rather moderate and can be estimated with
sufficient accuracy with only a few taps [8, 11, 27].

3. Estimation and Compensation of
Nonidealities

The estimation and compensation of radio frequency
impairments in OFDM systems can be performed blindly
and/or with the aid of training (a.k.a. pilot) symbols.
For forming such pilot-symbol-assisted OFDM systems, it
involves inserting the known symbols in the stream of data
symbols. With practical system design, two types of pilot
patterns are widely used—the preamble pilot pattern that
amends an entirely known OFDM symbol at the beginning
of the frame and the sparse pilot pattern where pilot symbols
are sparsely inserted at some subcarriers of specific OFDM
symbols. Figure 3 illustrate these two ways of inserting pilots
among the data symbols.

In the following, we discuss receiver-based estimation
and compensation algorithms for mitigating all the con-
sidered RF impairments. With developed signal model and
given pilot patterns, we are able to isolate them individually
and then process them for estimation and compensation in
the reverse order of their appearance in the transmitter and
receiver front end. We first discuss the receiver I/Q imbalance
estimation and compensation, which is performed in time
domain and is independent of the pilot pattern. Then,
two low-complexity and novel structures are proposed for
CFO, channel, and transmitter I/Q imbalance compensation
with both preamble and sparse pilot structures. The CFO
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Figure 3: Pilot structure (a) preamble (b) scattered.

estimation and compensation is also carried out in time
domain, while the channel and transmitter IQ imbalance are
compensated in frequency domain.

3.1. Blind Receiver I/Q Imbalance Compensation. For receiver
I/Q imbalance estimation and compensation, we propose to
utilize the statistical signal processing-based blind I/Q imbal-
ance compensation algorithms, developed in authors’ earlier
work [11, 13, 14]. In general, most complex communication
waveforms based on M-PSK and M-QAM (with M > 2) are
proper or circular [31]. The OFDM signal constructed from
these alphabets is thus also circular. I/Q imbalance destroys
this property and makes the signal noncircular. The strategy
used in [11] is to recover the circularity using second-order
statistics-based approach, under the assumption that the
received signal (without receiver I/Q imbalance) is circular.
The circularity of received signal is inherently lost in the
presence of transmitter I/Q imbalance, potentially hindering
the applicability of the I/Q imbalance compensation algo-
rithms of [11]. However, it is shown in [13] that either
a CFO or a fading channel will restore the circularity of
the received signal (without receiver I/Q imbalance), thus
making it possible to utilize the circularity-based algorithms
of [11]. These blind algorithms are also beneficial from the
point of view that they do not affect the subsequent signal
processing of CFO, channel, and transmitter I/Q imbalance
estimation and compensation.

For notational simplicity, we drop the noise term in (13)
and continue the analysis. Notice that even though the actual
compensation processing is done partly in the time domain
(for receiver I/Q imbalance and CFO), the following analysis
is done completely in the frequency domain. From (12), we
recognize that the signal xi is the linear combination of the
received signal ri and its mirror conjugate ri#. For such a
system model, the natural compensator is of the form

yi = xi + WRxi#. (14)

Substituting the observed signal xi of (12) into the compen-
sator in (14), the output can be written as

yi =
(

G1,R + WRG#
2,R

)
ri +

(
G2,R + WRG#

1,R

)
ri#. (15)

From (15), it follows that the optimum compensation
filter WR canceling the mirror-frequency interference is, in
frequency domain N × N diagonal matrix, of the form

WOPT = −G2,R(G#
1,R)

−1
and is derived in [11].

Applying the optimum compensation filter to (15)
cancels the mirror conjugate term ri# and results in the
output signal as

yi =
(

G1,RΩ
iHG1,T −G2,RG#

2,R

(
G#

1,R

)−1
ΩiHG1,T

)
ui

+
(

G1,RΩ
iHG2,T −G2,RG#

2,R

(
G#

1,R

)−1
ΩiHG1,T

)
ui#.

(16)

It is well known that |G1;T ,R| > |G2;T ,R| and |G1;T ,R| ≈ 1 for
any practical imbalance values; thus the contributions of the
second terms inside the parentheses are relatively very small
compared to the first term and can be omitted, leading to the
following form:

yi ≈ G1,RΩ
iH
(

G1,Tui + G2,Tui#
)
. (17)

Comparing (16) with (13) suggests that, given WOPT, the
compensator is able to fully suppress the image signal term
generated by a frequency-selective receiver I/Q imbalance in
the presence of CFO, channel distortions, and transmitter
I/Q imbalance. The estimation of WOPT is described in
[11, 13] and is not reproduced here. Next, we discuss the
pilot-based estimation and compensation schemes for CFO,
channel distortions, and transmitter I/Q imbalance.

3.2. Estimation and Compensation with Preamble Pilot Struc-
ture. The compensation structure proposed in this section
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utilizes one complete pilot OFDM symbol embedded in the
OFDM frame. The preamble pilot symbol is transmitted at
the beginning of the transmission to estimate the RF impair-
ments. This kind of pilot pattern assumes that the channel
remains static over several OFDM symbols and has the
benefit of efficiently using the available bandwidth. OFDM-
based systems such as IEEE 802.11 n and IEEE 802.16d have a
preamble at the beginning of the frame [25]. Figure 4 shows
the system model with RF impairments estimation and
compensation block in place. In the following, we discuss
the algorithms for the estimation and compensation of RF
impairments.

3.2.1. CFO Estimation and Compensation. There exists an
abundant literature on CFO estimation (see, e.g, [18–25]
and references therein), but most of these algorithms assume
a specific pilot structure which restrict their use in our
problem. The subspace-based CFO estimation approach
proposed in [26] utilizes only one OFDM symbol, and can be
directly used here at the expense of increased computational
complexity. We rather suggest to use the CFO estimation
algorithm of [28] as discussed in [25]. More specifically, the
actual CFO estimation is performed in two stages: first the
fractional part of CFO is estimated and corrected in time
domain by using the CP correlation. The integer part is then
estimated in frequency domain in the second stage. Even
though the presence of transmitter I/Q imbalance is not
taken into account in this method, we show with simulations
that the algorithm is still able to achieve reasonable good
CFO estimation performance.

Assuming perfect CFO estimate is obtained, we perform
CFO compensation in time domain by multiplying the time

domain equivalent of (17) with the complex conjugate of Ω
i
,

which, in time domain, can be written as

ỹi = F
[
Ω
i∗

yi
]

= G̃1,RH
(

G1,Tui + G2,Tui#
)

,
(18)

where G̃1,R
Δ= Ωi#G1,R.

3.2.2. Joint Transmitter I/Q Imbalance and Channel Equal-
ization. The joint transmitter I/Q imbalance and channel

equalization are carried out in frequency domain. To simplify
the analysis further, let us define the direct and image signal

filters as GD
Δ= G̃1,RHG1,T and GM

Δ= G̃1,RHG2,T , which
transforms (18) into

ỹi = GDui + GMui#. (19)

We now switch to the subcarrier model and write the
CFO compensated symbol for the kth subcarrier and the
complex conjugate of its mirror subcarrier. In the subsequent
derivations, the subcarrier index −k refers to the physically
opposite mirror subcarrier

[
Ỹ i
k

Ỹ i∗
−k

]
=
[
GD,k GM,k

G∗M,−k G∗D,−k

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Gtotal,k

[
Ui
k

Ui∗
−k

]
.

(20)

The matrix Gtotal,k represents the joint transmitter I/Q
imbalance and channel response. Assuming the coefficients
of matrix Gtotal,k are known, we are able to directly apply the
ZF or the ML detection principle on the mirror subcarrier
pair to estimate the transmitted symbol.

With ZF equalization scheme, the estimate of original
transmit symbols is obtained by solving (20) for each
subcarrier k and its mirror subcarrier −k as

[
Ûi
k

Û i∗
−k

]
= Ĝ−1

total,k

[
Ỹ i
k

Ỹ i∗
−k

]
. (21)

It is well known that ZF equalization suffers from the
noise enhancement problem, yet it gives good calibration
performance as will be shown in Section 4.

Alternatively, the transmitted symbols can be estimated
using ML detection principle which is based on the principle
of minimizing the cost function

[
Ûi
k

Û i∗
−k

]
= arg min

Ŭi
k ,Ŭi∗

−k

∥∥∥∥∥Ĝtotal,k

[
Ŭi
k

Ŭ i∗
−k

]
−
[
Ỹ i
k

Ỹ i∗
−k

]∥∥∥∥∥

2

, (22)

where Ŭi
k in (22) denotes the trial value of OFDM symbolUi

k.
The ML equalizer is able to exploit the frequency diversity
induced by transmitter I/Q imbalance and gives better
performance than ZF, but the computational complexity
associated with ML is very large which increases with higher-
order constellations and large number of subcarriers.
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3.2.3. LS Identification of Gtotal,K . We consider the LS estima-
tion of the joint transmitter I/Q imbalance and channel filters
GD and GM . The filters are estimated in time domain similar
to [32], where a time-domain ML channel estimator was
proposed for OFDM. This approach can utilize the frequency
domain correlation of the channel implicitly without making
any statistical assumptions about the channel, through limit-
ing the length of the estimated channel response estimates as
Ng � N .

We switch to matrix-vector algebra and write the
time-domain received symbol corresponding to preamble

pilot as ỹ
p
(n)

Δ= [ ỹ p(n), ỹ p(n− 1), . . . , ỹ p(n−N + 1)]T

and the observable imbalance filters as ĝD;M =
[ĝD;M,1, ĝD;M,2, . . . , ĝD;M,Ng ]

T , where N is the length of
pilot data and Ng < LCP is the length of estimated filters. The
received symbol vector during the pilot symbol is then

ỹ
p
(n) = U

p
(n)gD + U

p∗
(n)gM

=
[

U
p
(n) U

p∗
(n)

][gD
gM

]

= U
p
b (n)

[
gD
gM

]
,

(23)

where U
p
(n) is the time-domain circular-convolution matrix

formed from IDFT of pilot symbol up. The LS estimates of
imbalance filters can be computed as [33]

[
ĝD
ĝM

]
= U

p†
b (n)ỹ

p
(n). (24)

Here U
p†
b (n) represents the pseudoinverse of U

p
b (n) and is

given by U
p†
b (n) = (U

pH
b (n)U

p
b (n))

−1
U
pH
b (n) [33]. Frequency

domain expressions of the estimated filters GD and GM ,
which are needed for equalization/detection in (20)–(22), are
then obtained through DFT.

3.3. Estimation and Compensation with Sparse Pilot Structure.
OFDM systems such as LTE and DVB-T/H do not include
a preamble pilot in their frame, rather the pilot tones are
inserted sparsely in the OFDM symbols. DVB-T/H standard
defines both continual and scattered pilots, on the other
hand, LTE includes pilot subcarriers only on specified OFDM
symbols. Figure 5 shows the reference pilot structure for LTE
system with pilot symbols at every sixth subcarrier during the
first and fifth OFDM symbol of each slot.

One big challenge with sparse located pilot structure
is that the pilots are most likely not allocated to mirror-
frequency pairs which is required by most of the pilot-based
algorithms developed in literature, for example, [29]. The
compensation algorithms proposed in this section consist
of estimating the impairments at the pilot frequencies and
then interpolating the estimates over all the subcarriers.
Therefore, no pilot structure modification is needed, and
they can be directly applied for the development of, for
example, LTE receiver. The estimation and compensation
structure is illustrated in Figure 6. Again, notice that the
receiver I/Q imbalance has already been compensated with
the blind method discussed in Section 3.1.
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Figure 5: LTE reference pilot structure.

3.3.1. CFO Estimation and Compensation. For the CFO esti-
mation, we again apply the two-step time-domain approach
of [25] as discussed in the previous subsection, resulting in
the time domain CFO compensated signal similar to (18) as

ỹi = G̃1,RHG1,Tui + G̃1,RHG2,Tui#

= GDui + GMui#.
(25)

3.3.2. Decoupled Transmitter I/Q Imbalance and Channel
Equalization. With the sparse pilot structure, we propose
to compensate the channel and transmitter I/Q imbalance
successively. Algorithm 1 summarizes the algorithm for the
estimation of transmitted symbols.

Algorithm 1 (It is for estimation of channel distortions and
transmitter I/Q imbalance).

(1) Estimate widely-linear filter GD,k (see Section 3.3.3).

(2) Switch to subcarrier model and write (25) in fre-
quency domain for subcarrier k as

Ỹ i
k = GD,kU

i
k +GM,kU

i∗
−k. (26)

(3) Divide (26) by GD,k to obtain the equalized subcarri-
ers as

S̃ik =
1

GD,k
Ỹ i
k = Ui

k +
GM,k

GD,k
Ui∗
−k

= Uk +
G2,T ,k

G1,T ,k
Ui∗
−k.

(27)

Clearly, the channel effect is removed and the only
impairment present in the signal now is the transmit-
ter I/Q imbalance.

(4) Hard-decision-based detection of the mirror subcar-
riers of equalized symbol, given by

S̆i−k = D
(
S̃i−k

)
, (28)

where D denotes the decision.

(5) At the pilot subcarriers, we now have

S̃
p
k = U

p
k −Wp

k S̆
p
−k. (29)
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Figure 6: OFDM system model with sparse pilot compensator structure.

(6) From above equation, we find the compensation filter
at the pilot subcarriers as

W
p
k =

U
p
k − S̃pk
S̆
p
−k

. (30)

(7) Interpolate W
p
k to all subcarriers to obtain Wk (see

Section 3.3.4).

(8) The estimated symbols are then given as

Ûi
k = S̃ik +WkS̃

i
−k. (31)

3.3.3. Estimation of Widely Linear Filter GD,K . The filter GD,k

can also be estimated in the time domain as discussed in
the previous subsection. For the ith received OFDM symbol
after receiver I/Q imbalance and CFO compensation, we
perform the DFT operation and pick the data on pilot
subcarriers. The time domain OFDM symbol corresponding

to pilot subcarriers can then be written as ỹ
p
(n)

Δ=
[ ỹ p(n), ỹ p(n− 1), . . . , ỹ p(n−Np + 1)]T and the observable

imbalance filter as ĝD = [ĝD,1, ĝD,2, . . . , ĝD,Ng ]
T , where again

Np is the length of sparse pilot symbols and Ng < LCP is the

length of estimated filters. The LS estimate of ĝD is then

ĝD =
(

U
pH

(n)U
p
(n)

)−1
U
pH

(n)ỹ
p
(n), (32)

where Up(n) is the time-domain circular-convolution matrix
formed from by taking the IDFT of pilot symbols up.

3.3.4. Interpolation of W
p
k . Here, we derive the transfor-

mation for the interpolation of filter W
p
k in (30). Assume

that the pilot estimates stem from a time domain impulse
response w of length Nw, then the model expressed in (30)
becomes

Wp = F{indP,1:Nw}w, (33)

where Wp is Np × Np diagonal matrix and indP denotes the
indices of pilot subcarriers. Now, let us define the DFT matrix
FM comprised of first Nw columns and rows corresponding
to the pilot subcarriers, formally given as

FM = F{indP,1:Nw}, (34)

then the impulse response vector is estimated based on
minimizing the mean square error

arg min
w
‖Wp − FMw‖2

(35)

which can be found by minimizing the LS scheme, corre-
sponding to left multiplying th pseudo-inverse of FM to (30)
yielding

wLS =
(

FHMFM
)−1

FHMWp. (36)

The interpolated frequency-domain coefficients are then
obtained as

WLS = F{1:N ,1:Nw}wLS. (37)

The estimates obtained from the above equation are then
plugged in (31) to obtain transmitted symbols estimate.

In practice, some of the coefficients of WLS might be very
biased due to deep channel fading. These biased estimates
can be improved by using weighted-least-squares (WLS)
solution. There are many possibilities for defining the weight
matrix, for example, giving more weight to the subcarriers
that have strong mirror subcarrier. In this work, we define
the weight matrix as

Pk = diag

⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩

∣∣∣Û∗
−k
∣∣∣

2

∣∣∣Ûk

∣∣∣
2

⎫
⎪⎬
⎪⎭

, (38)

which transform the original LS problem into WLS as

wWLS =
(

FHMPFM
)−1

FHMPWp (39)

or equivalently in frequency domain as

WWLS = F{1:N,1:Nw}wWLS. (40)

3.4. Compensation Complexity. In Table 1, we summarize the
complexity in terms of number of the complex multiplica-
tions required by each compensation stage.

The overall complexity of the proposed compensation
schemes is (Nw + 1)× (N + LCP) + 2Na.
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Table 1: Computational complexities per OFDM symbol for
different compensation stages.

Algorithms Complex multiplications

Rx. I/Q imbalance compensation Nw × (N + LCP)

CFO compensation N + LCP

Channel equalization Na

Tx. I/Q imbalance compensation Na

Conceptually, a conventional channel equalizer in the
absence of CFO and I/Q imbalances operates on a per-
subcarrier basis, requiring 1 complex multiplication per
active subcarrier. However, a joint equalizer for channel,
CFO, and Tx. Rx. imbalances has to take into account the
contribution of all active subcarriers. Therefore, for such an
equalizer with Na active subcarriers, N2

a complex multiplica-
tions would be required. Comparing this complexity with the
complexity of proposed decoupled schemes clearly signifies
the benefit of decoupled compensation.

4. Simulation Results

The performance of proposed algorithms is illustrated in
this section with computer simulations. We first evaluate the
performance of CFO estimator in the presence of transmitter
I/Q imbalance and channel distortions and do not take
into account receiver I/Q imbalance, for both preamble and
sparse pilot structures. Then, SER simulations are performed
to evaluate the detection performance of compensation
schemes in the presence of transmitter and receiver I/Q
imbalance, channel distortions, and CFO.

4.1. Performance of CFO Estimator. The parameters consid-
ered for CFO estimator simulations are as follows: OFDM-
based system with 64-QAM subcarrier modulation, total
number of subcarriers N = 1024, of which 600 are active,
50 OFDM symbols, and the subcarrier spacing is 15 KHz. In
the case of preamble pilot, the first complete OFDM symbol
is considered as pilot and used for the CFO estimation. For
sparse pilot example, pilot symbols are inserted at every
sixth subcarrier. The multipath channel is 39 taps long
with maximum delay spread of 2.5 ms and power delay
profile as described in [34]. The transmitter I/Q imbalance
filters impulse responses are hI ;T = [1, 0, 0]T ; hQ;T =
[0.97,−0.1, 0.01]T . Frequency-independent gain gT and
phase φT are chosen corresponding to IRR levels of 20 dB,
30 dB, 40 dB, and infinite (INF.). These IRR levels map to
gain imbalance of 10%, 3%, 1%, 0% and phase imbalance of
10◦, 4◦, 1◦, 0◦, respectively. The mean received SNR is 20 dB.
The performance results are illustrated by plotting the mean
square error (MSE) over normalized CFO values with 500

independent channel realizations: MSE = E|Δ f̂ − Δ f |.2
Figures 7 and 8 show the performance of CFO estima-

tion scheme of [25] for preamble and sparse pilot cases,
respectively. For the sparse pilot example, we assume that
the system under consideration is LTE for which normalized
CFO can be higher than one [25], and we simulate the
algorithm over the normalized CFO range of [−5, 5]. As
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Figure 7: MSE of preamble pilot-based CFO estimator versus
normalized CFO for 64-QAM OFDM syste; 39-tap veh. A channel
model; ensemble average of 500 independent channel realizations.
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Figure 8: MSE of sparse pilot-based CFO estimator versus normal-
ized CFO for 64-QAM OFDM syste; 39-tap veh. A channel model;
ensemble average of 500 independent channel realizations.

evident from the results, the algorithm delivers sufficiently
reliable estimates for small to large imbalance values. The
MSE remains below than 10−7 with preamble and in the
order of 10−5 when pilots are inserted sparsely at SNR =
20 dB.

4.2. SER Performance. Now, we perform the SER simulations
and illustrate the results by plotting the mean SER as
a function of received SNR. A typical 64-QAM OFDM
system is considered whose parameters are given in Table 2.
The OFDM signal parameters are similar to 3GPP long-
term evolution (LTE) specifications [35]. The I/Q imbalance
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Table 2: System parameters.

Total number of subcarriers N = 1024

Active subcarriers Na = 600

Cyclic prefix length LCP = 52

Subcarrier spacing 1/NTs = 15 KHz

Sampling Frequency Fs = 15.36 MHz

Channel type vehicular A

No. of channel taps 39

Gain imbalance gT ;R = 5%

Phase imbalance φT ;R = 5◦

I-branch filter hI ,T ;R = [1, 0, 0]T

Q-branch filter hQ,T ;R = [0.97,−0.05, 0.01]T

values stated in the table correspond to 23–30 dB front-end
IRR and represent a practical example case.

In the following figures, legend “No FE Distortion” refers
to the case when no transmitter and receiver I/Q imbalance
and CFO is present and known channel estimates are used for
channel equalization, “W/o Compensation” refers to when
all radio impairments are present and only channel is equal-
ized with known estimates, and “W/Tx Rx IQ Imbalance
only” for the case when only transmitter and receiver IQ
imbalance is present and channel is equalized with known
estimates. “W/ZF Compensation” “W/ML Compensation”
“W/LS Compensation”, and “W/WLS Compensation” leg-
ends exemplify the schemes proposed in Section 3. The
results depicted are averaged over 103 independent channel
realizations.

For preamble pilot-based compensation, we transmit
50 OFDM symbols and use first OFDM symbol as pilot.
In each simulation run, we generate a random CFO in the
range [−1, 1] and introduce it to the signal (with transmitter
I/Q imbalance and channel distortions). The receiver I/Q
imbalance is compensated with 3-tap compensation filter,
built by utilizing the second-order statistics of the received
signal. This is followed by CFO estimation and compen-
sation, performed in time domain. ZF and ML estimation
techniques are applied next. It can be seen in Figure 9 that
communication system becomes completely unusable when
no compensation scheme is in place and SER remains very
high when only I/Q imbalance is present at both transmitter
and receiver. The ZF equalizer is able to reduce the SER to
the level of a system with no front-end distortion. On the
other hand, the ML equalizer even outperforms the SER
performance of system with no RF impairments and known
channel estimates. In the low SNR region, the SER is close
to the ideal system but as the SNR increases, the equalizer
is able to extract the frequency diversity gain induced by
transmitter I/Q imbalance. A similar diversity effect is also
reported in [29] where only transmitter I/Q imbalance and
channel distortions are considered.

The OFDM signal model for sparse pilot-based compen-
sation is similar to LTE frame structure shown in Figure 10,
consisting of one frame that is composed of ten subframes;
each subframe is further divided into two slot. A slot
consists of seven OFDM symbols, and pilot symbols are
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Figure 9: Preamble pilot-based SER versus SNR performance
curves for 64-QAM OFDM system. Tx/Rx FE IRR = 20–30 dB;
veh. A channel model with 39 taps; ensemble average over 1000
independent channel realizations.
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Figure 10: Sparse pilot-based SER versus SNR performance curves
for 64-QAM OFDM system. Tx/Rx FE IRR = 20–30 dB; veh.
A channel model with 39 taps; ensemble average over 1000
independent channel realizations.

located at every sixth subcarrier of first and fifth OFDM
symbol of each slot. Thus, in total, we transmit 140 OFDM
symbols with pilot tones on 20 symbols. As discussed in
the previous subsection, the normalized frequency offset
is randomly generated in the range [−5, 5] during each
channel realization (CFO in LTE is much smaller, in fact
it can be greater than one), and its effect is added to the
signal. At the algorithm compensation level, we again apply
a 3-tap compensation filter for receiver I/Q compensation,
followed by CFO estimation and compensation. The LS
and WLS compensation algorithms are applied in frequency
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Figure 11: General structure of the measurement setup consisting of laboratory instruments and I/Q modulator and demodulator.

domain for channel distortions and transmitter I/Q imbal-
ance calibration. Figure 10 illustrates the simulation results
that renders excellent calibration property of proposed
algorithms, with WLS achieving close to SER of a system with
no FE distortions.

5. Experimental RF Measurements Results

In order to further validate the performance of proposed
compensation algorithms, real-world RF measurements have
been performed. We first summarize the overall measure-
ment setup and then describe the measurement procedure
in detail.

5.1. Prototype Implementation. The generic structure of the
measurement setup is identical to the one shown in Figures
4 and 6, and the corresponding block diagram is depicted in
Figure 11. The prototype implementation integrates Rohde
and Schwarz (R&S) AFQ100A baseband I/Q signal generator,
R&S FSG spectrum and signal analyzer, R&S SMJ vector
signal generator, HP E4422B RF signal generator, LeCroy
534AL quad-channel oscilloscope, Analog Devices (AD)
AD8349 direct conversion modulator evaluation kit, and
Maxim 2023 demodulator evaluation kit. All the instruments
are connected to a computer via general purpose interface
bus (GPIB) for remote control operation.

5.2. Measurement Setup. A computer with MATLAB is used
for performing digital signal processing-related tasks and
also for instrument control. The baseband OFDM signal with
parameters similar to simulations as in Section 4 is generated
in computer, and its samples are loaded into the memory of
R&S AFQ. The analog I/Q signal output by R&S AFQ is up-
converted to RF frequency by AD8349 modulator. In order
to introduce the channel distortions and noise, we capture
the baseband equivalent of the RF signal using built-in I/Q
subsystem of R&S FSG. The I/Q subsystem first translates
the signal to an intermediate frequency (IF) of 20.4 MHz,
followed by IF filtering. The filtered signal is then digitized
by a built-in ADC at a rate of 81.6 MHz. Finally the sampled
signal is digitally downconverted to complex baseband, low-
pass filtered, and resampled to desired sampling frequency.
The samples are then read out in block of 512, 000 each
in ASCII format. The channel distortions and noise are
then added, and the samples of signal (with transmitter
I/Q imbalance, channel distortions, and noise) are loaded
into R&S SMJ memory, which outputs the RF signal.
The CFO effect is introduced at the transmitter side by
drifting the LO frequency of R&S SMJ relative to the RF
frequency of HP E4422B. The LO frequency is used in the
measurements in 1.5 GHz. On the receiver side, MAX2023
demodulator downconverts the signal from RF to baseband.
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The output of analog frontend of MAX2023 is captured with
a quad channel oscilloscope. The samples recorded by the
oscilloscope are then sent to MATLAB for offline processing.

5.3. Performance Analysis

5.3.1. Front-End IRR without Calibration. We first shortly
address the estimation of front-end IRR of AD8349 and
MAX2023 chips, without any compensation. Although the
exact values of gain and phase imbalance of these chips
are unknown, the IRR analysis is still possible using LS
fitting approach as follows. We denote the reference time
domain signal z to be transmitted. The complex envelope
of RF signal can be written as in (41). Z(n) and Z

∗
(n) are

time domain convolution matrix and conjugate convolution
matrix formed from reference signal z(n) and its conjugate
z∗(n), respectively. Assuming perfect synchronization in
time, frequency, and phase, the LS estimates of the front-end
imbalance filters are then given by (42) [8, 11].

In Figure 12, IRR curves with different I/Q imbalance
filter lengths, utilizing 50, 000 samples and ensemble aver-
aged over ten independent simulation runs, are plotted.
The LO frequency is 1.5 GHz, and the signal is a 16-QAM
modulated signal with 18 MHz two-sided bandwidth, six
times oversampling, and root raised cosine pulse shaping.
The results suggest that both chips have frequency selective
image rejection, varying between 27–29 dB for AD8349
(transmitter modulator) and 30–33 dB for Maxim 2023
(receiver demodulator):

s(n) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

s(n)
s(n− 1)

...
s(n− L + 1)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

gT1,T(n)z(n) + gT2,T(n)z∗(n)

gT1,T(n)z(n− 1) + gT2,T(n)z∗(n− 1)
...

gT1,T(n)z(n− L + 1) + gT2,T(n)z∗(n− L + 1)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=
[

Z(n) Z
∗

(n)
][g1,T(n)

g2,T(n)

]
= Zb(n)

[
g1,T(n)
g2,T(n)

]
,

(41)
[

g1,T(n)
g2,T(n)

]
= Z

†
b(n)s(n). (42)

5.3.2. Blind Receiver I/Q Imbalance Compensation. The per-
formance of blind receiver I/Q imbalance compensation
algorithm is evaluated next. Here, R&S SMJ acts as transmit-
ter to produce RF signal (with no transmitter IQ imbalance
and channel distortions) and MAX2023 to demodulate the
signal. The digitized baseband signal (with receiver I/Q
imbalance) is transferred to computer through GPIB, where
we apply blind DSP algorithm for compensation. The data
captured from oscilloscope, however, cannot be used directly
for compensation but rather it is first processed to remove
the RF chain errors. That involves resampling, delay removal,
phase synchronization, offset cancellation, and scaling. After
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these steps, we apply the compensation algorithm. For
illustration purpose, we use a half-loaded OFDM signal with
300 active subcarriers (out of total 1024). The LO frequency
is 1.5 GHz. Figure 13 shows the measured spectra before
and after compensation, evidencing a clear improvement
obtained with the compensation algorithm.

5.3.3. Characterization of Pilot-Based Compensation Schemes.
The performance analysis of pilot-based compensation
schemes is carried out by creating an OFDM waveform
with parameters given in Table 2 as per LTE standard. The
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SNR performance curve. CFO = 10 KHz.

baseband OFDM signal is sampled at 2 × 1024 × 15 KHz =
30.72 MHz, oversampled by 2, and output by R&S AFQ.
The I/Q subsystem of R&S FSG implements the down
conversion, filtering, and sampling from 81.6 MHz to 2 ×
30.72 MHz = 61.44 MHz. Blocks of 512,000 samples are
read from R&S FSG memory and loaded into MATLAB
memory. The samples are processed for delay estimation,
timing synchronization, and LO leakage removal. After the
data conditioning, the channel distortions and noise are
added, before feeding the signal to R&S SMJ. The CFO
effect is also introduced in R&S SMJ by changing the RF
frequency. The RF signal is downconverted and sampled
at 50 M Samples/second. These samples are extracted from
oscilloscope and again processed in MATLAB for resampling
to 30.72 MHz, delay estimation, phase synchronization, and
scaling. After these processing stages, we have the baseband
equivalent model of the signal that has transmitter/receiver
I/Q imbalance, channel distortion, noise, and CFO effects
included.

The example waveform used for preamble pilot-based
compensation algorithms is an OFDM signal with same
parameters as were in simulations. In the measurements,
we transmit 10 OFDM symbols and use one known OFDM
symbol during the estimation and calibration phase. The
CFO is 10 KHz and a 3-tap compensation filter for receiver
I/Q imbalance compensation and also for transmitter I/Q
imbalance estimation. Both ML and ZF equalization schemes
are applied to the signal, after receiver I/Q imbalance and
CFO compensation. With a fixed channel, the obtained
results ensemble averaged over 10 independent measure-
ments are plotted. Figure 14 shows the measurement results
of CFO estimation over different SNR values. The results
indicate that the estimator performance improves with
increasing SNR. Even for small SNR, the MSE remains very
low. In Figure 15, measured SER versus SNR is plotted. The
figure also shows a reference curve (“No FE Distortion,”)
obtained with MATLAB simulation with no I/Q imbal-
ances, perfect CFO, and channel compensation with known

0 5 10 15 20 25 30
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100
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SE
R

W/o compensation
W/ZF compensation

No FE distortion
W/ML compensation

Figure 15: Measured SER versus SNR performance curves for 64-
QAM OFDM system with preamble pilot; CFO = 10 KHz; veh. A
channel model with 39 taps; ensemble average over 10 realizations
with a fixed channel.

estimates. As evident from Figure 15, the algorithms give
very consistent performance with SER close to simulated
SER. Also, the ML technique provides better performance
than ZF technique. Notice that for SNR greater than 26,
there is a little performance degradation which is most
likely due to measurement noise. In Figure 16, we also
plot the symbol constellation after compensation with ZF
equalization scheme. The excellent calibration property of
algorithms is also visible here.

In the second measurement example, the signal is an
OFDM signal having 10 symbols and pilots located at
every sixth subcarrier. The signal has altogether 600 active
subcarriers out of 1024 subcarriers, with 15 KHz subcarrier
spacing. Therefore, in total, there are 1000 pilot symbols.
The signal is oversampled by 2. The CFO is now 45 KHz
that is greater than the subcarrier spacing. Again the receiver
I/Q imbalance is compensated with 3-taps, and the LS and
WLS approaches discussed in Section 3 are employed for
transmitter I/Q imbalance and channel equalization. The
CFO estimation in terms of MSE between the estimated
and the true CFO value versus SNR is plotted in Figure 17,
which demonstrates a similar behavior to previous preamble
pilot-based estimation example. The measured SER versus
SNR curve in Figure 18 and symbols after compensation are
plotted in Figure 19. The results suggest that the proposed
methods are able to deliver very accurate estimates. An
important implication of Figure 18 is that with more pilot
data available over different symbols, we are able to reduce
the effect of measurement noise which was very dominant in
the previous measurement example (Figure 15).

In general, it can be concluded from the measurements
results of Figures 15 and 18 that the proposed estimator and
compensator structures provide considerable improvements
to achievable SER, giving confidence to deploy them in
practical systems.
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Figure 16: Measured constellation diagram of 64-QAM OFDM system before and after RF impairments mitigation. (a) Uncompensated (b)
Compensated with ZF equalization.
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Figure 17: Sparse pilot-based measured MSE of CFO versus SNR
performance curve. CFO = 45 KHz.

5.4. Implementation Challenges. In practice, the measure-
ment setup is exposed to variety of errors, which must
be corrected before introducing the channel distortion
and noise as well as before applying the compensation
algorithms. We briefly review these errors now.

The downconversion of RF signal (with transmitter I/Q
imbalance) using R&S I/Q subsystem is subject to unavoid-
able residual errors such as synchronization, LO leakage,
delay between original and measured signal, nonlinearities of
components, and noise of its own. Frequency synchroniza-
tion between the instruments is achieved by connecting the
instruments to same reference clock of R&S FSG, as shown

Figure 18: Measured SER versus SNR performance curves for 64-
QAM OFDM system with sparse pilot; CFO = 45 KHz; veh. A
channel model with 39 taps; ensemble average over 10 realizations
with a fixed channel.

in Figure 11. Symbol timing synchronization is performed
prior to downsampling the signal to symbol rate with
ML algorithm. LO leakage results due to finite isolation
between the LO and RF ports of the modulator/demodulator.
Consequently, when RF signal is up-/downconverted, LO
leakage causes offset. It can be mitigated by removing the
sample mean of the measured signal. The delay estimation is
performed in two steps: first integer delay is removed with
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(a) (b)

Figure 19: Measured constellation diagram of 64-QAM OFDM system with RF impairments mitigation. (a) Compensated with LS method
(b) Compensated with WLS method.

FFT-based correlator, allowing non-data-aided (NDA) ML
algorithm for fractional delay estimation and compensation.
Detailed review of synchronization algorithms can be found
in [36].

Similar to R&S FSG, the data captured from oscilloscope
must be DSP conditioned before being used in actual esti-
mation and compensation. The data conditioning involves
resampling to original signal sample rate, delay estimation,
and offset removal with already-mentioned algorithms.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, the performance of OFDM-based communica-
tion systems is studied in the presence of frequency-selective
I/Q imbalance, channel distortions and CFO. Based on
our signal model, generally applicable algorithms have been
developed for the compensation of such impairments. The
proposed methods are composed of time domain and fre-
quency domain compensation. It is shown with simulations
that the proposed, estimator and compensator structures
produce symbol error rates close to the ideal ones. A
laboratory measurement setup is also proposed and extensive
measurements are carried out to prove the practical value
of the algorithms. The measurements results show that the
achievable SER is close to the ideal. Hence, the compensation
algorithms provide significant improvement to obtainable
link performance and can be used in real world radio
transceivers. Future work will focus on generalizing the work
to MIMO-OFDM and a real-time prototype implementation
using FPGA’s for the digital parts and integrated RF-ASIC’s
for the analog circuitry.
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We propose a loop-reduction LLL (LR-LLL) algorithm for lattice-reduction-aided (LRA) multi-input multioutput (MIMO)
detection. The LLL algorithm is an iterative algorithm that contains many check and process operations; however, the traditional
LLL algorithm itself possesses a lot of redundant check operations. To solve this problem, we propose a look-ahead check technique
that not only reduces the complexity of the LLL algorithm but also produces the lattice-reduced matrix which obeys the original
LLL criterion. Simulation results show that the proposed LR-LLL algorithm reduces the average number of loops or computation
complexity. Besides, it also shortens the latency of clock cycles about 19.4%, 29.1%, and 46.1% for 4× 4, 8× 8, and 12× 12 MIMO
systems, respectively.

1. Introduction

To increase the transmission capacity, multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) system has been proposed for the
next generation wireless communication systems, and there-
fore the need for a high-performance and low-complexity
MIMO detector becomes an important issue. The maximum
likelihood (ML) detector is known to be an optimal detector;
however, it is impractical for realization owing to its
great computational complexity. Addressing this problem,
researchers have proposed tree-based search algorithms, such
as sphere decoding [1] and K-Best decoding [2], to reduce
the complexity with near-optimal performance. On the
other hand, channel matrix preprocessing technique, such
as lattice-reduction-aided (LRA) detection [3], has been
proposed to improve the MIMO detection performance.

The lattice reduction transforms the channel matrix into
a more orthogonal one by finding a better basis for the same
lattice so as to improve the diversity gain of the MIMO
detector. The Lenstra-Lenstra-Lovász (LLL) algorithm is a
well-known lattice reduction algorithm for its polynomial
execution time. In the literature [4], the LLL algorithm is
widely employed to improve the lattice-reduction MIMO
detection or to reduce the MIMO detection complexity.
However, the LLL algorithm has many redundant check

operations that have never been addressed in the literature.
These redundant operations lead to many unnecessary
computations and thus increase the processing latency and
complexity. Therefore, we propose a look-ahead check tech-
nique to detect and avoid the unnecessary check operations
in the LLL algorithm. This technique not only generates the
lattice-reduced matrix which obeys the size reduction and
LLL reduction in the original LLL algorithm but also applies
to real- and complex-value LLL algorithm [5].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 briefly describes the signal model for MIMO
detection. In Section 3, we introduce the lattice-reduction-
aided MIMO detection and the LLL algorithm. In Section 4,
we demonstrate the proposed LR-LLL algorithm, and in
Section 5 we present the simulation and analysis results.
The corresponding hardware architecture and processing
cycle counts estimation is shown in Section 6. Finally, we
summarize our conclusions in Section 7.

2. System Model

A narrow-band Nr × Nt MIMO system consisting of Nt

transmitters and Nr receivers can be modeled by

y = Hx + n, (1)
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INPUT: Q, R, such that H = QR
OUTPUT: Q, R, T such that HT = Q R
(1) Initialize Q = Q, R = R, T = IN
(2) k = 2
(3) while k ≤ N
(4) for p = k − 1, . . . , 1
(5) μ = �R(p, k)/R(p, p)�
(6) if μ /= 0
(7) R(1 : p, k) ← R(1 : p, k)− μR(1 : p, p)
(8) T(:, k) ← T(:, k)− μT(:, p)
(9) end
(10) end
(11) if δ|R(k − 1, k − 1)|2 > |R(k, k)|2 + |R(k − 1, k)|2
(12) swap columns k − 1 and k in R and T
(13) calculate Givens rotation matrix Θ =

(
a b−b a

)

a = R(k − 1, k − 1)
‖R(k − 1 : k, k − 1)‖ and b = R(k, k − 1)

‖R(k − 1 : k, k − 1)‖
(14) R(k − 1 : k, k − 1 : N) ← ΘR(k − 1 : k, k − 1 : N)
(15) Q(:, k − 1 : k) ← Q(:, k − 1 : k)ΘT

(16) k ← max{k − 1, 2}
(17) else
(18) k ← k + 1
(19) end
(20) end

Algorithm 1: LLL algorithm.

where x ∈ ANt is the transmitted signal vector, y ∈ CNr is the
received signal vector, H = [h1, h2, . . . , hNt ] represents a flat-
fading channel matrix, and n ∈ CNr is the white Gaussian
noise with variance σ2

n . All the vectors hi are independent and
identically distributed complex Gaussian random vectors
with zero means and unity variances. Set A consists of
the constellation points of the QAM modulation. Then, we
re-formulate the equivalent real channel matrix as follows:

yr =
⎡
⎣
R
(

y
)

I
(

y
)

⎤
⎦ = Hrxr + nr

=
⎡
⎣
R(H) −I(H)

I(H) R(H)

⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣
R(x)

I(x)

⎤
⎦ +

⎡
⎣
R(n)

I(n)

⎤
⎦. (2)

Then, the dimension of Hr becomes N ×M, where M = 2Nt

and N = 2Nr . The vectors yr and nr belong to RN and xr ∈
AM .

The QR decomposition is often applied in the pre-proc-
essing of the MIMO detection because it provides decoding
efficiency. Then, the channel matrix Hr can be expressed by

Hr = QrRr , (3)

where Qr ∈ RN×M is an orthogonal matrix and Rr ∈ RM×M

is an upper triangular matrix. By multiplying QT
r on both

sides of (2), we can obtain

ŷr = QT
r yr = Rrxr + QT

r nr , (4)

where QT
r nr is white Gaussian. In addition, we adopt col-

umn-norm-based sorted QR decomposition (SQRD) [6] be-
cause it not only enhances detection performance but also
reduces the computational complexity of the lattice reduc-
tion [7].

3. Lattice Reduction

A lattice L is defined as {t1hr1 + t2hr2 + · · · + tNhrN |
t1 · · · tN ∈ Z}, where {hr1, . . . , hrN ∈ RN} are the basis
vectors. The lattice reduction algorithm aims to find a
unimodular matrix T(|det T| = 1 and all elements of T are
integers) such that a more orthogonal Ĥr = HrT has the
same lattice as Hr . Then, the signal model becomes

yr = Hrxr + nr = ĤrT−1xr + nr = Ĥrs + nr . (5)

If xr ∈ ZN , T−1xr = s ∈ ZN . In practice, the transmitted
signals xr do not belong to an integer set; however, we can still
transform the signals xr ∈ AN into an integer set by linear
operations such as scaling and shifting.

Several lattice-reduction algorithms are described in the
literature, and the LLL algorithm [11] is the most popular
approach. Because QR preprocessing is often employed in
the MIMO detector, the LLL algorithm is then modified for
Q and R matrices [12], as shown in Algorithm 1. In the
literature, lines (4) to (19) are often defined as a loop that
can be decomposed into two parts: (1) lines (4) to (10) deals
with the size reduction operations; and (2) lines (11) to (19)
handle LLL reduction operations. The number of iterations
performed in the size reduction depends on the index k,
and the LLL reduction operation may increase or decrease
the index k depending on the result of the LLL reduction
check (δ|R(k − 1, k − 1)|2 > |R(k, k)|2 + |R(k − 1, k)|2).
Therefore, the number of loops certainly depends on the
values in the R matrix, and thus the processing latency
varies for different channel matrices. Moreover, we find that
most of the computational complexity is contributed by
the operations when the check conditions (μ /= 0 for size
reduction and δ|R(k−1, k−1)|2 > |R(k, k)|2 + |R(k−1, k)|2
for LLL reduction check) are satisfied; that is, the size and
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Table 1: The percentage of no operation after index k is decreased.

Antenna number (N ×N) N = 2 N = 4 N = 6 N = 8 N = 10 N = 12 N = 14 N = 16

Percentage of no operation 67% 40% 33% 30% 29% 28% 28% 28%

INPUT: Q, R, such that H = QR
OUTPUT: Q, R, T such that HT = Q R
(1) Initialize Q = Q, R = R, T = IN
(2) k = 2
(3) while k ≤ N
(4) for p = k − 1, . . . , 1
(5) μ = �R(p, k)/R(p, p)�
(6) if μ /= 0
(7) R(1 : p, k) ← R(1 : p, k)− μR(1 : p, p)
(8) T(:, k) ← T(:, k)− μT(:, p)
(9) end
(10) end
(11) if δ|R(k − 1, k − 1)|2 > |R(k, k)|2 + |R(k − 1, k)|2
(12) do{
(13) swap columns k − 1 and k in R and T
(14) calculate Givens rotation matrix Θ =

(
a b−b a

)

a = R(k − 1, k − 1)
‖R(k − 1 : k, k − 1)‖ and b = R(k, k − 1)

‖R(k − 1 : k, k − 1)‖
(15) R(k − 1 : k, k − 1 : N) ← ΘR(k − 1 : k, k − 1 : N)
(16) Q(:, k − 1 : k) ← Q(:, k − 1 : k)ΘT

(17) k ← k − 1
(18) }while(δ|R(k − 1, k − 1)|2 > |R(k, k)|2 + |R(k − 1, k)|2&& k /= 1)
(19) if �R(k, k + 1)/R(k, k)� /= 0
(20) k ← k + 1
(21) else
(22) k ← k + 2
(23) end
(24) else
(25) k ← k + 1
(26) end
(27) end

Algorithm 2: The proposed loop reduction LLL algorithm using look-ahead check technique.

LLL reduction constraints are violated. Most important of
all, redundant check operations occur very often when the
index k decreases. Thus, the decrease of k is not always
necessary because the size and LLL reductions have been
checked in the last loop. We calculate the percentage of the
redundant decreases of k and list them in the Table 1. We
can see that the percentage of the redundant decrease of k
achieves 67% for 2×2 lattice reduction and converge to 28%
if the MIMO dimension is larger than 10 × 10. Therefore,
we propose a look-ahead check technique to modify index k
and avoid unnecessary check operations in the original LLL
algorithm.

4. Look-Ahead Check

The number of loops is often treated as a benchmark for
computation complexity and latency in the literature on LRA
MIMO detection [7]. In order to eliminate the redundant
check operations in the LLL algorithm, we propose a look-
ahead check technique by classifying the original loops to
forward loop and back loop. And the loop reduction LLL
algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. The corresponding flow
chart of the proposed algorithm and each loop is shown in
Figure 1.

4.1. Back Loop. We define the back loop as the loop that only
contains LLL reduction check and LLL violation processing
as shown in Figure 1. We find that the size reduction
constraint will not be violated after the k is decreased because
the R(k, k) has already been size reduced in the previous
processing and is not changed in the column-swapping
operation. And the givens rotation will only change the k and
k − 1 row while the row value above k − 2 row remains size
reduced. That means only LLL reduction check is required in
the back loop. This LLL reduction check is named as back-
state LLL reduction check to differentiate with the origin one.
Because only the LLL reduction part needs to be executed in
this back loop, we use a while loop in our algorithm to avoid
the redundant size reduction operation. Nonetheless, there
is still one case that the size reduction will process. If the
division result exactly equals 0.5, the original LLL algorithm
will do the size reduction operation in the back loop. But
our algorithm will skip. This will produce a different lattice-
reduced matrix at last. However, to do the size reduction or
not to do in this case will both produce the matrix that obeys
the LLL lattice reduction criterion. Although, we cannot
prove the performance is the same mathematically, we will
show that their performance is the same through the Monte-
Carlo simulation in latter section. So the lattice reduction
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Figure 1: The flow chart for loop-reduction LLL algorithm.

Table 2: Average loop of lattice-reduction Algorithms for different antenna numbers.

N 2 4 6 8 10 12

Original LLL algorithm 4.72 16.99 29.73 39.25 46.11 51.56

LR-LLL algorithm 4.6 (97.4%) 15.98 (94%) 27.8 (93.5%) 36.7 (93.5%) 43.53 (94.4%) 48.77 (94.5%)

performance will not suffer any degradation. Using the look-
ahead check technique, we can more precisely determine the
next k value at the end of each loop.

4.2. Forward Loop. Forward loop is just like the original
loop defined in the previous section except once the LLL
reduction is violated, it will enter the back loop. If back-
state LLL reduction constraint is not violated, we enter the
stay-state size reduction check to predict the next index k.
Notice that if the stay-state size reduction constraint (μ /= 0)
is not violated, the LLL reduction constraint must not be
violated because the R(k, k) has already been LLL reduced
in the previous processing and all values remain unchanged.
Therefore, we can also perform the stay-state size reduction
check ahead. If the stay-state size-reduction constraint is not
violated, we can simply increase the index k by 2 to skip a
redundant LLL reduction and enter the forward loop.

5. Simulation Results

To verify the proposed LLL algorithm, we simulate the LLL-
aided MIMO detections based on the MIMO system
described in Section 2, and we employ sorted QR decompo-
sition in all MIMO detectors. The LLL-reduction parameter
δ equals 0.75, as suggested in [11]. Table 2 shows the
average loop numbers of the original and the proposed LLL

algorithms for different antenna numbers. Forward loop and
back loop are all counted as a loop in our algorithm. The
proposed LLL algorithm can reduce the average number of
loops to 93%∼94% of the original LLL algorithm. The BER
versus SNR curve is shown for 4×4 and 8×8 MIMO systems
in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. The performance is exactly
the same for our algorithm and the original LLL algorithm.

We also analyze the computational complexity and laten-
cy of our algorithm. The results for 4 × 4 and 8 × 8 MIMO
systems are listed in Tables 3 and 4. The computation is di-
vided to four operations such as addition, multiplication,
division, and givens rotation. Our algorithm is lower in total
computational complexity and especially in the division
which tends to cost more time for computation. The lower
ratio is just like the loop-reduced ration. But only average
computational complexity cannot clearly show the advantage
of our algorithm. Since the original LLL algorithm contains
lots of redundant checks operation which are unable to
process in parallel, it will result in long average processing
time to complete the lattice reduction operation. We try to
simulate the latency by parallelizing all the possible opera-
tions. The latency counts are as follows: the line (5) to line
(9) in our algorithm is counted as one division, one addition
and one multiplication. The LLL reduction check operation
contains four multiplications and two additions. The column
swap operation is counted as no operation delay. The givens
rotation counts one at each back loop. And the stay-state size
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Table 3: Average computational complexity and latency of lattice-reduction Algorithms for 4× 4 MIMO detection.

Algorithm Addition Multiplication Division Givens Rotation Total

LLL 204.6/49.4 238.5/83.4 64.45/64.45 67.34/10.43 575/208.4

LR-LLL 202.79/47.5 234.81/79.5 46.43 (72%)/46.43 67.83/10.43 551.88 (96%)/184 (88.2%)

Table 4: Average computational complexity and latency of lattice-reduction Algorithms for 8× 8 MIMO detection.

Algorithm Addition Multiplication Division Givens Rotation Total

LLL 1463.3/141.6 1541.8/220 339.6/339.6 285.8/24.34 3630/725.6

LR-LLL 1462.5/137.21 1527.4/211.1 218.12 (64%)/218.12 287.46/24.49 3504.5 (96%)/591 (81.4%)
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Figure 2: BER versus SNR of the 4 × 4 QR-SIC MIMO detectors
using different lattice-reduction algorithms.

reduction is counted as a division operation. The latency is
shown in the Table after the dashed line. The saving is about
22%∼29% and grows with antenna number.

6. Hardware Architecture

6.1. Top Structure. In this paper, we proposed a very intuitive
structure for our LR-LLL algorithm in Figure 4. The center
controller counts the index k by the LLL violation results.
And it will send control signals to choose the specific matrix
element to the input of the combinational circuit. We can
also call size reduction part as size reduction loop and
LLL reduction part as LLL reduction loop, respectively. The
update circuit for the remaining R matrix, T matrix, and Q
matrix are omitted for simplification. In this architecture,
CORDIC circuit has two pipelined stages. So it required
one cycle for size reduction loop and four cycles for a
LLL reduction loop. The traditional LLL algorithm always
processes the forward loop which contains the execution
of the whole circuit. While using LR-LLL algorithm, some
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Figure 3: BER versus SNR of the 8 × 8 QR-SIC MIMO detectors
using different lattice-reduction algorithms.

Table 5: Average Cycle of Lattice Reduction Algorithms for dif-
ferent antenna numbers.

N 4 8 12

Original LLL algorithm 109 451 869

LR-LLL algorithm 89 (81.6%) 320 (70.9%) 469 (53.9%)

forward loops will replace by back loops. The average cycle
counts for the LLL algorithm, and our LR-LLL algorithm
is listed in Table 5. We can find out that as the antenna
number grows, the reduction of average cycle grows. And
the FPGA results are shown in Table 6. In [5], the complex-
valued LLL lattice reduction algorithm is proved to have
lower computational complexity than real-valued system.
This is mainly due to the double sized of the real number
system comparing to complex number. So the hardware or
cycle counts may be larger than the previous two complex
number works.

6.2. Other Blocks. The divr block executes the divide and
round operation which can be easily designed by long
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Table 6: FPGA implementation results and comparison.

Virtex-4 [8] Vertex-4 [9] Virtex-4 [10] Virtex-4 [This work]

LRA algorithm RS-LLL CLLL (modified) CT-LLL LR-LLL

System model Complex Complex Real Real

Slices 4805 3640 11330 4170

Antenna number 4 4 4 4

Frequency 79 MHz 140 MHz 8.7 MHz 53 MHz

Ave. cycles/matrix 14 96 5 89

Throughput (M mat/s) 5.6 1.45 1.74 0.59
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Figure 5: Division and round circuit.

division architecture. In Figure 5, we show a four-stage long-
division architecture for five bits output divr circuit. The size
reduction update circuit is composed of multiplication and
addition circuit. Instead of calculating the square norm to
do the LLL reduction comparison, we choose the CORDIC
vector mode circuit to calculate the square root of the norm
which may also be the output if the LLL check violates.
The square root of δ is set to 0.875 to approximate the
square root of 0.7. CORDIC rotation mode is used to do
the Givens rotation of the algorithm. The output of the
comparison circuit is the LLL reduction violation check
results which will control the center controller and also
enable the update circuits. The LLL reduction update block
contains multiple CORDIC rotation circuits to do the givens

rotation of remaining row element of R and Q matrix. It also
contains a swap circuit for T matrix.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a look-ahead check technique to
eliminate unnecessary check operation in the LLL algorithm.
The proposed algorithm not only reduces the average num-
ber of loops in the LLL algorithm but also reduces the com-
putation complexity and latency of LLL algorithm. We also
proposed a very intuitive architecture to estimate the clock
cycle saving of our algorithm. The saving is dramatically
increased while the antenna number grows. Therefore, we
believe that the proposed loop reduction LLL algorithm be-
nefits the lattice-reduction-aided MIMO detection.
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Geometric mean decomposition (GMD) has been proposed as a method to realize multiple spatial links with identical gains
that are intrinsic to a MIMO channel. In order to simplify system design and implementation based on knowledge regarding
probability behavior of MIMO-GMD schemes, the main objective of this paper is to statistically characterize the link gains and
channel capacities that can be provided via GMD. In particular, closed-form univariate and bivariate probability density functions
(PDFs) for these metrics under Rayleigh fading are derived using Gamma approximations. By applying these analytical results, the
fluctuations of MIMO-GMD schemes are examined by modeling both link gains and capacities using finite-state Markov chains
(FSMCs).

1. Introduction

Numerous research results have shown that spatial mul-
tiplexing-based multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
transceivers can boost the data rate of wireless communi-
cation systems without using additional power and chan-
nel bandwidth. When both transmitter and receiver are
equipped with multiple antennas, multiple independent data
streams can be concurrently launched into the air by the
transmitter and separately decoded at the receiver, with aid
of certain signal processing techniques [1]. By combining
MIMO with the multicarrier schemes such as orthogonal fre-
quency division multiplexing (the so-called MIMO-OFDM),
channel capacity can be tremendously increased as the degree
of freedom in frequency and spatial domain are jointly uti-
lized.

By assuming that channel state information (CSI) is avail-
able at both ends of the link, singular value decomposition
(SVD) [2] is commonly considered as the approach to extract
spatial links within a MIMO channel. With SVD, the MIMO
channel matrix can be transformed into a bank of parallel
scalar air-pipes (widely termed as eigenmodes in the liter-
ature) by applying appropriate beam-forming matrices at

both transmitter and receiver. Since the eigenmodes realized
by SVD are equivalent to singular values of the MIMO
channel matrix, their link strengths could be quite different.
Therefore, proper bit-allocation and power distribution
(such as water-filling) algorithms must be employed to
optimize the system capacity. This, however, increases the
complexity in adaptive control mechanism, as bit/power
allocations among eigenmodes may have to be updated fre-
quently in rapidly time-varying channels. For the sake of
convenience, one may simply apply the modulation/coding
format or distribute the power uniformly on all eigenmodes.
Nevertheless, this may cause degradation on error perfor-
mance of the system, especially when magnitude of the
minimum channel singular value is too small [3].

Geometric mean decomposition (GMD), proposed by
Jiang et al. [4], has emerged as an alternative method of
designing MIMO transceiver. A set of parallel spatial links
with identical gains intrinsic to a MIMO channel can be real-
ized via GMD. Remarkably, these parallel links with the iden-
tical gain are equal to the geometric mean of channel channel
singular values (eigenmodes). The property of parallel links
with identical gain makes GMD useful for adaptive MIMO-
OFDM systems, as complicated joint bit/power allocation
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algorithms in frequency and spatial domain can be signifi-
cantly simplified. In recent years, much attention from both
academia and industry has been paid to the GMD-based
MIMO transceiver. For instance, GMD has been deemed as
a prospective MIMO architecture in some next-generation
cellular broadband networks, including two of the most
important standards in this context—LTE-Advanced [5] and
WiMAX (IEEE 802.16 m) [6]. Note that Jiang et al. have
put forward another MIMO transceiver dubbed as uniform
channel decomposition (UCD) [7], which also provides
spatial links with identical gains. The scope of this paper is
focussed on GMD, and the related work on UCD is, however,
remained as open problems for future research.

In order to calculate performance metrics such as bit
error rate and outage probability of a GMD-based MIMO
transceiver operating in mobile fading channels, analytical
results on statistical properties of MIMO eigenmode geo-
metric mean are required. To the best of our knowledge,
however, only a handful of papers in the existing literature
have offered the relevant analysis. In [8], asymptotic behavior
of geometric mean of MIMO channel eigenvalues has been
examined. Also, the probability density function (PDF) for
the link gain of MIMO-GMD in special cases with two
antennas at both transmitter and receiver can be found in
[9], but the results for more general cases are not available.
This motivated us to derive closed-form expressions of
PDFs (either exact or approximated) for systems with
arbitrary number of antennas in Rayleigh fading channels.
Specifically, apart from the univariate PDFs, we are also
interested in the bivariate PDFs for MIMO eigenmode
geometric mean and channel capacity, since the statistical
behavior relating to channel variation is crucial for systems
incorporating with adaptive transmission techniques. For
instance, knowledge on how channel quality evolves with
time allows engineers to determine the adaptation/feedback
rate for MIMO-GMD in a more judicious manner. Fur-
ther, for successive interference cancelation (SIC) detection
algorithm in conventional MIMO-GMD transceivers [4],
the reliability of a data stream is dependent on previously
decoded data streams. That is, if the receiver fails to detect
a data stream correctly, the data on the remaining streams
may not be decoded successfully due to error propagation.
Thus, it is possible to gauge how frequently that an error
propagation event would occur if time-varying characteris-
tics are known. In correspondence, this paper applies first-
order finite-state Markov chains (FSMC) [10, 11] to model
the fluctuations of both link gain and channel capacity
under MIMO-GMD in baseline cases of Rayleigh fading
environments. Note that FSMC has been used to emulate the
capacity process of general MIMO wireless channels [12], but
channels with MIMO-GMD transceiver have not been con-
sidered. Also, some researchers have designed the feedback
mechanisms for adaptive modulation systems with channels
modeled by FSMC [13]. Based on the univariate and
bivariate PDFs developed in this paper, the transition proba-
bilities among the discrete states of an FSMC are analytically
computed.

In a nutshell, this paper encompasses the following con-
tributions.

(1) Derivation of the exact PDFs for link gains and
channel capacities of MIMO-GMD systems with two
antennas at either transmitter or receiver and an
arbitrary number of antennas on the other side.

(2) Demonstration of Gamma approximations for link
gains of MIMO-GMD systems with arbitrary num-
bers of antenna at either transmitter or receiver.

(3) Derivation of PDFs for channel capacities of MIMO-
GMD systems with arbitrary numbers of antenna
at either transmitter or receiver, based on Gamma
approximation of link gains.

(4) Extending the Gamma approximation to provide
bivariate PDFs for link gains and channel capacities
of MIMO-GMD systems with numbers of antenna at
either transmitter or receiver.

(5) Constructing first-order FSMCs for both link gains
and channel capacities of MIMO-GMD systems. The
transition probabilities among multiple quantized
Markov states are computed based on the derived
PDFs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
assumptions on channel model and background of the
MIMO-GMD architecture are briefly reviewed. Then, in
Section 3, the closed-form expressions of both univariate and
bivariate PDFs for eigenmode geometric mean and channel
capacity of MIMO-GMD schemes are derived. Based on
the derived analytical results, FSMCs are constructed in
Section 4 to study the time variation of MIMO channel
under GMD. Finally, this paper ends with a concise conclu-
sion drawn in Section 5.

2. Background and Assumptions

In this section, we first describe the considered system model.
Then, the concept of GMD and the fundamental structure of
an FSMC are reviewed subsequently.

2.1. Channel Model. In general, this paper mainly studies a
(Nt,Nr) single-user, point-to-point MIMO system that has
Nt transmit antennas and Nr receive antennas. The MIMO
channel, H , is therefore an Nr × Nt matrix. Here, we denote
m = min(Nt,Nr) and n = max(Nt,Nr). We presume this
MIMO system is coupled with OFDM setting, so channel
response per subcarrier is basically flat in frequency domain.
Therefore, the signal model for each subcarrier can be
written as:

y = Hx + z, (1)

where y is anNr×1 vector of the received signal, x is anNt×1
vector of the transmitted data symbols, and z is an Nr × 1
vector of additive complex zero mean Gaussian noise. Since
Rayleigh fading is considered, all entries of H are modeled
as complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean and
unit variance, CN (0, 1). With SVD, the MIMO channel H
can be written as

H = UΣV†, (2)
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where both U and V are unitary matrices, (·)† denotes
Hermitian transpose, and Σ is a diagonal matrix withm non-
zero elements representing the singular values of H : s1, s2,
. . . , sm. The unordered joint density for the singular values of
H is [14]

f (s1, . . . , sm) = 2m

m!
∏m

i=1(n− i)!(m− i)!
× exp

⎛
⎝−

m∑

i=1

s2i

⎞
⎠

×
m∏

i=1

s2l+1
i

∏

i< j

(
s2i − s2j

)2
,

(3)

where l = n − m. Note that the eigenvalues of the channel
correlation matrix, λi = s2i , are equivalent to power gains
of the spatial links intrinsic to the MIMO channel, and
their joint statistics are governed by the central Wishart
distribution as given in [15]

f (λ1, . . . , λm) = 1
m!
∏m

i=1(n− i)!(m− i)!
× exp
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⎝−
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λi
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(4)

It is further assumed that the MIMO channel evolves over
time in accordance to

H(t + τ) = J0
(
2π fDτ

)
H(t) +

√
1− J0

(
2π fDτ

)2
Ψ,

(5)

where J0(·) is the zeroth-order Bessel function, fD and τ are
the Doppler frequency and time displacement, respectively,
τ is a Nr ×Nt random matrix with zero-mean, unit variance
complex Gaussian elements. For the sake of simplicity, we
denote the autocorrelation function as ζ(τ) = J0(2π fDτ) in
the remainder of this paper.

2.2. Review of Geometric Mean Decomposition. The authors
of [4] suggested designing MIMO transceivers via geometric
mean decomposition (GMD), in which the MIMO channel
is decomposed as:

H = QRP†, (6)

where P and Q are semiunitary matrices and R represents an
m × m upper triangular matrix with identical diagonal ele-
ments. If the data signal x is precoded by P at the transmitter
and y is filtered by Q† at the receiver, the signaling model
(1) is tantamount to multiplication between x and the upper
triangular matrix, R. Hence, the transmitted signal could
be extracted and decoded using nulling and cancellation
procedure as elucidated in [4]. Assuming ideal operations
without error propagation, the data signals are sent on m
parallel spatial links with a common value of amplitude:

gs =
⎛
⎝

m∏

i=1

si

⎞
⎠

1/m

. (7)

In other words, the amplitudes of these links are equivalent
to the geometric mean of MIMO channel singular values, si.
Since these m spatial links have an identical gain, the “worst
subchannel” problem, in which the overall error perfor-
mance is dominated by the weakest spatial link, is no longer a
concern. Thus, one merit of using GMD is the exemption of
complicated bit/power allocations over spatial links. By uni-
formly allocating the transmission power among all parallel
spatial links realized by GMD, the channel capacity can be
expressed as:

C = m log2

(
1 + γg2

s

) = m log2

(
1 + γg

)
, (8)

where γ denotes the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) on each of
the parallel links. Also, it is easy to see that the link power
gain of these spatial links is the geometric mean of λs:

g = g2
s =

⎛
⎝

m∏

i=1

λi

⎞
⎠

1/m

. (9)

Conventionally, the channel capacity of a general MIMO
system can be written as the sum of multiple random vari-
ables; hence, central-limited theorem (CLT) could be used
to approximate the MIMO channel capacity as a Gaussian
random variable [16]. For MIMO-GMD schemes, however,
Gaussian approximation may not be suitable as (8) is simply
a scalar integer multiple of a single random variable.

2.3. Finite-State Markov Chain. As one of the objectives in
this paper is to model the time-varying behavior of MIMO-
GMD systems based on FSMC, the fundamental structure of
an FSMC is outlined here for pedagogical reasons. To model
the fluctuation of a random process using an FSMC, the
process is initially quantized into a number of discrete states.
Then, the dynamic behavior is described by the transition
probabilities among these states. For simplicity, only first-
order FSMC is considered in this paper, which means the
transition probability is solely dependent on the most recent
observation. In our case, both processes of eigenmode geo-
metric mean and capacity are quantized based on their
magnitudes. In particular, the random process of interest is
simply partitioned into S states by setting S − 1 threshold
levels. In the first state (denoted as S0), the process has a
value smaller than the lowest threshold level T0. In the final
state (SS−1), the process is larger than the highest threshold
level TS−2. Otherwise, the process is said to be in the ith
state (denoted as Si) if its value falls in the range between
threshold levels Ti−1 and Ti. For an illustrative example,
Figure 1 shows an eigenmode geometric mean process that
is partitioned into four states using three threshold levels:
T0, T1, and T2. As shown in the later sections of this paper,
the transition probabilities can be computed based on both
univariate and bivariate PDFs of the process.

3. Derivations of Statistical Distributions

This section targets to derive univariate and bivariate PDFs
for both spatial link power gain, g, and channel capacity, C,
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Figure 1: An example of Markov state quantization. The time-
varying eigenmodes geometric mean process in a (2,2) MIMO
channel is partitioned into S = 4 states using three threshold levels:
T0, T1, and T2.

for MIMO-GMD schemes. For univariate distributions, the
exact analytical results are first presented for cases with two
spatial links (m = 2), and then the cases with more spatial
links are dealt with by Gamma approximations.

3.1. Univariate Distributions for Cases with m = 2. When
either the transmitter or receiver is equipped with only two
antennas, only m = 2 spatial links are realizable as the rank
of a MIMO channel is min(Nt ,Nr). From (3), the joint PDF
for MIMO channel singular values with m = 2 is

f (s1, s2) =2 exp
(−s21 − s22

)
s2n−3

1 s2n−3
2

(
s21 − s22

)2

(n− 1)!(n− 2)!
. (10)

Since the geometric mean, gs, is a function of singular values,
Jacobian transform can be applied to obtain the joint PDF
for s2 and gs. We have

s1 = g2
s

s2
=⇒ ∂s1

∂gs
= 2gs

s2
, (11)

and hence

f
(
s2, gs

)

=
∣∣∣∣∣
∂s1
∂gs

∣∣∣∣∣ × f (s1, s2)|s1 → s1(gs)

=
4gs exp

[
−(g2

s /s2
)2 − s22

](
g2
s /s2

)(2n−3)
s2n−3

2

[(
g2
s /s2

)2 − s22
]2

s2(n− 1)!(n− 2)!
.

(12)

The PDF for gs can be acquired by integrating (12) with
respect to s2. After tedious calculation and little algebra, we
find the following result:

f
(
gs
) =

∫∞

0
f
(
s2, gs

)
ds2

= 8g(4n−3)
s

(n− 1)!(n− 2)!
K1
(
2g2

s

)
,

(13)

where K1(·) represents modified Bessel function of the sec-
ond kind of order 1. The derivation from (12) to (13) could
be carried out by certain symbolic manipulation software
packages. Note that (13) is a generalized version for cases
with m = 2; by setting n = 2, (13) can be reduced to the spe-
cial case result for a (2,2) MIMO-GMD system given in [9].
As gs is the square root of g, we may apply simple tran-
sformation on (13) to get the PDF for g:

f
(
g
) = 4g2(n−1)

(n− 1)!(n− 2)!
K1
(
2g
)
. (14)

Similarly, Jacobian transform can be employed to cope
with the channel capacity of MIMO-GMD schemes, as the
PDF for g is now readily available. Based on (8), we have

g = 2C/m − 1
γ

=⇒ ∂g

∂C
= ln(2)2C/m

mγ
. (15)

Thus, the PDF for channel capacity with m = 2 is

f (C) =
∣∣∣∣∣
∂g

∂C

∣∣∣∣∣ × f
(
g
)|g→ g(C)

= 2 ln(2)
√

2
C(

2C/2 − 1
)2(n−1)

γ(n−0.75)(n− 1)!(n− 2)!
K1

[
2
γ

(
2C/2 − 1

)]
.

(16)

The validity of (14) and (16) can be verified through
Monte Carlo simulations. In Figure 2, the empirical dis-
tributions of eigenvalue geometric mean for (2,2), (2,4),
and (2,8) MIMO systems are compared with their respec-
tive analytical PDFs that we have derived (14). On the other
hand, the comparison between theoretical channel capacity
PDFs (16) and simulation results are shown in Figure 3.
In all cases, excellent agreements between analytical and
simulation results can be observed.

3.2. Univariate Distributions for Cases with m > 2. For sys-
tems with more than two spatial links, that is, m > 2,
the similar approach invoked in Section 3.1 could be used.
Nonetheless, it is difficult to get closed-form results like (14)
and (16) because multiple integrals are required in the step of
obtaining f (gs) from f (s2, . . . , sm, gs) as in (13). Fortunately,
some previous studies have concluded that MIMO eigen-
values (λ1, λ2, . . . , λm) can be very accurately approximated
by Gamma random variables [14]. Moreover, [17] claims
that the geometric mean of multiple independent Gamma
random variables could be either a Gamma or a mixture of
Gamma distributions. Although MIMO eigenvalues are not
independent processes, they are weakly correlated. Thus, we
may make a hypothesis stating that

f
(
g
) ≈ Gamma(k, θ) = gk−1 exp

(−g/θ)
Γ(k)θk

, (17)

where the parameters k = E(g)/θ and θ = var(g)/E(g) are
shape factor and scale factor of Gamma distribution respec-
tively, and Γ(·) represents Gamma function. Since var(g) =
E(g2) − E(g)2, the computation for var(g) requires the first
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Figure 2: Comparison between simulation and calculation results
for distributions of eigenvalue geometric means (link gains of
GMD-based transceivers) in (2,2), (2,4), and (2,8) MIMO Rayleigh
fading channels.
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Figure 3: Comparison between simulation and calculation results
for distributions of capacities of GMD-based transceivers in (2,2),
(2,4), and (2,8) MIMO Rayleigh fading channels. Assuming γ =
5 dB.

two moments of g. Note that the t-th moment of g can be cal-
culated as

E
(
gt
) =

∫∞

0
· · ·

∫∞

0

⎛
⎝

m∏

i=1

λi

⎞
⎠
t/m

f (λ1, . . . , λm)dλ1, . . . ,dλm,

(18)

where f (λ1, . . . , λm) is the joint PDF of all m eigenvalues of
the channel correlation matrix H† H , as given in (4). To

Table 1: Parameters for Gamma approximation for some selected
MIMO configurations.

(4,4) (4,8) (8,8)

E(g) 1.8075 6.0279 3.2150

var(g) 0.5280 1.5306 0.5507

k 6.1880 23.7393 18.7687

θ 0.2921 0.2539 0.1713

make this paper more self-contained, we have tabulated the
numerical values of E(g), var(g), k, and θ for (4,4), (4,8), and
(8,8) cases in Table 1. Hence, one may construct the PDFs for
g in these MIMO cases accordingly.

The approximations based on Gamma distributions (17)
can be further leveraged to find the PDFs for channel
capacity in MIMO-GMD schemes. Using (15), we have

f (C) =
∣∣∣∣∣
∂g

∂C

∣∣∣∣∣× f
(
g
)|g→ g(C)

= ln(2)2C/m
(
2C/m − 1

)k−1

mγkΓ(k)θk
exp

(
1− 2C/m

γθ

)
.

(19)

To justify the suitability of Gamma approximations for eigen-
value geometric means, similar comparisons as in Section 3.1
are carried out for (4,4), (4,8), and (8,8) cases. In Figure 4, we
can see that Gamma distributions provide excellent approxi-
mation for eigenvalue geometric means. Although we did not
show it here, it has been found that Gamma distributions
also fit the simulation data in m = 2 cases. Hence, we
can claim that, for practical MIMO systems (m ≤ 8) at
least, the distributions of link gains in MIMO-GMD can be
accurately approximated by Gamma random variables. For
channel capacity, we compare the distributions of simulation
samples with the capacity PDF (19), which was derived based
on Gamma approximation of g. The comparisons are shown
in Figure 5, and it is clear that the simulation data and
computed results are almost aligned with each other. An
important observation is that, in contrast to conventional
MIMO systems, Gaussian approximation for capacity distri-
bution [16] does not seem to be appropriate in GMD-based
MIMO transceiver schemes.

3.3. Bivariate Distributions. Since we have observed that the
MIMO-GMD link gains can be accurately approximated by
a Gamma random variable, it can be conjectured that a
bivariate Gamma PDF is well suited for the joint density of
their magnitudes at two correlated time instants, g(t) and
g(t+τ). Thus, by modifying the bivariate Gamma PDF given
in [18], we have

f
(
g, ĝ

) ≈
(
gĝ
)(k−1)/2

θk+1Γ(k)
(
1− ρ)ρ(k−1)/2

exp

{−(g + ĝ
)

θ
(
1− ρ)

}

× Ik−1

(
2

θ
(
1− ρ)

√
ρgĝ

)
,

(20)
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Figure 4: Comparison between simulation and Gamma approxi-
mation results for distributions of eigenvalue geometric means (link
gains of GMD-based transceivers) in (4,4), (4,8), and (8,8) MIMO
Rayleigh fading channels.
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Figure 5: Comparison between simulation and calculation results
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where ĝ = g(t+τ) and ρ represents the correlation coefficient
between g and ĝ, which is defined as

ρ = E
[
g(t)g(t + τ)

]− E[g(t)
]
E
[
g(t + τ)

]
√

var
[
g(t)

]
var

[
g(t + τ)

]

= E
(
gĝ
)− E(g)2

var
(
g
) .

(21)

In (21), both E(g) and var(g) can be calculated by utilizing
(4) and (18). Since g and ĝ are functions of (λ1(t), . . . , λm(t))
and (λ1(t + τ), . . . , λm(t + τ)), respectively, the computation
for the joint moment, E(gĝ), requires the joint density for
MIMO eigenvalues at two time instants, which has been
provided in [19]:

f
(
λ1, . . . , λm, λ̂1, . . . , λ̂m

)

=
∏

i< j

[(
1/α2

)(
λ̂i − λ̂ j

)]∏
i< j

(
λi − λj

)∏m
i=1λ

l
i

α2m
∏m

i=1[(n− i)!(m− i)!]

× exp

⎛
⎝−

m∑

i=1

λi

⎞
⎠×G(λ),

(22)

where

G(λ) = det

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

f
(
λ̂1 | λ1

)
f
(
λ̂2 | λ1

)
· · · f

(
λ̂m | λ1

)

f
(
λ̂1 | λ2

)
f
(
λ̂2 | λ2

) ...

...
. . .

...

f
(
λ̂1 | λm

)
· · · · · · f

(
λ̂m | λm

)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

f
(
λ̂ | λ

)
= α2

β2

(
λ̂

α2λ

)v/2
exp

[
−α2λ− λ̂

β2

]
Il

(
2
α

β2

√
λλ̂

)

(23)

with λ̂i = λi(t + τ), α = ζ , β =
√

1− ζ2, and ζ = J0(2π fDτ) as
before. The joint moment, E(gĝ), can thereby be computed
with (22) as

E
(
gĝ
) =

∫∞

0
· · ·

∫∞

0
· · ·

∫∞

0

⎛
⎝

m∏

i=1

λi

⎞
⎠

1/m⎛
⎝

m∏

i=1

λ̂i

⎞
⎠

1/m

× f
(
λ1, . . . , λm, λ̂1, . . . , λ̂m

)
dλ1, . . . ,dλm, λ̂1, . . . , λ̂m.

(24)

Then, ρ can be calculated by substituting (24) into (21).
Apparently, the closed-form expression for (24) is difficult,
if not impossible, to obtain. However, it still can be solved
via numerical integrations.

Once the value of ρ is acquired, (20) can be extended to
obtain the bivariate PDF for MIMO-GMD channel capacity
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process. Using Jacobian transform, f (C, Ĉ) can be written
as

f
(
C, Ĉ

)

= det

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

∂g

∂C

∂g

∂Ĉ
∂ĝ

∂C

∂ĝ

∂Ĉ

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
× f

(
g, ĝ

)|g→ g(C),ĝ→ ĝ(Ĉ)

= 0.4805

×
2(C+Ĉ)/m

[(
2C/m − 1

)(
2Ĉ/m − 1

)
/γ2ρ

](k−1)/2

m2γ2Γ(k)θk+1
(
1 + ρ

)

× exp

[
2− 2C/m − 2Ĉ/m

γθ
(
1− ρ)

]

× Ik−1

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

2
√
ρ(2C/m − 1)

(
2Ĉ/m − 1

)

γθ
(
1− ρ)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦.

(25)

With PDFs derived in this section, one may construct an
FSMC to model the fluctuation of MIMO-GMD link gain
and capacity, as explained in Section 4.

4. FSMC Construction

In order to investigate the time-varying behavior of MIMO-
GMD systems, FSMC is adopted to model both link gain and
channel capacity. Based on the FSMC structure elaborated in
Section 2.3, we delineate how transition probabilities can be
analytically calculated using the PDFs derived in Section 3.
The transition probabilities from Si to S j , denoted as Pi, j , for
the link gain process g(t) can be computed as

Pi, j =
Prob

(
g(t) ∈ Si, g(t + τ) ∈ S j

)

Prob
(
g(t) ∈ Si

) , (26)

where

Prob
(
g(t) ∈ Si, g(t + τ) ∈ S j

)
=
∫

S j

∫

Si
f
(
g, ĝ

)
dg dĝ,

(27)

Prob
(
g(t) ∈ Si

) =
∫

Si
f
(
g
)
dg. (28)

Note that f (g) has been derived as (14) or (17), depending
on the value of m. Analytical calculations of (27) can be
quite difficult, so numerical integrations are used in this work
instead. For the sake of simplicity, this paper assumes that the
channel variation is slow enough so the process would only
transit to one of the adjacent states (from Si to Si−1 or Si+1)
or stay in the same state (from Si to Si). Therefore, we have

Pi,i = 1− Pi,i+1 − Pi,i−1. (29)

For channel capacity in MIMO-GMD scheme, the transition
probabilities can be computed in a similar fashion.
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Figure 6: Comparison of approximated and simulated transition
probabilities for link gains (with fD = 30 Hz, τ = 0.001 sec) in a
(2,4) MIMO system.
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Figure 7: Comparison of approximated and simulated transition
probabilities for MIMO-GMD channel capacity (with fD = 30 Hz,
τ = 0.001 sec and γ = 10 dB) in a (2,2) system.

In order to verify that FSMC is an appropriate tool to
model the fluctuation of MIMO-GMD channel, several
Monte Carlo simulations have been carried out. In partic-
ular, simulation results on transition probabilities for both
MIMO eigenvalue geometric mean and channel capacity are
compared with our calculations by (26) and (29). Note that
the threshold levels for state quantization are set arbitrarily
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in this work. In practical adaptive modulation schemes, for
example, the threshold levels for state quantization could be
set based on minimum required channel gain for a target
error performance. In all simulations, we have fD = 30 Hz,
τ = 0.001 sec and γ = 10 dB. In Figure 6, the link gain
of a (2,4) MIMO-GMD scheme is modeled as an FSMC
consisting of four states with {T0,T1,T2} = {1.5, 2.5, 3.5},
and transition probabilities from both simulation and cal-
culations are plotted. Similarly, we approximate the MIMO-
GMD capacity process in a (2,2) system using a four-state
FSMC with {T0,T1,T2} = {4, 7, 9} bps/Hz in Figure 7. In
both cases, it is apparent that our calculations can provide
very accurate approximations.

5. Conclusion

By applying GMD to a MIMO-OFDM system, multiple
spatial links with identical gains can be realized within each
subcarrier. This assuages the complexity at the transmitter
side as the spatial domain bit/power allocation can be sim-
plified. In order to seek for potential opportunities to further
decrease the system complexity, this paper has investigated
the statistical properties of MIMO systems using GMD. In
particular, we have derived PDFs for link gains (MIMO
eigenvalue geometric mean) and capacities. Although exact
results are only available for cases with two parallel links,
Gamma approximations can be used to model eigenvalue
geometric means for general MIMO cases with arbitrary
antenna configurations. Moreover, these results are extended
to derive the bivariate PDFs, which is important for the
analysis of time-varying behavior. These results are employed
to model the channel variation in MIMO-GMD schemes
by constructing FSMCs. To be specific, the transition
probabilities among states could be computed using the
PDFs derived in this paper. This paper proposed a potential
approach to predict the fluctuation of MIMO channels under
GMD, which may allow the engineers to relent the feedback
rate and hence reduce the system burden. The analytical
PDF results presented in this paper are for baseline cases of
Rayleigh flat fading. For scenarios involve spatial correlation
and Ricean fading, statistical properties of MIMO-GMD
schemes are still open problems and should be addressed in
the future.
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